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Laying the Foundations of Labour s
Postwar Hegemony:

Norwegian Wartime Planning, 1940 45*
Kai R. Pedersen

Rochester, New York

RÉSUMÉ: S est en se lançant, pendant la deuxième guerre mondiale, dans un

vaste effort de plani cation générale, que le parti travailliste norvégien put
écha auder le succès politique qu il connut après 1945. Moins réceptifs que
leur rivaux bourgeois à l exhortation du conseil des ministres à renoncer à
plani er selon des démarches partisanes, le parti travailliste et les dirigeants
syndicaux mirent sur pied un programme de réforme ambitieux et cohérent qui
cadrait avec le climat politique de la n de guerre. Les projets politico-économiques des plani cateurs sociaux-démocrates dt eraient suivant la division
qui s était installée entre tenants du corporatisme et du technocratisme mais
ils ne se retrouvaient pas moins pour faire bloc en faveur d un programme
pro\mettant croissance économique, plein emploi et redistribution des revenus.
Plus soucieux de reprise économique que de réforme, les plani cateurs nonsocialistes n ont jamais présenté un programme qui puisse inspirer con ance
et rivaliser avec celui des travaillistes. Préconisant un modèle liberal de
marché qui était loin de faire l unanimité, les représentants de la bourgeoisie
mettaient aussi l accent sur le rétablissement économique plutôt que sur les
réformes sociales et signerent ainsi leur propre défaite politique.
ABSTRACT: This article argues that the Norwegian Labour party s extensive
planning e orts during the war was critical to its politicalfortunes a er I945.
Less willing than their bourgeois rivals to accept the war cabinet s ban on
partisan planning, Labour party and union leaders designed an ambitious and
coherent reform program that suited the nation s political mood at war s end.
Although social democratic planners were divided among supporters ofcorporatist and technocratie visions for the postwar political economy, they all
united behind a broad reform platform that promised economic growth, full
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employment, and income redistribution. Concerned with economic recovery

rather than reform, nonsocialist planners never fashioned a credible altemative to Labour s program The bourgeois leaders liberal market model did not
enjoy widespread appeal, and their advocacy of economic restoration over
social reform was a recipefor political defeat.

Historians have commonly attributed the enduring hegemony of
Norway s social democrats to the reformist program they adopted in the
1930s (Bull 1982: 78 79, 111; idem 1979: 131 32; Pryser 1988: 1011). During that decade the Labour party scrapped its revolutionary dogmas and traded in its commitment to nationalization for a program that
combined economic planning and Keynesianism. Politically, the new
course paid off handsomely, catapulting the Labour party to power in
1935. As an economic strategy to get the country out of the depression,
however, its effects were modest (Dahl 1973: chapter 3; Sejersted 1973;
Nordvik 1977: 289 317; idem 1979: 223-37; Hodne 1983: chapter 7;
Pryser 1988: 21 28). Perhaps voters in 1940 would have renewed
Labour s governing mandate had the elections not been suspended as a
result of the war and occupation.

When Norwegians went to the polls after the liberation in October
1945, they gave the Labour party a parliamentary majority for the rst
time, increasing its representation in the Storting from 70 to 76 (out of a
total of 150). Although the social democrats actually registered a slight
loss in the popular vote, from 42.5% in 1936 to 41% in 1945, this decline was, as Helle (1983: 17) argues, more apparent than real.1 In view
of the large gains made by the Norwegian Communist party, whose popularity had risen by over 10% since the prewar period, Labour s electoral stability is quite remarkable. By contrast, in most other countries,
the communists success came at the expense of the socialist or social
democratic parties. The electoral strength Norway s social democrats
displayed in 1945 cannot be explained primarily as the result of its prewar record. Nor was it simply an inevitable byproduct of the general repudiation of the Right that took place in much of Western Europe during
the war; unlike their counterparts in most other occupied countries,
Norway s nonsocialists were not signi cantly compromised by collaborating with the Nazi regime in fact, they played a disproportionately
large role in the resistance movement. More than anything, this article
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suggests, it was the social democrats shrewd and clairvoyant wartime
planning that brought political success in 1945 (and later).
The Labour party s postwar political dominance was hardly a
foregone conclusion in 1940. Indeed, without its comprehensive planning efforts, it is quite possible that Norwegian social democracy might
have been out anked by its Communist and bourgeois rivals, as prominent Labour leaders feared at the beginning of the war. Anyway, the
social democrats assumed rm control of both official and unofficial
Norwegian preparations for the peace. While they dominated wartime
planning, Labour party and union leaders2 could not agree with Labour
economists on the postwar organization of Norway s political economy.
But the divergent views of postwar economic planning proved a political asset rather than a liability in 1945. Furthermore, the various factions all united behind a series of economic policy prescriptions that
would serve postwar Labour governments well.
Norway s social democrats encountered several setbacks at the
beginning of the war. The German invasion discredited Labour s pacifism and bankrupted its neutrality policy (Riste 1973; Udgaard 1973:
24 25). The Nazi political crackdown dispersed the social democratic
leadership and destroyed its organization. Furthermore, the Labour cabinet, exiled to London in June 1940, remained locked in a power struggle
with the predominantly nonsocialist resistance movement in Norway,
which blamed the government for the debacle of April 1940. The persistent demands for the resignation of the Nygaardsvold cabinet once the
war was over and for its replacement by a resistance-led coalition suggested to Labour veterans that resistance leaders harboured postwar
political ambitions. And, as the largest political party before 1940,
Labour was likely to be more affected than its rivals by the growing
popular disillusionment with traditonal politics during wartime. Clearly,
social democracy s continued reign after the war was anything but assured in the early 19403.
No one understood Labour s predicament better than the party veterans who demanded that the Nygaardsvold cabinet launch a major
planning campaign to regain the political initiative. However, the war
cabinet s weak ties to occupied Norway and its uncertain political future
after liberation led it to take a cautious line in planning for the postwar
period. Prime Minister Johan Nygaardsvold instructed public officials to
confine their planning to the immediate postwar phase and exhorted
them to put ideological commitments and partisan political objectives
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aside (Hartmann 1955: 102-103, 265, 268).3 That appeal fell largely on
deaf ears, particularly among Labour party and union leaders.
After pressure by union officials,4 the cabinet agreed in September
1942 to set up a separate Department of Supplies and Reconstruction to
oversee planning for the transition from war to peace. That department,
as Konrad Nordahl, the head of the union of ce in London, remarked,
was staffed with social democratic experts, so what is being done certainly will take place in accordance with our viewpoints. 5 Hence, the
policies of the Department of Supplies, like the government-sponsored
advisory boards on postwar administrative reorganization, monetary re
form, economic regulation, and labour policy re ected social democratic views (Debes 1980: chapters 21, 25; Luihn 1986: 187-91).
Although the legislation which government planners drafted was provisional, subject to subsequent parliamentary approval, and intended only
for the transitional period after the liberation, the postwar cabinets generally pursued the course these planners had charted. Their proposals for
monetary reform, economic controls, and employment policy guided not
only Norwegian reconversion but also its reconstruction strategy
(Pedersen 1988: 28-32).

Nygaardsvold s professions of nonpartisanship notwithstanding,
the government-in-exile s wartime planning thus bore a distinct social
democratic imprint. Nonsocialists were simply unable to match the expertise and in uence which the labour movement marshalled through its
access to the cabinet and the public administration.6 These planning efforts facilitated a smooth economic reconversion in Norway after 1940,
which bene ted Norwegian Labour politically.
Labour movement representatives, however, were not content with
such contingency preparations, and openly de ed the request to abstain
from long-term partisan planning. The principal leaders, Lars Evensen
and Martin Tranmæl in Stockholm, Konrad Nordahl in London, and
Haakon Lie in the United States, took advantage of the independence
from the government which employment with the union federation provided to spearhead the development of a radical, partisan program for

reconstruction.7

Labour economists served as a bridge between the cabinet and the
movement in wartime planning. They included Erik Brofoss and Knut
Getz Wold in the Departments of Supplies and Finance, respectively;
Ole Colbjørnsen, a financial counsellor at the Norwegian embassy in
Washington; and Trygve Haavelmo and Arne Skaug, both of whom
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worked for the Norwegian Trade and Shipping Mission in New York.8
Labour economists charted their own separate reconstruction strategy
which was both less nationalist and less radical than the movement s

platform.9

Norway s bourgeois leaders felt more bound by the call for a war
time suspension of partisan activities than did social democrats. With
the exception of Lars Christensen, the Norwegian consul in New York,
and Studieselskapet for norsk industri (the Study Group for Norwegian
Industry) in occupied Norway, nonsocialists produced no general plans

for the postwar economy. 10

Labour s two visions of the postwar national economic order
If wartime planners all agreed that rapid economic recovery required extraordinary measures, there was no consensus on which policies and what forms of economic organization should prevail in postwar
Norway. These discussions produced three major alternative concep
tions of economic planning. Labour movement leaders championed a
corporatist model, Labour economists a technocratic model, and nonsocialists a liberal free market model. All models envisaged planning as a
joint venture between the state and economic interest groups and defined economic growth as one of their principal goals. But their differences are more striking than their similarities. The social democratic
conceptions of planning shared many features but had little in common
with the liberal model. But even Labour economists and Labour party
leaders were not of one mind regarding the management of the postwar
economy.
The movement s planning scheme was both more elaborate and
more ambitious than the model which Labour economists adumbrated.
Full employment and economic growth were the overriding, irreducible
planks in the social democratic program. But, unlike Labour economists,
party planners placed just as much emphasis on the redistribution of
economic wealth and power. To attain these goals, they called for a
sweeping overhaul of Norway s prewar economy and polity. Indeed, as
one report put it, the labour movement strove for a new social and economic system. Liberal democracy and private capitalism would no

longer do. 11

All social democrats agreed that only a controlled and planned
economy could provide high economic growth and full employment.
The successful Anglo-American experiments with state controls and

6
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planning during the war suggested to Norwegian Labour leaders that
free competition and unplanned production can no longer be de

fended. 12 Instead, they wanted to employ the almost completely centralized economic system, which had sprung up during the occupation,
for purposes of economic recovery. In this system, Investments, prices,
wages, profits, interests, [and] rents,

[were] controlled. 13 Whereas

Labour economists on the whole regarded direct controls as temporary
expedients, necessary during the reconstruction period, Labour party
veterans conceived state controls as fundamental to a planned economy

under any circumstances. 14

The two groups also disagreed on the proper scope of state intervention in the economy. Both social democratic schemes for the postwar
political economy presupposed a new and enlarged role for the state.
Labour economists, however, did not consider increased state power the
panacea that most labour movement leaders did.15 And the champions
of technocratic planning generally soft-pedalled union leaders demands
for working-class participation in economic decision making. Corporatist planners insisted that management s unilateral control of industry
was a thing of the past; instead, they called for codetennination,
which meant that labour shall have the same right to decide over the
means of production as capital. 16 The eventual goal, as the wartime
manifesto Fremtidens Norge (Norway of the Future) stated, was an organization of the economy which puts the leadership and authority
completely in the hands of the working people (L0 and Norsk Sjømannsforbund 1944: 34). Workers would take part in economic decision
making through the corporatist bodies these wartime planners wanted to
create.
At the apex of the corporatist pyramid, movement leaders envisioned a permanent central planning body with far-reaching executive

powers.l7 Statens råd for næringslivet (the State Council for the Eco-

nomy) must become the Norwegian people s general staff in the economic sphere. While the council as well as Statens plankontor (the
State Planning Of ce) and Næringsrådet (the Economic Council) would

be subordinate to the government and parliament, they would frame the
nation s economic plans and coordinate the sectoral associations in

which all economic life was to be organized.18 The proposal aimed to

correct the shortcomings these social dem0crats saw in Norway s pre-

war politico economic system.19 It envisioned fundamental political re-

form by permitting far greater delegation of power from parliament to
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government than in the past. The cabinet would confer broad policymaking authority on these semiautonomous planning agencies which
would represent both the nation s political preferences and its economic
organization. The other two components of the corporatist pyramid were
designed to expand labour s in uence in the workplace.
Corporatist planners regarded the tripartite bransjeräd (industry
branch councils), the second pillar in the corporatist pyramid, as a vital
link in the planning machinery, connecting Statens râd for næringslivet
and produksjonsutvalgene (production committees). Bransjerådene
would design and implement sectoral plans and supervise the overall restructuring of Norwegian industry.20 Produksjonsutvalgene, the third
link in the corporatist chain, were the cornerstone in the radical Labour
blueprint for the development of economic democracy. They were also

intended to play a critical role in raising productivity.21 The responsibility for engineering industrial renovation thus fell not on the invisible
hand, but on the corporatist bodies which party and union leaders
hoped to control.

Labour economists conception of planning presupposed less
sweeping economic reorganization. They wanted to anchor the planning
machinery within a slightly modified public administration (Bergh
1978b: 1 17). While technocratic planners, too, were committed to the
creation of a new economic order after the war, the premium they placed
on rapid economic recovery and political consensus limited their reform
program. The proponents of corporatist planning, in contrast, aimed for
a far-reaching transformation of the politico-economic order. Determined to effect a fundamental shift in the balance of economic power,

they advocated reforms that would radically alter Norwegian capitalism.

On most economic policy issues, however, party and union leaders
deferred to Labour economists. Both groups were committed to high investments, countercyclical budget policies, and a steeply progressive tax
code. As a means to restore nancial stability, they favoured rigorous
price controls rather than a drastic monetary purge. Labour planners also
called for broad social reforms partly in order to rally the work force
behind the reconstruction effort.
The internal disagreements Within social democracy did not, however, harrn Labour politically. In fact, the corporatists radical socioeconomic aspirations gave the program political appeal, while the technocrats well-crafted national and international economic strategies
(Pedersen 1988: 52 63, chapter 2) added credibility. The importance
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which both groups attached to such goals as economic growth, full employment, and income equalization made it possible for Norwegian
Labour to present a relatively coherent program in 1945. In sum, it was
a platform that addressed Norway s economic problems and that suited
its political mood at war s end. The same cannot be said of the alternative which Norwegian bourgeois planners had charted during the war.
Nonsocialists and the postwar national economic order
Nonsocialist planning was centered in the leadership of Norges
Bank (the Bank of Norway), Studieselskapet for norsk industri, and in
Norwegian business circles abroad. If these groups did not reject economic controls and central planning outright, they endorsed a very limited
form of state interventionism and favoured planning under the auspices
of private industry. Those who urged the state to create planning boards
wanted these staffed by industry representatives rather than government
bureaucrats or union of cials. In short, their platform was industry selfregulation, not a state controlled and planned economy. While there was
disagreement over whether a return to the prewar economic order was
feasible, most proposals sought to minimize the changes in economic
organization and policy-making after the war.

Lars ChristenSen s An Outline for Norwegian Post-War Reconstruction directed its arguments against those who championed the retention of wartime controls in the postwar era. Such controls were effec
tive only if they were all embracing and completely centralized that is,
they worked only in totalitarian societies. Christensen argued that the
freer the economy can be left to function within certain prescribed
limits, the sounder, cheaper, quicker and more lasting the
recovery
(Christensen 1942: 107 08).
The Outline s warnings against state interventionism and govemment controls notwithstanding, the book was not a laissez-faire manifesto. Christensen acknowledged that the market economy, as it had ex
isted before the war, was incapable of leading Norway along the path of
swift economic rehabilitation. Consequently, he recommended certain
institutional innovations, apparently inspired by the New Deal, such as
the creation of a Reconstruction Finance Corporation and an Emergency
Supply Corporation. The consul thus joined the wartime chorus demanding planning for an orderly economic transition from war to peace;
and he urged the government to form an Agency for Post War Planning
which would direct and coordinate those preparations. However, these
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new organizations were not intended to police or supplant existing mar
ket institutions but to strengthen them. The proposed planning agencies
would be disbanded once Norway s reconstruction was completed
(Christensen 1942: chapters 3 4).
Studieselskapetfor norsk industri, which leading industrialists in
occupied Norway founded in May 1944, elaborated a program that
sought to prevent a postwar recurrence of the investment and unemployment problems that had plagued Norwegians during the 1920s and
1930s. If industrialists could meet postliberation exigencies by coordinating their investment policies, they might escape government regulations and would not have to fear nationalization. But their suggestions
for business planning and industry self-government, as the Study
Group s leading student has concluded, never became anything but
ideas con ned to a small circle of prominent industrialists (Sevje 1977:
70; Sejersted 1984: 11-12).
In contrast to Christensen and Studieselskapet, the bourgeois leaders in the national bank conceived no general plan for the reorganization
of the postwar national economy. Some liberal tracts such as Arnold
Ræstad s Europe and the Atlantic World and William Keilhau s
Economic and Political Postwar Planning were impenetrable politicalphilosophical essays concerned primarily with the international foundations of postwar cooperation.22 Although Europe and the Atlantic World
acknowledged the wartime yearning for economic planning, it argued
that fears of an intrusive state bureaucracy, which such planning presupposed, were likely to temper the demands for a planned postwar economy. Consequently, many countries may prefer to suffer such shocks
to their social stability as will be inherent in their retaining an individualistic economy (Ræstad 1958: 80 81). With the partial exception of
Christensen s Outline these works were unhelpful to Norwegian nonso
cialists in search of a program to counter the social democratic agenda.
Not surprisingly, the nonsocialists economic policy recommendations also differed from social democratic prescriptions. With economic
revival rather than reform as the overriding aim, bourgeois spokesmen
opposed high taxes, which sti ed individual initiative, and public works,
which were unproductive. Instead, the postwar government should seek
the quickest possible restoration of free enterprise, economic competition, and balanced budgets. In theory they might have endorsed the popular demands for full employment, higher living standards, and social
security that had sprung out of the interwar crises and the occupation,
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but their support was, at best, qualified and half-hearted (Christensen
1942: 5, 76, 121; Ræstad 1958: 80, 86 87). Inadvertently, they lent credence to socialdemocratic assertions that only central economic planning could ful ll those reform objectives.
Christensen and other nonsocialists championed a sweeping monetary reform to contain the in ationary threat that had resulted from Nazi
financial policy. Such a reform was a precondition, in this view, for the
reintroduction of currency convertibility, the gold standard, and normal
price relationships in sum, it was a central prerequisite for the revival
of a free-market economy (Christensen 1942: 57-72, 87-89, 100).
Bourgeois leaders, less concerned than social democrats with preventing unemployment and de ation, regarded radical monetary reform
and deregulation as the most feasible means to accomplish speedy recovery. Broad socio-economic reforms would, in their opinion, only impede the realization of that objective.
Labour s triumph in 1945
Social democrats triumphed in the wartime policy-making and
planning debates in part because they were able to muster superior ad
ministrative resources and because they often enjoyed cabinet support.
But the single most important reason for Labour s success in determining the postwar agenda was that it alone had fashioned a broad reform
program with wide appeal to an electorate radicalized by war and occupation.
Norwegian Labour economists and party planners espoused different concepts of economic planning, but they shared the conviction that
Norway should have a controlled and planned economy during the reconstruction period. To friends and foes alike, their differences seemed
insigni cant. In 1945, therefore, social democracy appeared as a united
movement which championed economic planning as the key instrument
for effecting broad economic and social reforms.
Nonsocialist spokesmen appropriated Labour s earlier calls for resuming the course which the country had pursued prior to 1940. While
some bourgeois planners acknowledged that a successful economic revival hinged on the use of limited controls and planning, others opposed
such extraordinary methods and disparaged any infringement on private
enterprise. Unable to revise ideological postulates to fit the exigencies
of a profoundly transformed socio-economic order, bourgeois leaders
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could only reassert the merits, as they perceived them, of the prewar
model the familiar retum-to-normalcy thesis.
Labour s postwar hegemony was apparent already during the
summer of l945 before the elections in October gave it an absolute
parliamentary majority. With the partial exception of the Communists
(Helle 1983: 62-64), the political parties adopted in the name of na
tional unity Fellesprogrammet (the Common Program) as the basis for
Norway s reconstruction (Eriksen and Lundestad 1972: 28 36). That
program resembled the social democratic agenda even though it diluted
or omitted Labour s most radical demands. The program thus endorsed
the party leaders vision of economic planning but deprived the corporatist pyramid of the authority necessary to make it an effective instrument of policy-making. Nonetheless, the social democrats got much of
what they had bargained for, including endorsement of planning, controls, and full employment. Nonsocialists, having lost the planning debate and policy-making struggle during the war, found themselves on
the defensive from 1945 on. They had never succeeded in fashioning a
credible alternative to Labour s blueprint for a controlled and planned
postwar economy, and were no more able to set the political agenda after 1945 than they had been during the war. Nonsocialists self-avowed
role of containing social democratic radicalism gradually lost much of
its raison d être as the challenge from the Left diminished. The
Norwegian Communist party, victimized by both its own sectarianism,
Cold War hysteria, and governmental repression, faded into political obscurity.

NOTES
* This paper draws primarily upon the wartime records of the Norwegian Federation of Trade Unions (L0) and the private papers of prominent Labour leaders, held at
the Labour Movement s Archives in 0510. An earlier version of this paper was pre-

sented to the Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study on 23 April 1993 at
the University of Texas at Austin. The author would like to thank the following for
assistance in the writing of this article: Steve Cloyd and Mac Knox, as well as an especially helpful anonymous reviewer for Scandinavian-Canadian Studies.
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1. Labour s showing in 1936 was arti cially high since the Communists did not
eld an independent slate of candidates that year (except in Bergen) because of unity
negotiations with the social democrats.

2. This article distinguishes between Labour party and union ofñcials (collectively

labeled labour movement of cials), Labour cabinet of cials, and Labour economists
in order to emphasize the differences between the three groups over wartime planning.
3. For the cabinet s views on the proper scope of wartime planning, see enclosure

to letter from the Minister of Finance to L0, 15 December 1941, LO, London of ce,
box 7c, folder: 14;

Referat av møte holdt i Utenriksdepartementets møtesa1,

Kingston House, 24 March 1943, LO, London of ce, box 6b, folder: 21.
4. The union of ce in London had in the summer of 1942 called on the govemment to create a reconstruction of ce in order to preempt the alleged efforts of pri-

vate business leaders to usurp the exiled administration s planning responsibilities. See

letter from Nordahl to Nygaardsvold, 13 July 1942, reproduced in Beretning og regnskap for Arbeidernes Faglige Lands-organisasjon i Norge i tiden november 1941 31.
desember 1942, L0, London of ce, box 2a, folder. 22.
5. Nordahl, Beretning og regnskap for Arbeidernes Faglige Landsorganisasjon i

Norge, London-sekretariatet i tiden 1. januar 1943 31. desember 1943, LO, London
of ce, box 2a, folder: 16. The Minister of Supplies, Anders Frihagen, was a prominent

Labour authority on banking and nance, who headed the Commerce Department from

1939 to 1942 and was president of Industribanken from 1935 to 1951.

6. Of course, many of the civil servants in the exiled administration were not socialists. This was particularly true for Norges Bank, where bourgeois economists predominated. For a discussion of the role of Norwegian economists in London, see Wold

(1953), pp. 58 72.

7. These leaders considered the war cabinet too apolitical, as Haakon Lie put it.

See enclosure No. 2 to Report No. 33 from Oslo to London, 24 April 1943, LO,

London of ce, box 7d, folder: 15; Haugen (1983), p. 67, passim; Dahl (1972), 2: 285
307; Nygaardsvold to Nordahl, 8 April 1943, LO, London of ce, box 7d, folder: 16.
For the cabinet s views on the proper scope of wartime planning, Hartmann (1955), pp.
102-03, 265, 268; enclosure to letter from Hartmann to L0, 15 December 1941, LO,

London of ce, box 7c, folder: 14; Referat av møte holdt Utenriks-departementets
møtesal, Kingston House, 24 March 1943, LO, London of ce, box 6b, folder: 21.
8. Except for Getz Wold, a member of Venstre (the Radical Party), they were the
Labour party s principal economic experts both during and after the war. Getz Wold s
views on economic policy were indistinguishable from the Labor economists proper.
9. Partly in order to minimize ideological controversy, they went to great lengths
to stress the continuity between prewar economic policy and their ideas for the postwar
order. See Colbjørnsen, Foreløpige merknader til spørsmålet om Gjenreisningen i
Norge m.v., 11 March 1942, Colbjørnsen Papers, box l.
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10. See the national bank s explanation for this in its letter to the Department of

Finance, 2 October 1943, reproduced in Beretning fra Norges Bank om virksomheten
i det frie Norge og i London i tiden 22. april 1940-13. juli 1945, Storiingsforhandlinger, 1945-46, V: 43-44.

1 1. LO, Report No. 49, received London 11 August 1943, Skaug Papers, box 22.
12. L0 and Norsk Sjømannsforbund (1944), pp. 23-24. See also Haakon Lie to

Anders Frihagen, 8 June 1943, Frihagen Papers, box 7; and Konrad Nordahl to Martin
Tranmæl, 25 May 1943, LO, London of ce, box 9a, folder: 1.
13. Knut Getz Wold,

struction ; idem,

Norway s Problems of Economic and Social Recon-

P.M. angående de finansielle og pengepolitiske spørsmål som

dekningen av Wehrmachtskontoen i Norges Bank i Oslo reiser ; idem, Lønns- og
prisnivået i Norge under og etter frigjøringen, 30 November 1943 ; Trygve Haavelmo,
Wehrmachtskontoen og pengepolitikken i Norge etter krigen, 21 August 1943," all in
Skaug Papers, box 21.
14. LO, London office, Retningslinjer for nyreisning arbeidslivet i Norge etter

krigen," June 1942, LO, London offi box 9a, folder: 1. See also Bergh (1978a), p. 92.
15. Colbjømsen, Foreløpige merknader."
16. LO, Stockholm of ce, Fagorganisasjonen og etterkrigsproblemene.
17. In contrast to the war planners corporatist blueprint, postwar legislation established Det økonomiske samordningsråd (Economic Coordination Council) as a temporary and consultative organ. For postwar developments and debates, see Bergh (1983),

pp. 84-125.
18. LO, Stockholm of ce, De politiske problemer ; L0 and Norsk Sjømannsfor-

bund (1944), pp. 36 38; Stenersen (1977), pp. 74-78; Tangen (1978), esp. pp. 17-18.
19. For an incisive critique of the political system s failure to deal with the interwar economic crises, see LO, Stockholm of ce,

De politiske problemer i Norge etter

krigen, March 1943, L0, Stockholm ofñce, box 1941 45, folder: sosiale trygder.
20. LO, London of ce, Retningslinjer for nyreising ; LO, Fagorganisasjonen og
etterkrigsproblemene ; LO and Norsk Sjømannsforbund (1944), pp. 36-38; Bergh

(1973), pp. 26-27, passim; Stenersen (1977), p. 77.
21. LO, Stockholm of ce,

Fagorganisasjonen og etterkrigsproblemene"; idem,

Gjenoppbyggingen av fagorganisasjonen i Norge, approved by the secretariat on 5
March 1943, in LO, Stockholm of ce, box 1, folder: 14; Stenersen (1972), especially
pp. 16-17, passim; idem (1977), p. 72.
22. Both authors, above all Ræstad, the spiritual father of Norway s Atlantic
policy, forcefully championed regional security collaboration of the North Atlantic
powers. See Ræstad (1958); Keilhau, Economic and Political Post-War Planning, 8
March 1943, Skaug Papers, box 22; idem (1944).
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The Provincial Mayor in Norway:

Role Development and Role Perception
Ingunn Norderval

Molde College, Norway
RESUME: Méme s il existe beaucoup de documentation concernant les
institutions politiques dz érentes du niveau de la province norvégienne, les
chercheurs ne se sontpas intéressés au préfet, le maire de la province, appelé
le zlkesordforer . Il existe très peux de documents publiés, concernant le
rôle du préfet dans le système politique norvégien.
Cet article présente une recherche brève et historique du développement
de la province norvégienne comme institution administrative et politique.
L élément essentiel de l article s agit de la poste du préfet, en concentrant sur
la période qui suivait les grandes réformes démocratiques des années des
1970. Les sources les plus importantes de l information sont des interviews
étendus, faits avec tous ceux qui avaient été élus préfet dans la province de
Møre et Romsdal depuis 1975, avec tous à l exception d un des vicepréfets, et aussi avec plusieurs fonctionnaires publiques dans la province.
D en plus, trois des cinq femmes élues préfets dans les autres provinces
norvégiennes ont raconté leurs expériences. Finalement, l information
statistiques nationale, et des notations des résultats des élections provinciales
entre 1975 et 1995 ont été utilisés.
ABSTRACT: While there exists a considerable amount of literature on the
various institutions of the regional level of Norwegian government, the
province, political scientists have shown no interest in the provincial mayor,
the zlkesordforer. Virtually no published materials are to be found on the
mayor s role in the system This paper rst presents a brief historical review of
the development of the Norwegian province as an administrative and political
institution. The main body of the paper concentrates on the mayor s o îce,
with particular attention to the period after the major democratic reforms of
the 1970s. The main source of information consists of in-depth interviews conducted with all those elected as mayor in the province of Møre and Romsdal
since I975, and with all but one of the vice-mayors ( j ylkesvaraordforer ),

© Scandinavian Canadian Studies/ Études scandinaves au Canada, IX (1996): 17-47.
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and several top bureaucrats in the province. As well, three of the ve women
elected as mayors in other provinces have told of their experiences. In addition, national statistical data and election records from the provincial elections
between 1975 and 1995 have been utilized.

Introduction

The Norwegian province, the fylkeskommune, is celebrating its 325th
anniversary in 1996: It was in 1671 that a royal decree divided the
country into 12 provinces, then called amt. The number has since
grown to 18 regular provinces. The capital city of Oslo constitutes a
separate province, bringing the total to 19.
For almost 200 years, the provincial administration was merely an
extension of the centralized state, with no element of popular representation. However, in 1837 legislation was passed requiring every
province to have a governing council composed of all the mayors from
the municipalities. The state s top administrative official in each
province, the amtsmann would be the leader of the council, with responsibility for preparing the agenda for its meetings.
During the 20th century, pressures for democratic reform resulted
in significant changes in provincial governmental structures. Legislation
passed in 1963 provided that the provincial assemblies would be elected
by and from the municipal assemblies, the size of the delegation
depending on the size of the municipality. In other words, no longer
would the provincial assembly consist only of mayors. Further, although
the top state administrative official, now called fylkesmann
(governor), would still be in charge of preparing the agenda for the
meetings, the provincial assembly would elect one of its own members
as fylkesordf¢rer (provincial mayor) for the entire four year term.
The most far-reaching reform was adopted in 1975, when legislation was passed providing for direct, popular elections to the provincial
assemblies. The law also provided that the provincial assemblies would
elect from their own midst an executive council, the fylkesutvalg, reecting party strength in the assembly, and one member of the executive
council as provincial mayor, fylkesordforer. A provincial director,
fylkesrädmann, would head the administrative bureaucracy, and aid
the mayor in the discharge of his duties. The state s top man in the
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province, the fylkesmann, would from now on confine his activity to
administration of purely state affairs, and have no political responsibility. (Itshould be noted that since 1986, Oslo has had a parliamentary
type city government, where the executive council is not composed
according to the principles of proportional representation, but is based
on majority votein the assembly. Unlike the other provincial mayors,
the mayor of Oslo is largely a ceremonial gurehead, whose duties for
the most part consist of representation at of cial functions, as well as of
presiding at the meetings of the assembly and preparing its agenda.)
Democratization, decentralization and effectivization were the
main ideas behind the 1975 reform. Through direct, popular elections
and buildup of their own bureaucracies, the provinces would become
more democratic and powerful elements of the political system. Some
effects of the reform were immediately noticeable: While earlier provincial assemblies, even after the 1963 reform, had been dominated by the
local political elites, i.e., the mayors, other groups now made their entry,
giving the assemblies a far more representative character. Women, who
before the 1975 reform constituted less than two percent of the provincial assembly membership, increased their representation to over 20
percent in the very first election. At the same time, political activity on
the provincial level increased, with more frequent meetings of the
assemblies, the executive council and the main committees. The office
of provincial mayor immediately became a full-time, paid position in almost all the provinces.
During the two decades that have passed since the 1975 reform,
social scientists have spent considerable effort scrutinizing the new
province. Recruitment processes, the relationship between the province
and the state, provincial planning and budgeting processes, the role of
the executive council and of the provincial standing committees, con ict
patterns and coordinating attempts all these are just some of the topics
subjected to analysis (See Fevolden 1980; Hovik 1986). Curiously,
however, literally no research exists on the development of the provincial mayor s role. One review article published at the time of the 10th
anniversary of the new province, Forskning om fylkeskommunen
[Research on the province] does not include a single reference to literature on the provincial mayor, indeed, the term hardly occurs in the entire
article (Hovik 1986: 13).
It was against this background that I decided to undertake an analysis of how the position of provincial mayor has been defined and de-
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veloped in the course of the 20 years that have passed since the 1975 reform. In this case, the study has had to rely on information from the ofceholders themselves. As a provincial politician and member of my
province s executive council for many years, I know personally all those
who have been elected provincial mayors of Møre and Romsdal during
this period, and have been able to conduct in-depth interviews with all
four of them. Of the four mayors who served between the 1963 reform
and the more extensive reform of 1975, only two are alive today. I have
had lengthy conversations with both of these men. As well, I have interviewed all but one of those who have served as vice-mayors from 1975
to the present, and those administrative officials who gave initial guidance to the mayors and introduced them to their work.
Very few women have so far been elected as provincial mayors in
Norway, only six in the entire country. Of these six, I have been able to
interview four about their perceptions of the of ce and its development.
In addition to interviews with some 20 politicians, top administrators and other provincial employees, I have utilized available national
statistical data and election records from the provincial elections between 1975 and 1995.

Who is the provincial mayor?
The basic distinguishing features of the Norwegian provincial mayor are
rapidly listed: He is a middle aged man of the middle class, and most
likely a public employee. Teachers have been rather overrepresented in
the ranks of the mayors, whereas workers and private businessmen have
been curiously absent. Politically, the mayor today tends to be a veteran
of several sessions in the provincial assembly, and has generally served
as leader of one of the major committees.
With reference to party affiliation, mayors today most likely belong either to the Labour Party or the Centre Party, but considering the
entire period from 1975 to 1995, the Conservative Party has been the
runner up to the Labour Party in terms of the number of positions controlled. There are today eight mayors belonging to the Labour Party, just
as many to the Centre Party, while the Conservatives only hold two
mayoral chairs and the Christian People s Party one. As shown in Table
I, over the last two decades, Labour has held 43 of the 114 positions, the
Conservatives 38, and the Centre Party 21, while the Christian People s

Party can only boast 12.
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Table I
Pally Affiliation of Mayors
Election Year

1975

1979

1983

1987

1991

1225

Total

Labour

7

3

8

6

ll

8

43

Conservatives
Christian

5

10

8

11

2

2

38

People s Party

5

4

1

1

O

1

12

Centre

2

2

2

1

6

8

21

19

19

19

19

19

19

144

Total

It was during the so-called right-wing wave of the 19805 that the
Conservative Party succeeded in electing most of its mayors: 29 of the
38 Conservative mayors were elected in the three elections from 1979 to
1987. In 1991, however, the ranks of Conservative mayors were decimated from eleven to two, and again, in the last election, in 1995, the

Conservatives only succeeded in winning two of the top positions in
the capital city of Oslo and in the solidly Conservative province of
Vestfold, which has had a Conservative mayor for the entire period,

from 1975 to 1995.

The Centre Party, which has had its strength in the farming regions
of western Norway, particularly in Sogn and Fjordane, and Nord
Trøndelag, was the big winner in the last two elections. In 1991, the
party won all ve of its new mayoral positions from the Conservative
Party.
It is also interesting to note the pattern of party domination in the
various provinces. Some provinces have been solidly dominated by one
party in the red provinces, Hedmark, Oppland and Finnmark, for instance, the Labour Party has held the mayor s of ce in all the electoral
periods since 1975. No other party can equal that feat. However, the
Conservatives have held on to one province, Vestfold, for the entire period, and the Centre Party has won five out of six elections in Nord

Trøndelag. If we de ne a province as party dominated when the same
party captures the top post in at least four of the six elections, seven of
the 19 provinces can be characterized as dominated by Labour, and four
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as dominated by the Conservatives. The Centre Party is dominant in two
provinces, while the Christian People s Party only dominates one
province, Vest Agder, in the southwestern bible belt.
Only three of the established parties, namely the Liberal Party, the
right wing Progress Party and the left oriented Socialist Left Party, have
never succeeded in capturing the coveted position of provincial mayor.
The strong position of the Labour Party in Norwegian politics is
further re ected in the fact that the party can point to the control of the
largest group of vice-mayor positions as well: 38 of the 114 vice-mayors
during this period have belonged to the Labour Party. In the three red
provinces, both the mayor and vice mayor have beenfrom Labour the
entire period, with the exception of one term in one province. From
1991 to 1995, Labour had a ruling alliance with the Socialist Left Party
in Hedmark, and a vice-mayor was appointed from the latter party.
On the non-socialist side, none of the parties can aspire to anything approaching this record. Norway s fractured party system dictates
marriages of convenience, and very few of these have proved to be
monogamous affairs over an extended period. After an election, efforts
to establish a ruling coalition require shrewd negotiations: What will
you demand to support our candidate for mayor?
In the non-socialist camp, the Christian People s Party appears to
be the most popular alliance partner, with 28 of the 72 non-socialist
vice-mayors belonging to that party. This party has been a favorite partner particularly in Vestfold, Aust Agder and the western provinces of
Rogaland, and Sogn and Fjordane. For the most part, the Christian
People s Party has found happiness in Conservative arms: 19 of the 28
vice-mayors from the ranks of the Christian People s Party served under
Conservative mayors. However, the most recent election seems to indi-

cate that the party now is willing to accept suitors from other ranks as
well. After the 1995 election, the Christian People s Party entered partnerships with Labour in Nord Trøndelag and Akershus.

John Adams, the rst American vice-president, once observed that
his of ce was the most insigni cant
that ever invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived (Morrison and Commager, Vol. I,
p. 329). Certainly, the Norwegian provincial vice-mayor s position is
even more modest. Its only signi cance lies in its potential: The occu
pant will become mayor if the incumbent dies in of ce. Other than this,
it is definitely no stepping stone to the higher of ce. Only nine of the
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provincial mayors have been nominated and elected after having first
served in the lower of ce.
The reason for this is not just that there normally is no on the job
training that renders the holder fit for promotion, but rather the fact that
the vice-mayors very much are the junior partners. They come from
the smaller political parties, and have been wooed simply because the
bigger party needs support to capture the main of ce. The smaller parties do not, however, have enough political weight to claim the main
prize. Always a bridesmaid, never a bride aptly summarizes their po
sition.
So, what patterns appear to emerge in the alliance building after an
election? Which parties tend to enter into partnership with each other in
the constituting processes every fourth year? What are the most likely
coalitions in the fragmented Norwegian political system?
According to Arend Lijphart (1984), there are basically two theoretical approaches to explain coalition building, namely, the ideological and the pragmatic approach. According to the former,
coalitions are generally forrned with close friends it is very unlikely
that parties representing radically differentpolitical views will nd each
other. The latter approach stipulates that pragmatic concern for composing the smallest possible majority in the popular assembly, will guide
parties in their search for coalition partners.
Coalition patterns in the Norwegian provincial assemblies during
the period considered here appear to con rm the tendency by parties to
seek partners with a certain ideological af nity. Thus, the Conservative
Party and the Christian Pe0p1e s Party have been faithful partners in
many provinces, as have the Labour Party and the Socialist Left Party
elsewhere. Recent years have also produced an ideological reorientation
within the Centre Party which has facilitated closer ties with both
Labour and the Socialist Left Party.
However, as already indicated, the last elections also have pro
duced some more pragmatic partnerships. In M¢re and Romsdal this
was aptly illustrated both after the 1991 and the 1995 elections. With
nine parties represented in the 57-member assembly, and no clear
majority bloc, the situation was very dif cult when the representatives
met to elect the executive council, the mayor and members of the main
committees. In 1991, it first appeared that a coalition headed by the
Conservatives would be able to appoint the mayor. However, after last
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minute maneuvers by the Labour Party, which shamelessly sold itself
to a disgruntled dissident from the smallest party group, the one extra
vote was secured which gave the position of provincial mayor to
Labour. The left-centre coalition included the two social democratic
parties, the Liberal Party and the Centre Party plus the deserter, who
was paid with important committee memberships as well as a seat on the
executive council for his betrayal of his own group.
Four years later, the situation was equally dramatic. The Labour
Party had improved its representation, but was still dependent on support from others to retain the mayor s chair. One of the alliance partners
from the previous period, the Centre Party, now claimed the top spot for
its man, and was not willing to continue the collaboration unless
Labour s mayor stepped down to the position of vice-mayor. Not unexpectedly, she was very unwilling to do so, and in party group discussions, the mayor was very forthright in her proposal that one should
seek cooperation with the Conservative Party and the Christian People s
Party. That would constitute the smallest possible majority, and since
only three parties were involved, one would therefore not have to divide
the spoils between as many partners in comparison to the alternativean invitation to the more natural allies on the left and in the centre to
form the new executive council.

As it turned out, a centre-right bloc was formed, which received
the necessary support by allying itself with the most radical members of
the provincial assembly, the Socialist Left Patty. Again, the bait was
political positions: A coveted seat on the executive council, and the
chairmanship of the one committee most desired by the party leader.
The political game surrounding these negotiations has few formalized rules. Under Norway s proportional representation party list
system, the voters do not cast their votes for the individual candidate,
but for the entire party list. The total number of votes received by each
party determines how many of its candidates are elected. The person
heading the party list is normally the candidate for mayor. Generally,
the provincial party leader and the candidate heading the list constitute
the negotiating committee which meets with similar teams from the
other parties after an election to divide the spoils. Needless to say, the
clear-sightedness of the contestants is not infrequently clouded by their
personal ambition, and in some parties there now is a growing feeling
that the negotiation team must be selected with more attention to diplomatic skills than has so far been the case.
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The provincial mayor: Role development I
Prior to the 1963 reforms, the role of provincial mayor was of virtually
no consequence. The mayor was not elected for the entire four-year
period, but only for the duration of a session of the provincial assembly,
which normally met for about one week once a year. His function was
merely that of presiding over the meeting, and he had no right to initiate
issues for the agenda. The governor, the fylkesmann, prepared the
agenda and made his recommendations to the various committees. In the
assembly itself there was little debate, and a strong pressure for
consensus. Most issues were for all practical purposes decided in the
committees, whose normally unanimous recommendations were
followed up by the assembly. There is no point in being querulous
when you belong to the minority. There ll be other trains, was a comment frequently heard, according to one old politician who has served
both under the old and the new system.
When the reform of 1963 provided for election of a mayor for the
entire four-year period, it naturally opened the possibility for strengthening the role of the mayor. However, such a change, in order to come
about, also required an of ce holder intent on effecting a change. The
development of an institution is as much a function of the precedents
created by the policies and personality of the office-holders, as by the
formal rules devised by the lawmakers. The formal institutional arrangements function as a framework around the political process, but
the individual actors and the way they play their roles provide the content and substance. This is, of course, even more the case when new
roles and structures are being created.
As actors in a system we normally encounter an established culture that defines the roles we are to occupy. There are clear expectations
regarding role behaviour and attitudes. When new positions are established, however, there exists in a sense a vacuum: Roles and the relations between role occupants need to be de ned. How this is done, and

how the role is shaped through the interactions between the main actors
of the system, will have significant consequences for its legitimacy.
When, in addition, groups which earlier were unrepresented enter the
leadership structures, as was the case with women s entry into top political positions in Norway a couple of decades ago, this, too, must be assumed to affect the way the system functions and develops.
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It is, in short, essential to look at the actors in such new structures,
their attitudes to their roles and role differentiations. In the following,
we shall examine how the role of mayor in one Norwegian province,
namely Møre and Romsdal, has been developed over the past generation
by the signi cant actors of the system.
As it turned out, the rst provincial mayor elected in Møre and
Romsdal after the 1963 reform was a politician of the old school -full
of deference to the fylkesmann, the governor, and not at all interested in
transforming the of ce into a modern political tool for representative
democracy. However, in 1967 the assembly elected Labour s John
Strømsheim, who must be credited with starting the development of the
modern mayor s role. Strømsheim was a seasoned veteran of municipal
politics in the province s largest city, and had a very conscious view regarding the role he would fashion. He determinedly set out to change
the image of the provincial mayor from that of merely presiding of cer
to one of more political signi cance. While the governor had up to now
been the only one to address the provincial assembly at each session s
opening ceremony, Strømsheim initiated the practice of the mayor s address a speech of equal signi cance to that of the govemor s. Looking
back on this period, Strømsheim says: I wanted the mayor to be a political counterweight to the state bureaucracy. Strømsheim also insisted
that in dealíngs with the state authorities it was he, not the governor,
who was to lead the meetings and present the province s case. As a
popularly elected representative, he maintained that his role was superior to that of the state appointed governor.
At a time when party politics were deliberately toned down by
provincial politicians, Strømsheim was also a very astute party politician. His election was a result of his very skillful political maneuverings, and came as a shock to many, since Labour was vastly outnumbered in the assembly. However, Strømsheim negotiated a mutually
satisfactory deal with the small Liberal Party which was offered the
vice-mayoral position in return for its support of Labour. Strømsheim
recalls that many of his party colleagues were both surprised and
shocked at his audacity, and advised him to be content with a more
humble position, lest everything be lost. But Strømsheim was adamant
that as the biggest party, Labour ought to go for the top job, and he was
willing to gamble on the Liberals fear that without Labour they would
get no spoils at all. But of course, he admits as he recalls the turmoil
of those days, nobody really thought we would succeed.
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Strømsheim was not able to repeat the coup after the following
election, and Trygve Silnes, the Centre Party politician who took over
the reins in 1972, had no ambition to continue his predecessor s work
and develop the office in a more political direction. He was content to
practice the placid president of the assembly role, say as little as possible, and just be a fair director of the debate. Silnes died, however, after

just a couple of years in of ce, and was succeeded by the vice mayor,
Johan Skipnes, whose view of the of ce was akin to that of Strømsheim.
Skipnes had been a cabinet minister in the national government of Lars
Korvald prior to taking over as mayor, and had a clear understanding of
what ought to be the role division between the political leadership and
the administration. However, he admits that the con ning limitations of
the old system rendered the possibilities for expanding the of ce rather
insigni cant. The mayor led the executive council and the meetings in
the assembly, but ofcourse, he lacked the platform which the mayor received after direct elections were introduced, says Skipnes.
As mayor Skipnes was, however, fortunate in having a governor
(fylkesmann) by his side who shared his convictions regarding the preeminence of the popularly elected official. Kåre Ellingsgård started his
work as govemor on January 1, 1973, and served until January 1, 1976,
when the reform of 1975 took effect and the new province came into
being. Then he became the province s top administrator, fylkesrâdmann. He was sure, he said later, that the province and its leadership
would be the real centre of decision making, and preferred to be there
rather than in the governor s position, which he believed would from
now on be a more ceremonial of ce, stripped of real political power.
During Ellingsgârd s two years as governor, however, he tried to
persuade the mayor to play a more active political role, at first without
much success. I consciously attempted to make him stand up as the
foremost popularly elected politician in the province, Ellingsgârd recalls about his dealings with Mayor Silnes of the Centre Party. But it
proved impossible. Silnes was a very modest man, and the traditional
respect for the governor s office was too deeply ingrained for him to
even consider trespassing on its perceived prerogatives. I tried to
push him ahead in connection with royal visits and things like that, but it
was quite in vain, says Ellingsgård.
When Silnes died, and the vice-mayor, Johan Skipnes, took over,
Ellingsgard s attempts to give the office more political content met with
greater understanding. Although personally also a very modest man,
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Skipnes had more political experience and a clear view of the role a
provincial mayor ought to play. Together, the two men began to fashion
the foundation for the new mayor s of ce.

The new province is born
In September, 1975, the first direct elections for the provincial assemblies were held. The representatives then elected from their own
midst an executive council and one of the councillors as mayor, to begin
serving on January 1, 1976. The institutional framework was now in
place, and the role holders could begingiving content to the institutions
through their role interpretations, interactions and the precedents established. Clearly, in the early stages of this process the personalities and
attitudes of the role incumbents are very important factors in the political development. A central role was extremely open, how would it be
developed by the main actors?
Let us first present the two main actors: The director and the
mayor.
When Kâre Ellingsgârd, the man who had been govemor of Møre
and Romsdal since 1973, applied for and was appointed to the of ce of
director, by virtue of his broad administrative background and the
enormous prestige tied to the of ce he had just vacated, he could have
easily overshadowed the provincial mayor. However, Ellingsgård also
had long experience as a local politician and, as already indicated, rm
convictions regarding the respective roles of elected officials and appointed administrators. When the new order took effect, Ellingsgärd
continued with even greater zeal the work he had begun as governor to
prod the provincial mayor towards a more assertive political role.
The new mayor, Kjell Fumes, was only 39 years old, and the
youngest man ever elected to the of ce in Møre and Romsdal. His political experience was relatively minor he had been mayor of the smallest municipality in the province for a few years. He also had a solid dose
of the deep respect entertained by the mayors for the govemor s of ce, a
respect which carried over to the person who had just left the of ce to
become top administrator of the province, Käre Ellingsgärd. I had quite
a job training him, reminisces Ellingsgård, about those rst days of the
new order. He also was personally quite modest, and didn t claim right
away the position I felt the provincial mayor should possess.
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Part of the making of the mayor was to render him visible to the
media. Out of old habit, the media addressed their requests for informa
tion to the ex-govemor. Ellingsård recalls: When the newspapers called
me, I always directed them to the mayor, and said that these types of
questions had to be answered by the politicians. I always answered that
the administration would present the case and our recommendations to
the popularly elected organs when the matter had been properly prepared. By and by, says Ellingsgârd, the pressure from the media
stopped as they came to regard him as more and more impossible.
My standard reply was: I ll comment on the administration s advice in
the provincial assembly when it meets.m
The same applied to meetings with central authorities, according
to Ellingsgård: Earlier, it had been my job to argue the provincial case
in meetings with the departments. Now, however, I told Fumes that he
had to be in charge. Kjell Fumes confirms this account: I received exceptional support and understanding from Ellingsgärd. He had very
strong and quite clear views regarding the role of the popularly elected
officials, and he supported me in every possible way. He gave very good
signals about how to build up a democratic system.
So, gradually the new pattern emerged: Prior to meetings with the
press, state authorities or others, the administrative director oriented the
mayor thoroughly about the issues. In turn, the mayor presented the
provincial case. At the outset this undoubtedly often meant that the issues were not presented as cogently as they would have been had the
administrative director been in charge who knewthe cases through and
through.
The relationship and division of work between the mayor and the
director were not the only issues of concern during the infancy of the
new province. Equally significant, if not more so, was the relationship
between the province and the municipalities, and the definition of their
respective prerogatives and the boundaries between them. Kjell Fumes
recalls these challenges: The provincial mayor was perceived as totally
insignificant. It was the governor who had a strong position in the
province. He was the alpha and omega, he had status and respect. He
was the one who had to approve of relations with the municipalities. I
tried to emphasize that a new political entity had been created. But it
was not easy. Many local politicians were afraid of the supermunicipal
ghost, and felt that they had to see to it that the province didn t get too
much power.
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Particularly the three cities in the province were extremely watchful, according to Fumes. Prior to the provincíal assembly meetings, the
delegates from the cities would meet, together with their respective
mayors and top administrators, in order to plan strategy and protect
themselves against anticipated onslaughts from the province. Many of
the provincial responsibilities were of a nature that required coordination of municipal undertakings, such as in the areas of health, schooling
and communications. In this way, the province was easily suspected of
attempts at steering and making minors out of the municipalities. It
was very strenuous during the earliest period, admits Fumes, who recalls that he travelled extensively, giving lectures about the new role of
the province and the provincial mayor.
The smaller municipalities, on the other hand, appeared to be less
concerned about the province representing a threat. It seemed that they
felt they could get support and help from the province, says Fumes.
The mayor s role in relation to central authorities was a third area
which gradually took shape during Fumes s rst term in of ce. At the
beginning, the trips to Oslo were rather infrequent. However, as time
passed, the mayor s role increasingly developed as that of a travelling
ambassador and lobbyist for the province.
The contact with Oslo grew stronger as time went by, remembers Fumes. 1 established very good cooperation with the ten representatives from the province in parliament, Morebenken . This was something new and very useful. We built connections, got in touch with those
who served in the various parliamentary committees. By and by I found
my way about the departments, got acquainted with cabinet ministers
and assistant ministers, and in the end I suppose I spent around 20
percent of my working time on travel to and meetings in Oslo.
One significant reason for increased travelling activity during
these years, was the accelerating development of the Norwegian oil industry. Fumes was concerned to get the province on the map ; he developed strategy plans, visited all the oil companies and tried to get the
business community interested in offshore activity. It was regular lobbying, he admits.
The major area of responsibility for the provinces is the health
sector, which absorbs about 60 percent of most provincial budgets. In
this area, too, Fumes succeeded in establishing rmly the mayor s role.
Through his work, the ground was prepared for the building of two
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modem hospitals in the province an impressive multimillion dollar investrnent.
By the end of Fumes s term as mayor, the of ce had acquired both
contours and content. The mayor was de nitely the political spokesman
of the province, and through precedents, patterns of interaction between
the mayor and the administration had been fairly mily established.

The mayor s duties
The law is almost silent in regard to the provincial mayor s responsibilities. It merely stipulates that the mayor chairs the meetings of
the provincial assembly and the executive council, and is the legal representative of the province with responsibility for signing on its behalf
unless this authority has been delegated to others (Paragraph 9, Law on
Municipalities and Provinces). Definitionand development of the duties
of the mayor have therefore been the product of practice and precedents
over the years.
The Norwegian provinces have two important functions today.
They are delivering services to their citizens, particularly in the areas of
health, schooling and communications, and they are regional political
development organs. The latter function will most certainly become
gradually more important with regional development across provincial
boundaries and most likely also across national boundaries. In 1994 the
mayor of Møre and Romsdal stressed this trend:
In all of Europe we see a development where the regions play a
more and more important role in society. The regional organs become
engines for the development of both society and business. They become
door-openers for business, they develop infrastructures as necessary
conditions for growth, they develop regional cultural activities, and they
make connections with regions in other countries (Bjørlo 1994: 9-10).
In the course of this development, the legally de ned duties of the
mayor, so few and seemingly innocuous, have become quite overshadowed by the growing need for effective lobbying on behalf of the
province: the meetings with state authorities, whether in Oslo or at
home require an increasing amount of time. The estimates of the time
spent on such meetings vary. Some mayors indicate 10 percent, others
as much as 50 percent. Municipal authorities also frequently request the
provincial mayor s presence as moral support and leader of the
delegation in their meetings with state authorities. Engagement in
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regional international undertakings is playing a larger role in some
provinces. The mayor of Hedmark, for instance, reports increasing
involvement in cooperative projects between her province and the Baltic
states.

To get an impression of the mayor s duties, we might review the

calendar of the mayor of Møre and Romsdal, Ole Øverland, which de-

scribes a typical week s agenda:

Monday: Meeting with the executive council. Following the meet
ing, the mayor and the councillors visited one of the area s industrial
plants to be oriented about its problems. The mayor then took the after
noon plane to Oslo for a meeting with the Department of Finance con
cerning the proposals for cuts in budget allocations to the provinces.
Home after midnight, having taken the last plane from Oslo and having
picked up his car at the airport for a forty minute drive.

Tuesday: Up at dawn to drive to the southern part of the province
(a four hour drive) for meetings with local politicians regarding the
launching of a costly new joint state-province-municipal undertaking.
Return home at midnight.
(He had now, in the course of two days, been on the job for as
many hours as a normal working week for others.)
Wednesday: Strategy development meeting with one of the electric
power companies in which the province is a major shareholder.
Thursday: Most of the day taken up with meetings with the political leadership of two neighbouring provinces regarding development of
a regional health plan and the nancing of hospital services. Later in the
afternoon, meeting with a group representing three municipalities which
are cooperating to develop tourism in the province and desire greater
provincial engagement and funding to launch a vigorous tourism effort.
Friday: Meeting with Statoil, the Norwegian state oil company, together with the top leadership in three western provinces, to discuss
strategy plans for development of the area s oil industry. In the evening,
the mayor of cially opens the opera season in Kristiansund.
Says Øverland, looking back at the week s work: I feel privileged. It is fun. But the workload is enormous. The list of events also
illustrates how there is a great deal of automatic production of work
for the mayor. Cases, questions and issues pour in every day, much of it
from the administrative of ces. Private individuals request the mayor s
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help: A political refugee desperately wants his family out of a camp in
the Balkans will the mayor plead his case before the Department of
Justice? Students have grievances they want to present. Support groups
for the handicapped need assistance. Single issues may easily fill the
day, reducing the mayor s role to one of reacting to problems defined by
others, rather than shaping events by taking the lead in initiating policy
processes himself. All the mayors interviewed in connection with this
project, express frustration at being captives of a system that produces
much busy work and leaves little time for taking charge of the steering process, rather than being guided here and there by random events.
Political debate in Norway has in recent years centred much
around the role of the politician versus the role of the bureaucrat. The
politician, so goes the argument, should concentrate on the de nition of
goals, coordination of interests and solution of con icts. He should concern himself with the development of visionary policies and strategies
for their execution, not with the detailed questions requiring technical
expertise. The ideal politician, according to one political scientist, would
be a cross between the crusader and the horse trader. He would have the
ability to inspire others with his ideals and visions, but at the same time
be able and willing to compromise his views in order to reach political
decisions acceptable to the majority in a pluralistic system (See Larsen
and Offerdal 1990: 76-77).
An active and visionary mayor may put his stamp on the administration by turning his attention to some issues instead of others, and

guiding the executive council in new directions. He will want to in uence the decision making process, shaping the definition of alternative
solutions to political problems, and in uencing various factions towards
acceptance of compromise solutions. How do the provincial mayors
evaluate themselves as actors in the political system, and how are they
evaluated by others?
James D. Barber classifies politicians in four major categories in
his book The Lawmakers (1965), namely, the Spectator, the Reluctant,

the Advertiser and the Lawmaker. The Spectator has happened into
the political game, has little to contribute, and remains but for a brief period. The Reluctant is typically an elderly pillar of society, who reluctantly has agreed to lend his name and services to the party. The
Advertiser is out to advance his own career, while the Legislator, nally, is the ideal politician, who has entered politics to serve the
causes he believes in.
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In a similar vein, the Norwegian political scientist Oddbjørn
Bukve distinguishes between several ideal political types, which he 1abels respectively thegoal formulator, the integrator, the party politician
and the Sector politician. The goal formulator is the visionary who initiates new policies and who has clear strategies for attaining them. The
integrator is concerned with getting people to cooperate across party
lines and other divisions, while the party politician above all is
concerned to advance his party s program and its goals. Finally, the
sector politician is the typical hyphen-politician, bent on advancing
the interests of a particular sector, and specializing on school politics,
health politics, nancial politics and so on, instead of seeking to attain
overarching goals (Bukve, 1995).
All the politicians interviewed were asked in which of these categories they would place themselves. Virtually all responded that features
of all the categories go into their make-up, but the pragmatic integrator
role appeared to be the dominant one. I really get stumped by a
question like that, admitted one mayor, and continued: As a party
politician I am of course concerned about making the party more visible.
But as provincial mayor, you become bent on solving issues.
This mayor pointed to a danger inherent in politicizing an issue by
making it a party cause: As mayor, I can see that certain types of issues
will arise. Should I then take the matter up with my party and let the
party make a political move on the matter? Or should I plant these
thoughts in a joint forum such as the executive council, and invite a joint
solution? T0 politicize the matter, may be to assure its death. If you start
a matter as a party political issue, it invites objections, and a good cause
may be stopped for that reason.
His conclusion, then, was that I am less occupied with the party
role than with the mayor s role. As mayor, I wish to draw all along in
the same direction regardless of their party identity. I think it is important to get people to pull as a team in a positive direction.
The administrators supported the politicians assessments of themselves as predominantly integrators. One bureaucrat who had served
with several mayors put it this way: Visions? No, there was little of
that, I think. The visions were encountered in the provincial assembly.
Then, maybe, the mayor would grab hold of them and advance them
further.
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The initiatives, the new ideas, according to this of cial, most often
originated with the organizations or the provincial assembly. Another
administrator shares this evaluation: No, none of them were visionaries, he says about the mayors he has worked with. They were rather
characterized by the attitude that one is to master a political tool, be a
leader for the political organs, execute representative duties and all that
sort of thing. But visions? No, I have not registered that they possess
any clear vision of ideal goals.
Many commentators on the Norwegian political system have
pointed to an inclination for compromise and consensus as one of its
dominant characteristics. Harry Eckstein (1966), for instance, observes
that in spite of deep cleavages and divisions, overarching sentiments of
solidarity are present that make for cohesion and stability. Indeed, the
very segmented nature of Norwegian politics may be what makes consensus a necessary virtue. A fragmented party system, re ecting and re
inforcing strong cultural and geographic divisions, renders the demand
for the integrator s role paramount.
Both bureaucrats and politicians emphasize that the Norwegian
institutional system contributes to strengthen the integrator role. In the
relations between the provinces and state authorities, the provinces that
stand united and can boast consensus, are in a stronger position to press
their demands. As one administrator put it: It is almost utopian to think
that the mayor should be able to conduct any party politics in our frag
mented system. Party politics has to be toned down a mayor is mayor
for the whole province and all parties.
And the mayors themselves tend to support this assessment, even
while emphasizing that their party values constitute the solid foundation
of their political interest. As one mayor put it: At the same time as I
was concerned to forge as great a consensus as possible, I wanted it to
show that it was a mayor from the Labour Party who was at the wheel.
Or in the words of a mayor from the Christian People s Party: I
always tried to unite opposites, both with regards to districts and politics. I tried to be pragmatic. The problem was that the old geographic
divisions tended to emerge and make things dif cult.
At the same time as the mayors stress their pragmatism and the
importance of their role as integrators, there is also a certain wistfulness
apparent regarding the elusiveness of the visionary, initiator role. One
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must try to contribute with initiative and visions, but there isn t enough
time to be visionary, sighed one provincial mayor.
Interestingly, the women, more than the men, appear willing to
admit aspiring to the role of visionary initiator, although they, too, confess that the integrator role is predominant. Grethe W. Bjørlo, a former
mayor of Møre and Romsdal, put it this way: It is very difficult to
place yourself in some box. I wanted to be a unifying politician in a
uni ed province, to show that Møre and Romsdal is one province. It
was a turbulent period, with much strife and division. But the role of
initiator, with visions, has also been important to me. In health policies

there were big changes ahead. I had my ideas and visions as to how this
ought to happen.
All the other women interviewed also claimed a streak of the visionary in them, at the same time as they emphasized the multifaceted
role of the mayor. Evy-Ann Midttun of Finnmark had this to say: I am
a mixture of them all. I am a party person, and I don t want to distance
myself from the party, so I take my party duties very seriously. I am an
integrator, I like to get people to go along. And I think I have some of
the visionary in me.
In conclusion, we may say that an active and visionary provincial
mayor may establish his imprint on politics by guiding people s attention to certain issues, getting them on the agenda, and engaging himself
in the formulation of various alternatives for solution of the problems
thus de ned. However, it is the rare mayor who really plays this visionary role. So far, the provincial mayor appears to be reacting to the initiatives formulated by others, rather than being the active initiator himself.

Working patterns
As owners of a new institution, the provincial mayors over the past 20
years have had a unique chance to develop the institutional patterns of
the of ce. In the following, I shall look brie y at some of the patterns
that appear to be emerging in the relationship between the mayor and
the vice mayor, between the mayor and the top administrative of cials,
and at what mechanisms are employed to secure good cooperation with
the politicians of other parties.
The vice-mayor

As already stated, the role of the vice-mayor is, for the most part,
considered unrewarding and insigni cant. As one mayor reportedly said
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about the relationship between him and his second-in-command: I go
to the events where they serve hot food and liquor he takes the rest.
All of the vice-mayors interviewed expressed misgivings about
their experiences. Einar Holm, who served a four-year period after the
1987 election is adamant in his criticism: I felt it to be a very frustrating role, where you had
to jump in on short notice if the mayor was absent, and without having had in any way participated in the discussion
and decision making process. There was no information or very little information. It was extremely wearying, and I would not have continued
like that for another four-year term. As a participant in a political leader
team you must know what the tasks are and what you are supposed to
represent. I just felt as an ordinary member of the executive council.
And it was no fun at all to be informed late one evening that I had to
meet in the department the next morning, without having had a chance
to prepare myself and get acquainted with the issues.
The mayor of Hedmark, Siri Austeng, who is one of the very few
mayors to have served as vice-mayor, echoes Holm s complaints regarding how the position earlier functioned in her province. The vice-mayor
was used only in emergency situations, and the of ce was in no way a
preparation for the mayor s job. Together with some disgruntled women
municipal vice-mayors, Siri Austeng launched a Women s vice-mayor
society, which she says, had three criteria for membership: you must be
a woman; you mustn t know what the job was all about; and you must
not have received the manual for mayors.
We met once in a while, says Austeng, it was really quite a
lighthearted and happy society, but there was a certain seriousness underneath it all, too.
When Siri Austeng became mayor, she decided to take steps to
develop the of ce of vice mayor in a constructive way. (This may be
easier to achieve in Hedmark than in most provinces, since the Labour
Party controls both of ces). Politics should be fun, says Siri Austeng.
I am concerned that this job, too, shall be fun. Consequently, she is
careful to involve the vice-mayor in all the mayor s plans and activities,
and every Monday morning she meets with him prior to the regular
weekly meetings with the political leaders of the standing committees.
Austeng sees this arrangement as a great strength both for herself and
the province. Politically we trust each other, and he has reduced my
work load greatly.
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The mayor of Finnmark, also a woman from a province so
stroneg dominated by the Labour Party that the party controls both positions, similarly reports that the vice mayor is a more important political partner than what is normally the case. As in Hedmark, the of ce of
vice mayor is a full-time, paid political position, and there is a clear division of labour between the mayor and the vice-mayor. He is the leader
of the Committee on Administration, and has special responsibility for
questions relating to education, research and development of business
competence. He is my closest adviser on questions relating to education and culture, says the mayor, who adds that the vice-mayor in her
province also assumes a heavy burden of representative duties.
In summary, one may conclude that if the of ce of vice mayor is
to be developed as a significant one, structural changes are necessary.
The position must be made a better paying one nobody can be expected to assume political duties that encroach on one s ordinary work
responsibility, without adequate compensation. As politics more and
more become a full-time affair, remuneration must correspond to the re
sponsibility.
The administrative director

Concern about the proper division of labour between members of the
popularly elected fora and the administrators has been a prominent
feature of the political debate in Norway as elsewhere during the past
decades. Many are worried that politicians are losing their sense of their
special responsibility, which is to define goals and nd compromise
solutions to problems that have no ready technical solution: that they are
instead becoming hyphen-politicians : experts in a narrow area
school-politicians, health-politicians, and so on. But as Larsen and
Offerdal ask: Why do we need a second bunch of experts? The administration possesses the expertise the task of the politicians is to de ne
goals, aggregate interests, soften con icts and forge compromises
(Larsen and Offerdal 1990: 76).

In practice this ideal division of labour may be harder to achieve
than the theory indicates. The input received by the politicians and
which constitutes the basis for their deliberations and decisions, by and
large originates from three sources, namely, the media, interest groups
and parties, and the administrative branch. Probably, the most important
role is played by the administration, through its daily contact with the
problem-areas, and the great expertise at its disposal. The administra-
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tion, for all its loyalty to the politicians and to political decisions made,
is in a very favorable position to in uence the political agenda, to pose
the questions, and to frame the problems and the recommendation to
their solutions.
The rearing of the mayor which takes place every time there is a
changing of the guard includes lessons in the rules of the game what
is your preserve and what is mine. Thus, after the 1991 election, the

administrative director invited a social science professor to give a seminar for the new mayor and the executive council about the respective
roles of administrators and politicians, and the imperative demand for
no trespassing.
The degree to which the mayors avail themselves of the aid and
advice oftheir administration, naturally differs from person to person.
Seasoned politicians may operate very much on their own when meeting
with central authorities, for instance, while others nearly always prefer
to have a representative from the administration along who knows the
case. The mayor of Finnmark, Evy-Ann Midttun, put it this way:
Purely political matters I handle myself. But if I feel that I don t know
the case well enough, I take the administrative director or someone else
along.
Personal differences also manifest themselves in the extent to
which the mayors make use of administration services when it comes to
the writing of speeches, and answering questions and interpellations in
the assembly. One mayor claimed that he wrote virtually all his
speeches and addresses in answer to interpellations himself, and this
was in fact con rmed by people in the administration. Others rely completely on the administration, while yet otherswill get a draft which
they then improve on and make their own.
Obviously, this is an area very much coloured by politics, and one
may ask whether it would not be desirable for the mayor to have a personal political secretary, charged with the responsibility for handling
speech writing and responses to interpellations. Such an arrangement
appears to be rare, however. Of the mayors interviewed, only Siri
Austeng in Hedmark, had a political secretary. She feels that this of ce
is essential to the proper functioning of the mayor s political work:
Politically, we are on the same wavelength. I feel I can trust him totally
to represent my views and what I stand for.
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All the administrators as well as the politicians, stressed the importance of separateness, of clear divisions between administrative and
political work. The fact that there are no institutionalized, regular meetings between the director and the mayor must be seen as a consequence
of this determination to abstain from mutual interfering until the cases
are ready to be put forward by the administration. However, the close
proximity of the working quarters, the daily contact and the open door
policy practiced everywhere, all tend to produce an atmosphere characterized by unity and agreement. The mayor gets caught up in the administrative environment and way of thinking, said one administrator,
who admitted that the director and the mayor were hard to tell apart in
many cases.
Another administrator, confronted with the fact that the adminis
tration s viewpoint prevails in a high proportion of cases, protested that
this was so because we listen, we sense what the political sentiment is,
and what is acceptable to the provincial assembly. We anticipate political reactions, and are therefore able to formulate recommendations
which will be met with favor. For his own part, he insisted, he had always been conscious of the fact that the mayor must be absolutely independent of the administration, to the extent that the mayor did not even
see the administration s recommendations before the other politicians
did.
This cozy relationship between politicians and administrators
may of course serve to cover up the very real problem represented by an
asymmetrical power situation: The administration commands the
strongest hand. It has the expertise, the factual knowledge, the time to
gain insight and mastery of the issues. Sometimes, political feelings of
inferiority may result in strongly negative attitudes to the administration.
One mayor alluded to this when commenting on the situation at the time
she took office: I was appalled that the politicians had worked up I
must call it almost a hatred of the administration. I do not share this lack
of con dence in the administration that you encounter in some circles
the fear that the administration will govern you. I am not governed by
anyone, and I am very con dent in my own political competence. I regard the administration as a necessary and useful service apparatus for
the politicians.
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Dealings with group leaders and opposition
In a fractured political system such as Norway s, where one party
seldom has a majority behind it, it is of paramount importance to
achieve cross-partisan cooperation in order to attain decisions that appear legitimate. The combined effect of the institutional system, with all
major parties represented in the executive council, and the traditional
preference for consensus, tends to ensure mutual consulting and deliberation. Provincial relations with the state work in the same direction.
It is important that we present a unified front if we are going to get
support for this in the department, is an admonition frequently heard in
the executive council as well as in the provincial assembly.
There is, however, little in the way of institutionalized arrangements to ensure optimal cooperation between the mayor and the leaders
of the other party groups. The regular meetings of the executive council
provide frequent contact, and in this rather informal organ, there occurs,
undoubtedly, much thinking aloud around the table, which eventually
results in a sense of the view of the council and the forging out of
mutually acceptable solutions. As these meetings normally are open to
the press and the public, however, there are also significant constraints
present. Not infrequently, the mayor may ask the group leaders to meet
with him during a break, so that closer consultations may take place
than those permitted by the open forum.
The need to present a united front in dealings with the central
authorities, has led to many mayors including the leader of the opposition at scheduled meetings with state officials. The leader of the opposition, though no formal position, is normally the leader of the
largest party not represented in the ruling coalition. Thus, when the
Conservative Party held the mayor position in Møre and Romsdal during the 19805, the Labour Party s group leader regularly accompanied
the mayor on his trips to Oslo. Interestingly, the practice was not followed up to the same extent by the Labour Party mayor when she took
of ce in 1992. Her own explanation of this was in terms of access to the
government: The Conservative mayor needed someone from the Labour
Party to smooth the path for him in government headquarters, whereas
she, as a member of the ruling party had no such need. The present
mayor, a Centre Party man, has, however, resumed the practice of in-

cluding the opposition leader (in this case the ex-mayor) on many of his
political trips to the capital.
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Only one of the nine mayors interviewed appears to have made a
deliberate effort at building up a regular institutionalized vehicle for
cross-party cooperation. The mayor of Hedmark, Siri Austeng, meets
every Monday morning with the leaders of the ve major committees of
the legislative assembly. It must be noted, however, that this is possible
because of structural features in the Hedmark system: This province has
to a greater degree than most, instituted a system of full time pay for the
top politicians.

Women mayors does it make a difference?
As already mentioned, the provincial assemblies prior to the 1975
reform were by and large patriarchal, indeed geriatric societies. They
seldom had more than one or two women in their midst. Most often, the
women were totally absent. Here too, the new order brought about a
change: a virtual female invasion occurred immediately, and on a national basis the provincial assemblies counted approximately 25 percent
women representatives after the 1975 election.
Since then, women s representation has increased steadily, and is
today around 40 percent. In Møre and Romsdal the figures closer
reflect the national trends.
Slowly, some women were also admitted to leadership status. By
1980, three provinces entrusted the vice mayor position to women, and
then, in 1983, the province of Buskerud made history by electing the
rst female provincial mayor, Labour s Âse Klundelien. The same year,
six women were elected as vice-mayors, four from the Labour Party and
two from the Christian People s Party.
During the next election period, no woman served as mayor, but
the number of female vice-mayors increased to seven. Then, in 1991,
the big break-through occurred: Three provinces elected female
mayors, namely, Møre and Romsdal, Oslo, and Buskerud. At the same
time, eleven provinces elected female vice-mayors, and in Oslo both the
mayor and the vice-mayor were women Labour s Ann-Marit Sæbønes
and the Socialist Left Party s Karin Pahle.
The last election, in the fall of 1995, also saw three women elected
as mayor, as well as ten as vice-mayors. The province of Buskerud followed Oslo s example of four years earlier and elected women both as
mayor and vice-mayor. In Oslo, however, the two women had to vacate
the top leadership.
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Table II
Women Mayors and Vice-Mayors
Election
Year

1983

1987

MJXM MM
Labour

1/4

Conservatives

M/V_M MN_M_

MN_M

2/3

5/16

21

0/1

1/3

1/3

2/7

9

O/ 1

0/3

0/6

6

0/ 1

0/1

0/3

3

0/2

2

0/ l

Socialist Left

0/2
1/6

Total

2/4

People's Party 0/2

Total

1995

0/5

Christian
Centre

1991

0/7

3/11

3/10

7/36
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In summary, then, six women have held the mayor s position. One of
the six has served two periods, which means that of the 114 mayoral
posts elected over the last 20 years, women have held seven.
So, does it make any difference whether women serve in high office or not? Clearly, in regard to policy output, it has been adequately
demonstrated that women s political presence indeed makes a difference
(See, for instance, Skjeie 1992). But do women also possess, as some

assert, a different leadership style a style that re ects women s sup
posed preferences for less hierarchical organizations, as opposed to
men s traditional, controlling leadership styles?
There are few empirical studies which highlight the issue. While
the Norwegian political scientist Hege Skjeie, as already mentioned, has
shown that women s presence in politics certainly makes a difference
for policy output, her study of cabinet ministers in Norway does not appear to support the notion of a special female leadership style. Nina
Cecilie Raaum also emphasizes that empirically, it is very unclear
whether men and women possess different political leadership styles
(Raaum 1995).

According to Raaum, the main problem with the studies asserting
such differences is that they draw conclusions about women s behaviour
in formal organizations from observations about women s roles and be-
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haviour in the private sphere. The researchers thus create individuals
without institutional ties, says Raaum, insofar as they fail to consider
that formal organizations both shall and must regulate organizational
behavior (Raaum 1991: 180).
In the course of my conversations with both politicians and administrators, I asked them all their opinion regarding possible differences
between men s and women s leadership styles. Interestingly, there appeared a clear gender distinction: All but one of the men expressed the
conviction that there are no sex differences whatever differences exist
must be attributed to individual style and preference; they are personality differences, not sex differences. On the other hand, all of the women
felt that there de nitely are differences between male and female leadership styles. Here is how one woman expressed herself on the matter:
Of course there is a difference. There has to be. We bring with us
to the leadership positions all the experiences from our other roles. I feel
that women are not so caught up in prestige in connection with the job
as mayor. And people notice that women seem rst and foremost to react to a human being. So, things go smoother for women, there is more
teamwork, more communication and dialogue. Women appear to solve
con icts in a different manner than men do.
Oslo s Ann-Marit Sæbønes put it this way: I think women s
leadership style is more democratic. It is not so important for us to have
our way all the time. With men, I often have the impression that the
conclusions come first, and that the debate in a way is irrelevant.
Women are also more concerned than men with the informal relationships, with how people feel. They seem to look more after the needs of
others.
Only one of the men supported the women in their perception. I
don t know how to explain it, he said, but, yes, I have seen that
women have a different style of leadership. It is my experience that they
work in a different way, which may be more useful and better for society. It is the fashion in which they approach the problems. It is different.
All this does not, of course, add up to more than reporting the beliefs of some men and women regarding gender differences. Whether
their opinions re ect veri able facts, can only be determined after care
ful empirical studies of the leadership styles of both men and women.
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Conclusion
The democratic reforms of two decades ago inspired high hopes for a
revitalization of the Norwegian provincial government. Democratization, decentralization and effectivization would, the reformers hoped,
bring about a surge of interest in the regional government, and lead to
increased participation in its affairs. Today, many feel that these hopes
have not been met, and a chorus of criticism is currently heard, which in
its most extreme form demands the total elimination of the province as a
political entity. Its functions may just as well be divided between the
state and the municipalities, the critics assert.
There can be little doubt that provincial politics have failed to in
spire the interest, the knowledge and the participation hoped for two
decades ago. Voter turnout in provincial elections, although high by international standards, is consistently less than in the national elections,
and municipal affairs excite people far more than provincial matters.
Two of the political parties, the Conservative and the Progress Party,
have adopted dissolution of the province as one of the items of their
party s agenda for the upcoming elections.
There is no immediate prospect that the crusaders will be victorious. However, unless their challenge is met with serious self-appraisal,
neither will the province be able to develop as a vital political entity. In
this necessary vitalization process, the provincial mayor has a crucial
role to play, for it is the mayor, more than anyone else that represents
the province to the grassroots, the ordinary men and women of the
country.
Grethe W. Bjørlo, ex-mayor of Møre and Romsdal was very much
aware of this dimension from the moment she took of ce. She recalled
that the retiring mayor said to her, as he handed over the mayor s necklace and gavel: Giving the province a human face will be your great
task. Re ecting on this, she continued: The province is not just some
administrative office in Molde. To give it human appearance was congenial to me I did not want to be locked up in an of ce. I love people.
50 I made a visit to all the municipalities in the province, where people
could take the time they wanted presenting their problems. I tried to
make them see that the province is not a brake and a hindrance, but different from that an asset.
The mayor of the northern-most province, Finnmark, Evy-Ann
Midttun, shares these convictions:

I have decided to visit all the
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provincial institutions 50 altogether. First the small ones, then
larger will follow later. The mayor must be active, cooperate with
municipalities, give information, meet people. It is expected that
mayor is down at the pier in Vadsø, meeting with and talking with
fishermen.

the
the
the
the

Current criticism against provincial politics and administration
must be, and is indeed, taken seriously by the politicians. Very few suffer any historical homesickness and longing for the good old days
when the provincial assemblies consisted of the mayors mostly men
of all the municipalities. However, one must be open to the possibility
of improving the system so that cooperation between the province and
the municipalities is facilitated. To that end, including the municipal
mayors in the provincial assembly may be one suggestion worth considering.
A far more conscious use ofthe media to market the province
among the voters and making them aware of the functions performed by
provincial institutions is at any rate necessary. In this work, the role of
the mayor will be central. It is, after all, the mayor who represents the
province s human face.
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Unique Nicknames in Landnámabók
and the Sagas of the Icelanders:

The Case of Porleifr kimbi Porbrandsson
William Sayers

Silver Spring, Maryland
RESUME: Le sobriquet de Porleifr kimbi Porbrandsson, connu de Landnámabók, illustre le problématique de noms supplémentaires mais uniques en vieux
norrois/islandais. Ces noms donnent l impression d originer dans le lexique
quotidien mais portent une charge jugementale et une coloration affective qui
sont dif ciles à évaluer tout en suggérant des potentialités péjoratives.
Lorsqu un tel nom, de toute apparence historique, est activé dans un narration
pleinement dévéloppée, dans le cas actuel Eyrbyggja saga, de nouveaux contextes, peut être ctifs, peuvent diriger le public de la saga vers une interprétation modi ée du sobriquet ou une valeur sémantique nouvelle. L étude
s adresse aux origines et signi ances possibles du nom kimbi. A la fois, la
carrière de son porteur, Porleifr Porbrandsson, gure de deuxième ordre dans
le monde des sagas, est examiné contre l arrière plan de ses relations parfois
contentieuses avec son frère nourricier, le bien connu Snorri le goði.
ABSTRACT: The nickname oberleifr kimbi Porbrandsson, knownfrom Landnámabók, is instructive in addressing the problems of unique bynames in Old
Norse/Icelandic, which often appear drawn from the everyday vocabulary but
carry a dif cult to quantify, potentially pejorative, judgmental charge and affective colouring. When such an ostensiny historical name is activated infully
developed narrative, in this instance Eyrbyggja saga, new and possibly ctional contexts may steer the saga public towards a modi ed interpretation or
new semantic value for the byname. Possible origins and meanings for kimbi
are reviewed and the trajectory of its bearer, Porlei ' Porbrandsson, a saga
character of the second order, is examined against the background of his
sometime adversarial relations with his better known foster-brother, Snorri
goöi

© Scandinavian-Canadian Studies/ Études scandinaves au Canada, IX (1996): 49-72.
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Nicknames (or bynames) are a prominent feature of early Norse
prose literature Landna mabo k, the family and kings sagas and may
reasonably be assumed to re ect actual onomastic practice and to have
been sensed as distinct from names given at birth.1 The prominence is
twofold. Not only do relatively large numbers of persons in the settle
ment history and saga narratives bear bynames (adjectival quali ers or
appositive nouns), which must have beenin more frequent daily use
than patronymics to distinguish individuals with like names, but the

names recur throughout the relevant narrative, so that the nickname

functions as identi er of physical person and often of personality for the
saga public no less than for the name-bearers contemporaries. Another
kind of prominence is the consequence of the often graphic and, we
might judge, lightly deprecatory character of the names. While auðigr,
fróðr, hvass, kappi, rammr, sterkr, and spakr ( rich, learned, astute, the
champion, mighty, strong and wise ) are at the positive end of an assumed spectrum, and gamal, hvítr, langháls, mjór, rauðr, and svartr
( old, white, long-necked, slender, ruddy and swarthy ) might be
thought at the centre, more numerous appear to be the nicknames based
on a negatively assessed physical exceptionality, the product of genetic
inheritance or the vicissitudes of life in the early medieval North. Thus
we meet in Landnámabók characters such as Auðun stoti ( the
Stutterer ), Ammóðr enn skjálgi ( the Squint-Eyed ), Geirmundr
heljarskinn ( Hell-, i. e., Dark Skinned ), Ôläfr jafnkoll ( LevelPate ), Ôlôfr tvennumbrúni ( Two-Brows ), and also Ketill enn

einhendi ( the One-Handed ) Auðunarson, Hávarðr enn haltí ( the
Lame ), Pörölfr bægifótr ( Twist- or Awkward-Foot ), Qnundr tréfótr
( Wood-Leg ) Ôfeigsson and other maimed or crippled land takers (see
the discussion of disfigurement in Bragg 1995). In many cases nicknames may have originated in the middle ground, that is, not given by
members of the family or household, or by those in other regions of
Iceland, but by residents in the same district. This would account for the
non-sympathetic, lightly critical tone of many.
Despite the common occurrence of nicknames, our texts offer very
little in the way of etiology we rarely see the events or circumstances
that prompted the award of a second identity. But, as Eyrbyggja saga
and corresponding passages of Landnámabók will be at the focal point
of this study, it will be useful to consider one such infrequent glimpse
into naming practices, especially since the greater part of the saga could
be called a detailed illustration of and commentary on the byname and
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on the conventional physical and moral portrait which here, in a slight
variation on family saga practice, comes after the character has been
seen and judged in a first character-revealing episode.2 Opening with a
brief recapitulation of the events of Gísla saga, Eyrbyggja saga states:
Porgn mr drap Vésteinn Vésteinsson at haustboði í Haukadal. En annat haust
eptir, þá er Porgrímr var hálfþrítøgr, sem faðir hans, þá drap Gísli, mágr hans,
hann at haustboði á Sæbóli. Nokkurum nóttum síðar fæddi Þórdís, kona hans,
barn, ok var sá sveinn kallaðr Porgrímr eptir feðr sínum. Litlu síðar giptisk
Þórdís Berki inum digra, bróður Porgríms, ok rézk til bús með honum til
Helgafells. På fôr Porgrímr, sonr hennar, í Álptaljorð 0k var þar at fóstri með
Porbrandi; hann var heldr ósvífr í æskunni, ok var hann af því Snerrir kallaðr ok
eptir þat Snorri (Eyrbyggja saga 1935, Ch. 12).
[Thorgrim killed Vestein Vesteinsson at an autumn feast at Haukadale, and the
following autumn when he was twenty- ve years old, the very age his father had

been when he was drowned, Thorgrim s brother-in law Gisli killed him at an autumn feast at Sæbol. A few days later Thorgrim's widow Thordis gave birth to a
boy, called Thorgrim after his father. A little later Thordis married her brotherin-law Bork the Stout and went to live with him at Helgafell, but her son Thorgrim was sent to Alftatjord to be fostered by Thorbrand. Thorgrim was a very
difficult child, so they called him Snerrir, and afterwards Snorri.]3

The physical and moral portrait follows Snorri s trip to Norway
with his foster brother Porleifr kimbi Porbrandsson and his astute and
wily recovery of his patrimony from his step-father Borkr enn digri
( the Stout ).4 After comment on his appearance, the saga continues:
[H]ann var hôgværr hversdagliga; fann litt á honum, hvárt honum þótti vel eða
illa; hann var vitr maðr 0k forspár um marga hluti, langrækr ok heiptüöigr,
heilráör vinum sínum, en óvinir hans þóttusk heldr kulða af kenna ráðum hans.

(Ch. 15)

[He was usually even-tempered, and it was hard to tell whether he was pleased
or not. He was a very shrewd man with unusual foresight, a long memory and a
taste for vengeance. To his friends he gave good counsel but his enemies learned
to fear the advice he gave.]

Unlike many fatherless or ill-fathered young men in the sagas,
Snorri overcomes the handicap of a paternally unstructured early childhood and also successfully controls and interiorizes his emotions. He
sets goals and, usually impervious to honour-related exterior coercion,
pursues them purposefully and by all means available, so that the descriptor snerrir/snorri that was assigned to his temperament in child
hood becomes the trademark of his political persona and social agency
as adult.
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Later Snorri will complement his personal resources through a
marriage alliance with the daughter of a man characterized and renamed
as follows:
Porgn mr Kjallaksson bjó í Bjamarhofn
ok áttu þau Pórhildr þrjá sonu.
Annarr var Amgn mr; hann var mikill maðr 0k sterkr, nefmikill, st6rbein6ttr í
andliti, rauðbleikr á hár ok vikóttr snimma, skolbrünn, eygðr mjçk ok vel; hann
var ofstopamaör mikill ok fullr öjafnaör, ok fyrir því van hann Styrr kallaðr. (Ch.

12)

[Thorgrim Kjallaksson was living at Bjorn s Haven. He had three sons by his
wife Thorhild.
The second, Arngrim, was a tall strong man, big-boned and
ginger-haired, with a prominent nose. He had gone bald at the temples while still
young, his eyebrows met but his eyes were large and ne. He was a very arrogant man and unjust, which got him the name Styrr.]

Thus, while he has features that attracted somewhat derogatory
nicknames to some men, it is on the basis of his social and political interaction with others that he is characterized as battlesome and later in
the saga even Styrr will be ampli ed to Vz ga-Styrr Killer-Styrr. It is
generally the case in the famin saga that, once past the ancestral chap
ters dealing with initial settlement, nicknames are restricted to secondary characters unless, as with Snorri and Styrr, the bynames com-

pletely supersede the given names.5

To return to more formal considerations, nicknames could refer to
appearance, character, origins, skills or avocation, etc., e.g., Vémundr
enn mjóvi ( the Slender ) Kjallaksson, Bersi godlauss ( the Godless )

Bálkason, Aldís enn barreyska ( from Barra ) Konálsdóttir, Án
bogsveigir ( Bow-bender ), or might originate in speci c events that are
not always recorded, or both. Ironic antithesis could also come into play,
as when a burly man is called the Feeble (Porijm skrjúpr, Laxdæla
saga). For nicknames to stick and become commonly used, the referents
(facial features, qualities of personality) would also have to have been
prominent or well known, although their linguistic realization could take
the form of occasional compounds, that is, the pairing of two familiar
ideas in a novel, often Witty, combination, e. g., Bjorn sviöinnhomi
( Burnt-Horn ), Bolverkr blindingatrjána ( Blind-Snout ), Porgeirr
smjorkengr ( Butter-Crook ? Butter-Bight ?), Àvaldr qngt í brjósti
( Tight-in-the-Chest ).6 In Iceland, nicknames might go farther afield
than simple references to origins or immediate prior residence in the
Hebrides or various parts of Norway Sæmundr enn suðreyskí ( the
Hebridean ), Svartkell enn kameski ( from Caithness ), Âlfr enn egzkí
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(from :Agð, modern Agder)-and be based on foreign words or names,

e. g., Oláfr feilan (OIr. fáelán little wolf, also a proper name), Helgi

bjólan (OIr. Beollán or beóíl grease, fat, meat-juice ).7

Bynames were often context-dependent; for example, knowledge

of Bjorn Âsbrandsson s local origins as well as his exploits abroad was
required to appreciate the appropriateness of his identifier Breiðvíkingakappi ( the Breiðvík Champion ). But many of the most colorful
names from Landnámabók, while not opaque, say nothing about the
contingent circumstances or more durable conditions that prompted
them: Âle elliöaskjgldr ( Ship Shield ) Ôfeigsdôttir, Auðun rotinn
( Rotten ) Pôrôlfsson, Þorsteinn vz ll ( Weevil ), BQðmóðr ór búlka-

rúmi ( from the Hold ), Porsteinn kleggi ( Horsefly or Cock of
Hay ?), Pöroddr hjálm ( Helmet or Hay Rick ?). On occasion this uncertainty is evidenced in the tradition itself, and in varying manuscripts
we find Pörarinn Há-Snorrason called both rosti ( Brawl ) and tosti
( Frog ?), Porbjorn Kjallaksson, both squöuör ( Notched, Scored ? for

squungr prominent, brave ?) and squfuör ( Magni cent ).

In many cultures names are a prime example that knowledge is
power, and knowledge of names, even in the sense of domesticating
the foreign or aberrant by renaming it, was a means, if not always to
domination, to at least a degree of neutralization. While names might
have been intended as emblematic and hence constant in meaning, some

were subject to reinterpretation even if their moment of ascription were
not all that far distant in time, if knowledge of the circumstances of origin was lost. Not only could names be reinterpreted, but, in the passage
from genealogy and family and local tradition to more consciously
shaped story and eventually text, narrative detail appropriate to the new
meaning could be created and adduced in lieu of the original context
narrative content then being aligned with onomastic label. This might
occur over the span of years from the settlement and immediate postsettlement years of Iceland up to the period of saga-writing. And, in the
ongoing interplay between lexicon and literature, the new signification
assigned to a nickname in a traditional narrative could then determine
the semantic future of a rare or unique byname if it were to enter (or reenter) the mainstream vocabulary of the linguistic community or such,

at least, is the hypothesis that will be tested in this study which focuses
on Snorri s companion on his trip to Norway, Porleifr kimbi Porbrandsson.
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Although there is some inconsistency in the treatment of early
land taking in the Snæfellsnes and Breiðatjordr areas in the various
recension of Landnámabók and in Eyrbyggja saga, the settlement history and family saga are in essential agreement as concerns Porleifr. The
single entry from the former gives us a capsulized version of his role in
the more amply told events of the saga, and provides a distilled context
in which to approach his byname kimbi.
Synir Porbrands í Álptaflrði váru þeir Porleifr kimbi 0k Póroddr, Snorri,

Por nnr, Illugi, Pormóðr. Peir deildu við Amkel um arf leysingja sinna ok váru
at vígi hans med Snorra goða á Ørlygsstçöum. Eptir þat fór Porleifr kimbi titan;
þá laust Amijm son Âsbrands ór Breiðavík hann með grautarbvoru; Kimbi brá
á gaman. Pörör bligr brá honum því á Þórsnesþingi, þá er hann bað Helgu, systur

hans; þá lét Kimbi ljósta Blíg með sandtorfu. Af því gerðusk deilur þeira
Eyrbyggja ok Porbrandssona 0k Snotra goða; þeir bçröusk í Álptaflrði ok á '

Vigrañröi (Landnámabók 1968, S 86, H 74).

[The sons of Thorbrand of Alfta ord were Thorleif Kimbi, Thorodd, Snorri,
Thor nn, Illugi, and Thormod. They quarrelled with Amkel over the inheritance
left by his freedmen and along with Snorri the Priest they were ghting him
when he was killed at Orlygsstead. Thorleif Kimbi went abroad, and later he was
struck with a ladle by Ambjorn, son of Asbrand of Breiduvik [sic]. Kimbi didn t
take it seriously, but Thord Blig poked fun at him for it at the Thorsness As-

sembly, when Kimbi asked for the hand of Thord s sister Helga. It was because

of Kimbi that Thord got hit by a piece of sandy turf on this occasion, and this
sparked off the quarrels between the men of Eyr on one hand, and the Thorbrandssons and Snorri the Priest on the other. They fought battles at Alfta ord
and on Vigra ord; Landnámabók 1972, par. 86.]

Pending the discussion below, we may note the fatal interplay of
sport (the background to the turf-throwing incident), malice, satiric
comment, and honour; the juxtaposition of Porleifr kimbi and gaman
sport, play (in the sense make light of ); and the use of Kimbi alone
on occasion in the narrative. Elliptical as well as succinct, Landnámabók
does not spell out that Porleifr s voyage abroad was as outlaw and in
consequence of the legal judgment and settlement following the killing
of Amkell.
Despite the work s concem for etiology, the modern editor of
Landnámabók defers to the editors of Eyrbyggja saga in the matter of
comment on Porleifr s nickname kimbi. We turn to notes accompanying
Porleifr s entry into the saga narrative for a brief review of proposed
explanations (Eyrbyggja saga 1935: 20n3). The editors begin by stating
that no certainty is to be had in the matter of the unique byname. In his
nineteenth-century dictionary (Lexicon Islandico-Latino-Danicum
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Biornonis Haldorsonii 1814), Bjorn Halldórsson interpreted the term as
meaning mocker, glossed in Mod. Icel. with háðfugl by the editors of
Eyrbyggja saga. They go on to suggest an association with kimbill
satchel, small bag. Marstrander (1915: 56) suggested a possible Irish
origin in the names Cimbe, Cimbil. Cleasby, Vigfússon and Craigie (A
Dictionary of Old Icelandic 1957), citing Eyrbyggja but not Landnámabók, also saw kimbíll as the likely source for the nickname and saw
a related meaning in kumbl cairn in the sense of something piled up.
In this vein Jan de Vries noted Mod. Icel. kimbi bundle; hay sheaf and
went on to identify cognates in early Germanic languages (including
Shetland Nom, perhaps the historically most telling example) and modern Scandinavian dialects (see de Vries 1961). These are related to the
verb kimbla to bind, truss up and denote a stave, one of a number of
shaped wooden pieces bound together as a pail or tub.8 Tacitly _
recognizing the resistance of the nonce word to de nitive identi cation,
de Vries also called attention to Alexander Johannesson s interpretation
of kimbi as mocker and an etymology in the word that generated Mod.
Icel. kz ma (var. sp. kýma) admonish, scold, criticize; mock, ridicule, a

derivation which rejoins Bjôm Halldôrsson s reading.9 The most recent
treatment of this complex of words is in Åsgeir Blöndal Magnússon
1989, which finds the past history (especially vocalic) of kz ma murky,
mentions Porleifr in connection with kimbi as satchel, bundle , and
raises doubts concerning the putative homonym with the meaning
mocker. I return to these reservations below.
Since Porleifr s nickname displays no variation in extant manuscripts but at the same time no unambiguous tie to other words chosen
for record in early Icelandic literature (a lexical screening process that
may have excluded many familiar words, although the derogatory
vocabulary is a robust one),10 we may pursue Marstrander s suggestion
and again look a eld to cultural communities other than Norway that
contributed both personnel and more modest onomastic and other
lexical input to settlement-era Iceland. Ireland, the Gaelic-speaking
Hebrides, and mainland Scotland are reasonably thought to have supplied between 15 and 25% of the original settlers and these would include Norse, the offspring of Norse Celtic unions, free and unfree Celts,
with doubtless considerable numbers of the latter among the unnamed
and usually unnumbered members of land taker households. I return
below to Marstrander s proposed personal names Cimbe, Cimbil, which
are plausible phonologically but present difficulties in para-linguistic
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terms. But Old Irish does have a legal term that meets phonetic criteria
and could be inserted in Porleifr s biography at the point of his banishment from Iceland as an outlaw, following the death of Amkell.
Old Irish cimbid (-d = a voiced fricative, ON-Icel. ð) was an unransomed criminal or captive. He was without legal capacity because of
a serious offence for which compensation had not been paid and could
be held by the offended party as a prisoner. Irish law provided for the
possibility of a cimbid being ransomed by other than his kin, and a legal
tract suggests such redeemed fighting men were suitable as royal bodyguards, since the king would thenceforth be their primary object of
loyalty and, indeed, sole legal bulwark. More tentatively, Kelly, on

whose Guide to Early Irish Law the above is based,11 continues: In

non-legal sources the word cimbid is used of a person who faces death
on behalf of a group or tribe (1988: 98). This might be in single combat
and the term appears especially appropriate when the odds against survival were high. Thus, while the biblical image is being stretched
somewhat, the cimbid might be called the scapegoat. Although the fit

with the Icelandic outlaw is not exact in the narrow legal sense, there are

ample grounds for comparison in the speci c circumstances of Porleifr
Porbrandsson.
With this I now turn to Eyrbyggja saga not only to investigate how
the story might explain the nickname the objective of the lexicographer and onomastics scholar but also to explore how the byname,
stated on Porleifr s entry into the saga, may, like the more conventional
portraits, have functioned proleptically to alert the saga public to likely
future action on the part of its bearer and even to thematic and ideological concerns that the work will go on to treat. But our initial vantage
point must be the action of the saga, since certainty is lacking as to the
exact meaning of the name. To work for a moment exclusively in terms
of saga logic, the Porbrandssons, despite a respectable lineage from
Tungu-Odd (Landnámabók 1968, Table VI) are losers in Eyrbyggja
saga and no prominent descendants are cited in this saga or in
Landnámabók. Although they enjoy the support of their chieftain and
foster-brother Snorri, who seldom quits a situation at personal disadvantage, both their political and jural undertakings are stymied, and their
actions under arms are no more successful, whether at the level of the
individual or as an armed troop. In their faction are no men of the
stature of Amkell Pôrôlfsson or Bjorn Âsbrandsson Breiðvíkingakappi.
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Porleifr is listed first among the Porbrandssons, as eldest, and in
Eyrbyggja saga too his byname is already in place. No conventional
portrait is offered. On the other hand, a mocking opponent whom he will
meet at a much later date in the saga, the Pórðr blígr Porlaksson noted in
the Landnámabók entry, is given abrief description-ákafamaðr mikill
ok qrorôr [a very vehement and outspoken man] (Ch. 12, my trans.).
With the authorial description of temperament, the byname blígr is best
seen as referring to physical appearance and seems to have meant
staring (a cataract in one eye could be considered). Nothing precludes
there being two like personalities in a single saga chapter or in a single

interpersonal antagonism, although it would not be conventional.12 Nor
can we, still without answers to basic questions concerning kimbi, conclude that Porleifr is being intentionally juxtaposed to Pórðr at this early
point in order to prepare for future action. As there is no other Porleifr in
the immediate narrative vicinity, his nickname does not appear intended to distinguish him from namesakes and we must assume another
function.

Information on Porleifr s character is soon made available in the
account of Snorri s return from a trip to Norway made at age 14. He had
been accompanied by Porleifr and his brother Pôroddr. Perhaps part of
the plan to make Snorri s success abroad appear modest but also borne
out by later events as a telling detail on personality, Porleifr is described
as decked out in foreign-bought nery:
Má skauzk þar mjok í tvau horn um búnað þeira Snorra 0k Þorleifs kimba.
Porleifr keypti þann hest, er hann fekk beztan; hann hafði ok steindan sqðul allglæsiligan, hann hafði búit sverð 0k gullrekit spjót, myrkblán skjold ok mjok
gyldan, vçnduö Qll klæði; hann hafði þar ok til vart mjok Qllum sínum
fararefnum. (Ch. 13)
[people saw a world of difference between the out t of Snorri and that of
Thorleif Kimbi. Thorleif had bought the best horse he could get, along with an
elaborate, painted saddle. He carried an ornamented sword, a gold-inlaid spear,
and a dark-blue, heavily gilded shield. All his clothes were of the nest quality,
and it was on this out t that he d spent most of his travelling money.]

This description is worth quoting in full since at this point the
rhetorical style of the saga is consciously attuned to the character it is
describing fulsome and all exteriors. In lieu of a standard concise description, this must function as Porleifr s moral portrait.
Porleifr does not reappear in the saga until considerably later,
when Snoni s aid is sought by the Porbrandssons in their effort to re-
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cover the estate of deceased freemen farmers who had formerly been the
family s slaves. After a rst such dispute, Snorri was initially reluctant
to become involved because Arnkell would be his opponent; his wouldbe clients were openly critical of him. Then the second former slave is
killed. Snom' seems to overstate the case in order to provoke Porleifr by
saying that Amkell will always carry the day in any dispute with the
Porbrandssons. But while less powerful in political and material terms
than Snorri, Porleifr will not be bested verbally, even as he rises to
Snorri s bait and retorts critically:
Satt segir þú þat, Snorri; má þat ok kalla várkunn, at þú réttir eigi vám hlut við

Amkel, því at þú heldr engu máli til fulls við hann, því er þit eigizk við með
ykkr at skipta. (Ch. 32)

[ That s true enough, Snorri, you ve every excuse for not wanting to defend our
rights against Amkel. In every quarrel with him you ve been the loser, no matter
what the issue. ]

Later, at a feast hosted by Snorri, Porleifr takes the potentially
dangerous step of intervening in a mannjafnaðr-a verbal contest over
candidates for the title of best man in the district in favour not of
Snorri or Styrr, but of Snorri s rival Amkell. The statement and ensuing
dialogue are heavy with innuendo. Porleifr calls Amkell the best man,
since he has let no killing in his household go unavenged, while Snorri s
man Haukr lies dead but uncompensated. Porleifr introduces this judgment by saying that Snorri and Styrr should count as only one man,
since they were related ( tied ) by maniage (ek kalla, at þar sé sem einn

maðr, er þeir eru Snorri goðí 0k Styrr, fyrir tengða sakar; Ch. 37).
Pointing up the fact that Snorri is Styrr s son-in-law in this fashion sug
gests the charges of sodomy that figure fairly frequently in defamatory
social comment in medieval Iceland. Snorri does not reply at the time
and the other guests, while aghast at Porleifr s boldness, think that no
more than the truth has been said. As the guests leave, a time when giftgiving was customary, Snorri gives Porleifr a fine long-handled axe but
then curiously continues: mun hon eigi taka til hqfuðs Arnkatli, þá er
hann býr um hey sitt á Ørlygsstqdum, ef þú reiðir heiman til ór
Álptafírði [ Should it be that you ride home to Alptafjord and take aim
at Amkel while he s stacking his hay at Orlygsstad, it might not be long
enough to reach as far as his head ]. ørlygsstaðir is the disputed farm
property. Snorri is not making a reference to Porleifr s physical height
but to his stature in matters of honour and the unspoken word here is

lítilmannligr,

small-mannish, deficient in masculinity

a slur in
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keeping with Porleifr s earlier comment about Snorri and Styrr.
Provoked, Porleifr says that when Snorri is ready to avenge Haukr, he,
Porleifr, will not be slow to swing at Amkell.
Amkell is eventually attacked and mounts a heroic defence from a
haystack surrounded by a frozen turf wall. Porleifr is the bold one who
tries to mount the wall, and while he is forced back, Amkell s blow at
him breaks the sledge mnner that has proved so effective a makeshift
weapon in his defence. After suffering several wounds, Arnkell is killed
but the saga does not identify who struck the fatal last blow. The resulting court case is ill-handled by the women who were Amkell s heirs,
leading to a change in Icelandic law. Only Porleifr is condemned as re
sponsible for Amkell s death, an outcome narrativer prepared by his
leap onto the turf wall, and is sentenced to three years outlawry. Thus,
one might conclude that he serves as the family scapegoat in the affair
and goes into exile.
On making land after the voyage to Norway, Porleifr is charged
with the collective cooking duties that rotated among the crew members
but is delayed when he finds the cooking pot already in use by another
Icelander, Arnijrn Âsbrandsson (Bjom s brother) who is not sharing

food with the crew. Porleifr reacts to the Norwegians jibes that he is
slow like all Icelanders and throws down the pot with Amijm s food,
stalks off and is then bumed on the neck when Amqum taps him with
the hot pot-stirrer. Porleifr gives a relatively measured reply, worth
quoting in full when we recall the proposed meaning of mocker for
his nickname:
Eigi skulu Nôregsmenn at því hlæja, með því at vit erum hér komnir tveir
samlendir, at heir þurfi at draga okkr 1 sundr sem hunda, en minnask skal þessa,

þá er vit erum á Islandi." (Ch. 39)13

[ Since we re the only Icelanders here, it wouldn t
be
right to give the
Norwegians a chance to make fun of us, and drag us apart like a pair of ghting
dogs. But I ll remember this next time we meet back in Iceland. ]

Perhaps more telling is the authorial aside that the saga offers
when Porleifr returns after two years in Norway to Âlptafj QIðr: ok lét vel

y r sér, sem vanöi hans var til [pleased with himself as was his wont].14
This comment, coming at midpoint in the block of chapters during

which Porleifr is active (Chs. 32 48), radiates forward and backward in

the saga and functions as a proxy for the conventional introductory portrait as did his silent cameo appearance on his return from Norway with
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Snorri. The outstanding question is to what degree it also resonates with
the nickname kimbi.
As recounted in Landnámabók Porleifr, once back at Álptafjorðr,
asked for the hand of Helga Porlaksdóttir, sister of Pórðr blígr, in marriage. Pórðr reappears in the saga in a style in keeping with his earlier
portrait when he pointedly asks of Bjorn Ásbrandsson, his sister-in law
Purfôr s lover, about the resemblance of her son, the young Kjartan.
Pörör tums down Porleifr s suit, saying that the marks on Porleifr s neck
from the porridge incident would heal before he would see his sister so
married. Again Porleifr s response is moderate while still causing the
disagreement to escalate in typical saga feud fashion. He says that he is
not sure revenge can be taken on Amqum but meantime he is not
averse to seeing Pörör receive some blows of his own. Porleifr orchestrates this petty revenge when he causes Pörör to be hit by a piece of
ying turf as he passes by a rough game at the Assembly. A minor
armed fracas ensues but is patched over with Snorri s help.
Porleifr and his brothers, against Snorri s advice, attempt an attack
on Ambjorn, and one is tempted to draw the conclusion that Pôrôr s insult, more than the prospect of marriage with Helga, is the driving force.
As previously, Porleifr is not above faulting his foster-brother Snorri for
timidity in refusing to join or condone them. The foray is not a success, and, worse, Ambjom and his redoubtable brother Bjorn Ás-

brandsson are now firmly allied with Pórðr blígr and the other Porlakssons. Snorri is drawn into plotting against the rival faction, but his
wily advise is not effective in a slave s assassination attempt against any
one of Ambjom, Bjan or Pórðr. The slave is disarrned, captured and

killed, but even such a death under aggressive circumstances requires
reparation, and Pórðr offers to deliver it to Porbrandr and his sons to rob
Porleifr of the chance to mock his courage ( ok skal Porleifr kimbi eigi
at því eiga at spotta, at ek þora eigi at færa þrælsgqud [ Thorleif
Kimbi s not going to have an excuse to poke fun at me and say I d never
dare to bring the slave-payment myself ], Ch. 43). This is the sole
instance of mockery being directly associated with Porleifr by another.
There has been ample illustration of his scorn for Snorri under certain
circumstances but the wit and irony of mockery have not been
prominent.

Two celebrated battles with appreciable forces now result from the
squaring off of the two factions, at Alptafjorðr and on the ice of Vigrafjorðr. Prior to the former Porleifr reacts, in conventional saga fashion,
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to an old woman s jibe when she observes how fine-looking his enemy
Steinþórr Porlaksson was, when he rode up. He rushes out with his
brothers after him. After some first skirmishing, Porleifr again shows
that he can push these same buttons, and calls attention to the fact that
the man who wounded Snorri s son is one to whom Snorri had earlier
promised immunity. In the second encounter, Porleifr again exhibits his
bravery, and is described as always in the fore. He mocks his opponent
Steinþórr for carrying the same poor sword as in their earlier meeting.
But when Porleifr later tries to dispatch Pórðr blígr who has slipped to
the ice after a spear thrust, Steinþórr races up and strikes at Porleifr, severing his leg below the knee, which belies the comment on the sword.
All Porleifr s earlier verbal confrontations are thus realized physically as
well, but not to his advantage. After the battle Snorri and his men arrive
to assist the Porbrandssons and, true to form, the injured Porleifr urges

Snorri to mount a pursuit. Three sons of Porbrandr have suffered
wounds in the battle. Although Snorri is successful in saving their lives,
Porleifr kimbi gekk alla stund síðan við tréfót [Thorleif Kimbi walked
with a wooden leg for the rest of his life] (Ch. 45). In the ensuing settlement Porleifr is again charged as having been the instigator to the
fighting, but receives compensation for his lost leg. This time the settlement holds, although Porleifr kimbi leaves thesaga and Iceland to
emigrate to Greenland. His nickname is memorialized in the toponym
Kimbavágr, a bay between two glaciers where he settled and lived to old
age. Porleifr entered the saga a vain and con dent young man returning
to Iceland with fancy continental clothes; he leaves defeated, with a
wooden leg but nickname intact.
The above rather full excerpting from Eyrbyggja saga conceming
Porleifr kimbi illustrates how a character from the second rank contributes to the feuds that embroil such better known saga characters as
Snorri, Arnkell and Bjorn Breíðvíkingakappi. Here, as in many other
sagas, feuding begins in and is often furthered by trivialities among
lesser men, to which the honour code obliges both farmer and Chieftain
to respond. Porleifr s characterization is of a single piece and portrays,
with no particular sympathy, a man neither good nor bad, ostentatious,
bold, touchy in matters of honour, and as ready of tongue as many other
saga gures. Neither his character nor his causes nor his actions compel
our admiration or support, but an understanding of them is crucial to an
understanding of Snorri s role as Chieftain and of much of the saga.
Although Porleifr s relationship to his Chieftain is affected by their
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childhood tie, which may be thought to attenuate somewhat the verbal
expression of his dissatisfaction, it illustrates how clients could try to
coerce their district leaders into action in their support, with questions
about their manhood, courage and slowness to vengeance more common
than wheedling.
The saga author s sureness of characterization and the
Porbrandssons lack of luck can be confirmed by a brief consideration of
Porleifr s brother Póroddr who also accompanied Snorn' on the initial
trip to Norway, returning better dressed than Snorri but more modestly
than his brother. As in the case of Porleifr, he is not accorded a capsule
portrait by the author, and has no identifying byname. It is he who exhibits community responsibility and fulfils the family obligation to assist their erstwhile competitor Amkell in disposing of the corpse of his
father Pôrôlfr bægifâtr ( Twist-foot ) who had been plaguing the district
as a draugr or revenant. While a participant in all the family squabbles,
he is never an instigator, nor does he cause their escalation through verbal abuse. After the settlement with the Porlakssons he marries and
starts farming, and it is he who intervenes again in the matter of the marauding Porolfr when the draugr resumed haunting after the death of his
son. But Poroddr fails to heed the advice of a crone who tried to discourage him from keeping a suspect pet a bull calf born of an injured
cow that had uncharacteristically been spared and then serviced by a supematural animal from the sea after having licked the ashes from the incineration of Pérélfr s malevolent corpse. The bull Glæsir will eventually gore Pôroddr to death. He loses his life rather than a leg, even after
a career more civic-minded than his brother s further proof, if any
were needed, that life in the sagas is governed by a complex causality

shot through with contingency and injustice.15

Our task has been to examine Porleifr s emblematic nickname
kimbi and address two questions, bearing in mind that they may be only
one: that of the etymology and original meaning of the term from the
tenth century, and that of the meaning ascribed to the traditional name
by the thirteenth-century saga author, in a sense prescribed and illustrated for his public in the deployment of consonant event and detail in
the narrative. There is also the matter of chronology, of whether the
historical Porleifr received his byname in childhood, like Snorri, or
later as a young adult, like Styrr. As noted, the saga author has assigned
the name from Porleifr s rst appearance in the saga and it is maintained
through to the end, even given iconic status in the name of a landmark
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in distant Greenland. Of the options earlier reviewed in this article for
the name s signification, those of a foreign origin find least corroboration in the surrounding saga narrative. An Irish proper name as
Marstrander has suggested finds no support and faces the formal difficulty of resulting in an unconventional apposition of two proper

names,16 with no adjunct evidence that Cimbe or Cimbil was moving

toward incorporation in the lexical mainstream. OIr. cimbid unransomed captive has the requisite phonetic contours for easy adaption
into early Icelandic as kimbi and has the added attraction that events in
Porleifr s life as jural scapegoat and outlaw relate to the same semantic
field. But Porleifr is credited with no time vestr um haf west across the
North Sea, either in his youth or during his exile, which he would
appear to have spent in Norway, nor is there any other evidence for the
Irish legal term penetrating Old Norse-Icelandic. The institution of
outlawry was sufficiently familiar not to require foreign lexical adjuncts.17 Of native Germanic roots, that underlying the words kimbill
satchel and kimbla truss up could imaginatively be viewed in a
metaphorical light as suited to a vain person concerned with clothing
and appearance, but just as easily associated with a person bearing a
grudge and bound in rancour. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded
that the nickname did indeed mean bundle, satchel and had its origin
in some event or circumstance that is lost to us.
Björn Halldorsson s interpretation mocker
must
be taken seri
ously, both for its assumed base in popular speech of an era closer in
time to the saga s composition and for its agreement with instances of
Porleifr s behaviour in the saga. But Porleifr has no sharper a tongue
than Snorri and the indie dimension, malice and scurrility that one finds
in such clear-cut saga mockers as Sigmundr Lambason in Nja ls saga,
Tj orvi Hroarson in Landnámabók, Tannr Bjarnarson in Sturlunga saga,
Broddi Bjarnarson in Qlkofra þáttr, or even the sorcerer Oddr KQtluson
in Eyrbyggja are lacking. If kimbi is to be associated with Mod. Icel.
kz ma it would appear to fit best at the low intensity end of the semantic
scale and one might on this basis suggest the Censorious as Porleifr s

byname.18 The sense of self importance that is conveyed in the description of his clothing and the telling phrasing ok lét vel yfzr sér, sem vanði
hans var til [pleased with himself as was his wont] accord well with
Porleifr s complaints and moderated incitation of Snorri, his menacing
retort to Ambjorn and none too witty expression of ill-will toward Pórðr
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blígr to round out theportrait of a vain, critical, somewhat impetuous
man. 19
Nonetheless, other characters in the saga, Oddr KQtluson and
Pôrôr blígr Porlaksson in separate strands of the story, are those
explicitly identifiedas the verbally scomful, and, as noted, saga
conventions seldom oppose two characters of like temperament. The
less than perfect fit between Porleifr kimbi and mocker then compels
me to return to the narrative evidence a further time. Although I have
called the portrait of Porleifr internally consistent I would single out one
incident in which his behaviour is somewhat at odds with that which
precedes and follows and, indeed, with the succinct Landnámabók entry.
This is the encounter with Amqum at the camp-site on the islet off the
Norwegian coast. While Porleifr s usual impetuosity is evident in his
throwing down the pot with Ambjorn s porridge when annoyed by his
countryman s unwillingness to surrender it and by the Norwegians
jibes about Icelandic slowness, he uncharacteristically does not rise to
the insult and injury that the light blow with the hot porridge-stirrer
(þvara) represents. Instead, his statement of reluctance to take action
seems overmotivated in terms of family saga style and he invokes
the need for ethnic unity in the presence of the foreigners. This, the use
of direct speech, and the threat to repair the situation back in Iceland
appear to me an unconvincing amassing of narrative detail and a pitch to
the saga public s national sentiment that were intended to get the
narrator past a sticky point in his story. It will be noted that Porleifr does
not act on his threat once back in Iceland until the insult by Pórðr blígr
and the rejected marriage suit. Landnámabók alludes to the incident in
Norway, but says of Porleifr s reaction to the burn on his neck only
Kimbi brâ á gaman [Kimbi made light of it]. A case could be made for
this as intended to be a telling revelation of personality (nonchalance,
little concern for honour) and thus to create a discrepancy between the
briefer incident from the settlement history and the longer saga account,

but the textual evidence is spare. Yet it is worth noting that it is at this
point that the Landnámabók account drops the full name in favour of the
byname alone, as if suggesting that it were the more operative in the
incident. This occurs a second time in the reference to Pórðr blígr being
hit with the sandy turf. At a minimum I would suggest that the saga
version, with its invocation of Icelandic identity and cohesion, evident

in both the Norwegians

criticism and Porleifr s appeal for deferment,

shows the author at some pains to reconcile the main lines of his
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inherited story with his conception of the character of Porleifr, while

keeping the latter within a normative honour-driven pattern of

behaviour.20

This invites speculation that the key to the nickname may lie in
this incident. In the later rejection of Porleifr s marriage suit by Pórðr
blígr, known for his sarcasm, reference is made to the burn scars, now
two years old, on Porleifr s neck, here called grautardz lar porridge
marks. 21 While preparing food could not have been a demeaning task
for men at sea or at war, the reference is clearly intended to be deprecatory and suggestive of women s work, since more neutral terminology
was available. One of the earlier proposed roots for kimbi was
kuml/kumbl in the sense of cairn, that is, stones amassed as one might
otherwise gather and tie grain or staves of wood (the verb kimbla). But
as a cairn was often commemoratory, kuml also meant a distinguishing
mark or sign. In Kormäks saga, Steingerðr divorces Bersi after he
suffers a wound to the buttocks when a sword glances off his shield, a
wound that she, perhaps in search of a pretext, quali es as dishonouiing.
This prompts her to give him three nicknames, matched to stages in his
career, the last of which is the scurrilous Raza-Bersi Arse-Bersi. Then
the saga, through indirect discourse but with a choice of words intended
to re ect the speaker s usage, states that Steingerðr eigi vilja eiga Bersa
ørkumlaðan (Kormáks saga 1939, Ch. 13). This is conventionally read
as Steingerðr not being willing to remain married to Bersi as a cripple
and she could be referring to a more slowly healing knee wound
suffered at the same time, but the basic notion of ørkumlaör is bearing
a lasting scar or mark (ø r as intensive, here durative, prefix +

kumI/kumbl).22 The term has added weight in these circumstances in

that the mark has been made by another man in a dispute and is a
klâthgg dishonouring blow. I then propose that we read kimbi as
little mark, and see it, in early versions of the story, as a slur promoted
by Porleifr s enemies back in Iceland, that is, only in adult life. Whether
because the original meaning was lost or Porleifr s memory was being
spared in the later written tradition a kind of editorial management of
family and local history that is apparent in other instances of written
treatment of scurrilous defamation the name is given Porleifr on his
introduction in the saga (but is not used then, it should be noted, by
other characters) and the character is contoured in the surrounding story
to encourage an alternative interpretation of the nickname as that of a
scomful man. The suppression of the conventional moral portrait near
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the start of the saga may have been an additional narrative tactic to this
end.23 In the absence of such an authorial statement, which is generally
phrased also to pass as community judgment on the gure, the nickname
functions as a kind of shorthand to subsume and recall essentials of personality and behaviour, the background against which actions in the narrative present are to be Seen. Thus bynames can be seen as another narrative device to assist saga authors in the deployment of secondary characters, even if the name in question were historically authentic and, in a
sense, prescribed in the story.
To summarize and conclude concerning Porleifr and his unique
nickname, no certainty has been reached in the matter of the etymology
of the byname kimbi, although kumbl mar offers an attractive key to
the somewhat problematic textual evidence. The nickname appears to
have its source in popular tradition associated with the Porbrandssons,
possibly in a socially significant event such as the incident with
Ambjom Âsbrandsson, and was retained both in Landnámabók with lit-

tle in the way of explanatory context and by the author of Eyrbyggja
saga, who made it the summary judgment on this character of the second rank. The caution that etymology should not be privileged in the
search for meaning in speci c historical circumstances has again proved
apposite. The somewhat paradoxical situation of a singular name with a
firm place in tradition dictated certain compositional strategies in the
saga, which in turn steered interpretation of the byname as mocker or
censonous. It prompted the interjection into the etymological debate
of new lexemes (e. g., kíma) and shaped subsequent lexicographical entries. The author has realized a credibly shaded portrait of a vain, im-

petuous but brave man, active in his family interests in both verbal and
physical duelling, someone who does not particularly engage our sympathy but who does illustrate the situation of free farmers anxious to
maximize their land-holding on the resource-scarce island. In competition with others in like situations, he turns to his Chieftain who is also
his foster-brother, Snorri goði.
Our perhaps improved understanding of the coercion to which
clients subjected their district leaders does not exonerate Snorri in the
matters of the death of Arnkell or the assassination attempt against
members of the Porlaksson-Åsbrandsson faction but rather reveals the
moral cost at which effective chieftainship was exercised in early
Iceland. In this goal-oriented, ruthless and above all self-controlled

politician we also see the gradual rede nition of a childhood nickname.
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In Eyrbyggja saga Porgrímr Porgrimsson Snoni attends rst to his
own inheritance and family situation, then is drawn into the legal
squabbles of his clients over land, eventually into feud and pitched
battles. Turning these encounters to personal advantage wherever possible in that he cements political alliance even when the loser in the legal or armed struggle, he ends in the saga a convert to the new religion
and a successful expeller of revenants against whom he ironically invokes the law of trespass. Porleifr Porbrandsson s nickname kimbi,
whether it has its origin in character and social censure, or in incident
and social interaction, is tied to normative codes of behaviour and the
centrality of personal honour in the early North. But Snorri goði makes
other men s honour his political instrument rather than letting them di
rect him through coercive appeals that call his own honour into question. Each of the family sagas and þættir in which Snorri appears assumes a slightly different stance toward this central gure of the late
tenth and early eleventh centuries, as dictated by saga thematics, the
narrative matter at hand, and possibly audience and patron sympathies.
Here, we may recall the saga author s measured assessment of Snorri.24
The result is a gure not so much psychologically complex as elusive in
evaluative terms, since the sagas encourage comprehension more than
judgment, and the latter on their own largely unstated terms. Porleifr
kimbi Porbrandsson is a lesser man, but in this character realization,
some of this same ambiguity and elusiveness is also found, in no small
part crystallized in his byname.

NOTES
1. The phenomenon of bynames can become a very marked feature of the narrative, as exempli ed by Landnámabók 1968, S 111: Kjallakr hét maðr, son Bjarnar ens

sterka, bróður Gjaflaugar, er átti Bjorn austræni; hannfór til Íslands 0k nam land frá
Degurðará til Klofninga 0k bjá á Kjallaksstoôum. Hans son var Helgi hrogn 0k
Porgrímr þqngull undir Felli, Eilzfr prúði, Ásqurn vqðvi á Orrastaðum, Bjorn hvalmagi í Túngarði, Þorsteinn þynning, Gizurr glaði í Skoravík, Porbjorn squ zôr á
Ketilsstqðum, Æsa í Svíney, móðir Eyjólfs 0k Tin-Foma [There was a man called
Kjallakr, the son of Bjorn the Strong, the brother of Gja aug, whom Bjorn the
Eastemer got in marriage; he travelled to Iceland and took the land from Dogurðará to
Klofningar and lived at Kjallaksstaðir. His sons were Helgi Roe and Porgrímr Seaweed Stem below Fell, Eilifr the Magni cent, Ásbjom Muscle at Orrastaðir, Bjorn
Whale gut in Túngarðr, Þorsteinn the Thin, Gizurr the Cheery on Skoravík, Porbjorn
the Magni cent at Ketilsstaðír, Æsa on Svíney, the mother of Eyjôlfr and Tin-Foma;
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my trans.]. For a general consideration of the Old Norse/Icelandic byname material,
see Whaley 1993.
2. On saga portraiture and likely classical and post-classical models, see Lönnroth

1965.
3. Eyrbyggia Saga 1989; Snerrir/Snorri is interpreted as contentious, trouble-

some.

4. The byname kimbí is discussed in detail in the following. On the question of inheritance and patrimony, so important in this saga, see Byock 1989; on tensions across
the generations, see Schach 1977 and Bragg forthcoming.

5. A formal distinction is doubtless to be made here between a byname added to a

given name and a complete replacement. In the former case we seem to have a commentary on the person, while in the second the identifying, rather than describing,
function seems dominant. Examples cited here and below are a random sampling from

landnámabo'k 1968.

6. Another compounding principle was to pre x an element to a proper name.
These, too, might reveal place of residence, past history, or another characteristic, e. g.,
Berðlu-, Blund-, Brodd-, quba-, Holmangu , Hunda-, Kampa-, Sleitu-, Víga-.

7. The name is interpreted as living-healthy ; see Pokomy 1921.
8. In particular the parts of the staves that projected past the bottom seem to have
been meant, so that the image may have its origin in kambr comb (a word ultimately
based in the idea of teeth ) rather than in the notion of bundle (Kambr occurs as a
placename, and Kambi as a personal name). No tenn like ON Icel. glæsimaôr dandy
is explicit in the description of Porleifr on his return from Norway, although there is
more than a hint of such ajudgment (note the adjective allglæsiligr used of the saddle),

so that one might pursue the idea that kimbi is derived from kambr with a meaning

comparable to Eng. coxcomb, but I have found no supporting evidence for such
metaphor for a vain, overdressed person. Kambr was however used of the crest of a
rooster (hanakambr), e. g., Gullinkarnbi in Vgluspâ.

9. Alexander Jóhannesson 1951 56. Other lexicographers who have entries for
words possibly related to kimbi but do not adduce other evidence than that reviewed
above are Baetke 1965 68, Fritzner 1883-1972, Heggstad, Hødnebø and Simenscn
1990, Holthausen 1948. Swedish cognates are usefully discussed in Hellquist 1980,
s.v.v. kim, kimme.
10. For a brief discussion of the problems of humble words and late attestations,
see Libennan 1991: 222f.
11. See too examples in Dictionary of the Irish Language 1913 76, s.v. The cultural patterns evident in other instances of slave-holding and colonization stimulate
speculation that unfree Celtic women might have been assigned household tasks that
included the function of nursemaid, so that pet names drawn from Irish might have
been given to infants of Norse stock, but we have no examples. In general, the family
sagas give very little evidence of hypocoristic or abbreviated names.
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12. An even more negative picture is given of the sorcerer Oddr Kotluson earlier

in the saga: mikill maðr ok knár, hávaðamaðr mikill ok málugr, slysinn ok rágsamr [a
big robust man, loud-mouthed, a born trouble-maker and given to gossip and slander]
(Ch. 15).
l3. The ideologically charged motif of Icelanders abroad suppressing their con
tention of favour of temporary ethnic solidarity is also represented in Gunnlaugs saga
ormstungu and Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa.
14. Eyrbyggja Saga 1989 offers as pleased with himself as ever.
15. There is no lack of subtlety in the Icelandic family sagas but it is often dif cult
to x the point at which a line is to be drawn in the matter of authorial manipulation of

detail for effects of cohesion, the esthetic satisfaction of perceived parallels and balances, contrasts, etc. Porleifr is the rst of the Porbrandssons to be introduced and is
credited with a brightly painted saddle (steindan sçdul allglæsiligan); he leaves the
saga with a wooden leg. Then his brother Pôroddr spares an injured cow and must have
put awooden splint on the broken leg; from the cow a calf Glæsir will be born, the
cause of Poroddr s death and the last mention of a Porbrandsson in the saga.
16. Placenames, however, do gure as pre xes to given names, e.g., Síðu-Hallr
Porsteinsson.
17. With the events that follow in the train of Porgunna, the immigrant from the

Hebrides, Eyrbyggja saga is one of the richest in terms of deployment of Celtic related
narrative matter.
18. Âsgeir Blöndal Magnússon, whose chief concern was naturally not the elucidation of Eyrbyggja saga, shares these reservations about kimbi mocker and writes:
Einangrað vafaorð (e.t.v. skýringanilgáta B.H. [Bjarnar Halldórssonar] á viôume nu

kimbi ; 1989: 460f., s.v. kimbi. General practice among translators has been to leave
nicknames in the original (Eyrbyggja saga 1920, Eyrbyggja saga 1959, Eyrbyggja
saga 1989), although Boyer 1987 accepts the mocker identi cation, giving
Thorleifr le Gouailleur.
19. A comparable gure is JQkull Ingimundarson in Vatnsdæla saga.
20. One of necessity thinks of Þorsteins þáttr stangarhqggs, and the blame that attached to a milder man for his slowness to seek vengeance for an ambiguous injury.
Compare, too, the slash on Gunnarr s cheek by Otkell in Njáls saga and Njáll's insistence that Gunnarr make the incident publicly known so that his version of events
would be on the record. Injury to the head and face seems to have been particularly
related to notions of honour (but no less those to the buttocks; see the discussion infra
of Bersi in Kormâks saga).

21. Having deconstructed the saga account at this point, it would be satisfying to
reveal that the nickname derives from kimbi stave as a nautical term replacing þvara
pot stick, part of the everyday language of life ashore that was banned at sea, but we
have no comparata to legitimate such speculation.
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22. In ørkumlaðr there may be both interference from the verb kumla, kumbla

bruise, wound ( piling up of blows ) and overtones from orr scar.

23. Or the portrait may simply have been lacking in oral traditions associated with
Porleifr. One additional, rather suspect detail, is the inclusion of the placename
Kimavâgr in Greenland, mention of which might be seen as a further attempt to neu
tralize any markedly negative connotations of the byname. Cf. the incongruous ascription of the founding of the English city of Scarborough (Skarðaborg) to Kormakr s
brother Porgils skarði, with a harelip or cleft in the chin as the possible referent

(Kormâks saga 1939, Ch. 27).

24. Snorri has not been our main concern in this article, but in view of the ambiva-

lent treatment it may be of interest to recall the moral portrait in Eyrbyggja saga (Ch.
15) and complete it with the physical particulars: Snorri var meðalmaðr á hæð ok

heldr grannligr, friðr sýnum, réttleitr ok ljáslitaðr, bleikhárr ok rauðskeggjaðr; hann
var hágværr hversdaliga; fann lítt á honum, hvárt honum þótti vel eða illa; hann var
vitr maðr okforspár um marga hluti, langrækr ok heíptúðigr, heilráðr vinum sínum, en
óvinir hans þóttusk heldr kulða af kenna ráðum hans [Snorri was of medium height
and rather slight build, a handsome, regular-featured man with a fair complexion,
axen hair, and a reddish beard. He was usually even-tempered, and it was hard to tell
whether he was pleased or not. He was a very shrewd man of unusual foresight, a long
memory and a taste for vengeance. To his friends he gave good counsel but his enemies learned to fear the advice he gave]. As Lönnroth convincingly illustrates, the saga
authors likely had classical and post-classical models for such compressed portraiture,
and among these Dares Phrygius s De excia io Troiae historia is of interest in the light
of the relatively early Icelandic adaptation of this material in Trójumanna saga.
Although the larger narrative tradition about Snorri would have supplied the main lines
for the depiction of personality, it seems plausible that his portrait was also modelled
on the precedent of Dares portrait of another crafty leader, Ulysses: Ulixem rmum
dolosum are hilari statura media eloquentem sapientem (Daretis Phrygii de excidio
Troiae historia 1873, Ch. 13); [Ulysses was tough, crafty, cheerful, of medium height,
eloquent, and wise] (Daretis Phrygii de excidio Troiae historia 1966). Trájumanna
saga, while it may be considered an intermediary for the set pieces of the family sagas,
should not be seen as the immediate source for the portrait of Snorri; the recension
cited by Lönnroth (1965: 111) offers: Ulixes hinn spaki var sterkr maðr, meðalmaðr
vexti, fláraðr, hýrligr í yfirbragði, forvitrí ok málsnjallr. Snorri s physical portrait in
cludes mention of his medium height and it will be recalled that in the matter of the
gift axe he questioned whether Porleifr had suf cient reach to attack Amkell. But for
both men the mediocre is also an assessment of ethical stature.
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Le grand metteur en scène : Herman
Bang in Paris, 1893-94
Kirsten Shepherd-Barr

North Carolina State University, Raleigh
ABSTRACT: The Danish novelist, journalist, actor and director Herman Bang
worked as a director in Paris during the period in the early 1890s when Ibsen
and other Scandinavian dramatists were rst being premiered in France.
Bang s own directing skills and approaches were formulated during this pe~
riod, as he went from an apprenticeship with the symbolist theatre of LugnéPoë to the more realistic style of mainstream theatre. We aim here to explore
some of the techniques and methods Bang employed in the range of theatre
companies with which he worked and, most importantly, to emphasise his role
in the emergence ofthe modern director. Using Bang s promptbook for a production of Rosmersholm, replete with his own detailed notes on acting and
character and sketches for the mise en scène, we can begin to reconstruct and
explore the choices he made as a director and to understand more clearly why
his approach to theatre clashed with Lugné-Poë s.
RÉSUMÉ: Auteur, journaliste, comédien et metteur en scene, le danois Herman
Bang a travaille à Paris en tant que metteur en scène au début des années
1890 quand Ibsen et d autres dramaturges scandinaves ontfait leurs débuts en
France. Bang a formulé ses propres outils et méthodes pour la mise en scène
pendant cette période, passant de l apprentissage du théâtre symboliste de
Lugné Poë au style plus réaliste du théâtre populaire. Notre but ici est donc
d explorer quelques-unes des techniques et méthodes employées par Bang
pour les différentes troupes théâtrales avec lesquelles il a travaillé, et surtout,
de souligner son rôle dans l émergence du metteur en scène moderne. En nous
appuyant sur le cahier de travaille de Bang pour une représentation de
Rosmcrsholm, plein de ses propres notes sur les personnages, les techniques,
et des plans pour la mise en scène, nous pouvons commencer à reconstruire et
à explorer les choix qu il a faits en tant que metteur enscène et d aboutir à
une meilleure compréhension des raisons pour lesquelles son théâtre est entrée
en con it avec celui de Lugné Poë.
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Herman Bang in Paris

Theatre history reconstructs the nature of past theatrical events,
often relying heavily on available archival material pertaining to initial
productions. This endeavour to recreate theatrical performance bears increasing relevance to the broader contexts of dramatic representation,
charting the theatre s role in the interaction of artistic movements and
the cross-cultural exchange of ideas and influences. Theatre has often
been excluded from the histories of artistic movements because of the
supposedly ephemeral nature of performance. Yet the forces that unite
to create theatre are often harnessed to a particular aesthetic agenda, as
are those of the visual arts and literature; and, as theatre requires the
harmonic convergence of so many discrete elements (text, actors, director, set and lighting designers, musicians, and so forth), it poses especially rich possibilities for tracking the array of ideas and cross-cultural
interactions that fuel aesthetic movements. This paper focuses on one
example of theatre as cultural and aesthetic interface, exploring the role
of Herman Bang, the Danish director, writer, actor and journalist who
lived in Paris for a year in the early 18905 and who became, in that brief
space, deeply involved in presenting lbsen s plays to French audiences.
Although Bang has rightly been called one of Ibsen s most in uential pioneers in France (Meyer 1971, II: 298), his contributions went
virtually unacknowledged at the time. Lugné-Poë, the French director
with whom he worked most closely, was slow to acknowledge his help,
and Bang s role in the diffusion of Ibsen s in uence in France has thus
only recently begun to be reassessed.l Lugné-Poë maintained decades
later that Bang surpassed Reinhardt, Porel, Antoine, and Stanislavski as
a director, and wrote warmly of him: Il est vrai que le grand metteur en
scène Herrnan Bang, qu Ibsen devait envoyer deux ans plus tard à Paris,

n était point encore passé par là etque ce fut lui, lui seul, que créa les
premiers ensembles selon la volonté de l auteur (Lugné-Poë 1936: 23).
In his brief tenure with various theatre companies in Paris, from his arrival in February 1893 to his return to Denmark in June 1894, Bang exerted a profound in uence on the way in which Ibsen s plays were presented and received. It is worth looking at the directorial methods he
used, as they raise interesting questions about dramatic interpretation
and staging in relation to the text, illuminating our understanding of the
importance of this issue for contemporary theatre artists. In addition,
Bang s work in Paris provides us with insight into the emergence of the
modern director. In the following discussion I will focus on his interpre-
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tatíon of one Ibsen play in particular, Rosmersholm; for which we have
Bang s detailed directorial notes.
Although he had little first-hand directing experience, Bang had
brie y been an actor and had trained enough to know that he was inclined to realistic theatre. He also explored and embraced new tech

niques, however, like those of the emerging naturalistic drama, pioneered in Scandinavia by William Bloch in Copenhagen, August
Lindberg in Sweden, and Bjørn Bjørnson in Norway. Bloch especially
was Scandinavia s foremost exponent of stage naturalism in the age of
Ibsen (Marker and Marker in Durbach 1980: 60 61). He was open to
theatrical progress so long as it focused on the actor and the interpretation of character. Lugné Poë hints at some of the directorial techniques
Bang introduced at the Théâtre de l Œuvre:
Expulsé de Berlin oü Bang et Hoffory avaient voulu arranger un festival Ibsen, i]
y a une vingtaine d années, Bang s adressa de Meiningen au maître, qui ne le
connaissait que de nom, et obtint de lui une chaude recommandation auprès du
duc, ami d Ibsen. Quelques semaines après, Bang fut expulse de Meiningen. En

route pour Vienne il s arrêta à Munich a n d y rencontrer Ibsen.

(Lugné Poë 1936: 89)

This comment underscores some of the factors that helped shape
Bang s career: his affiliation with the pioneering naturalistic theatre in
Germany, his acquaintance with Ibsen, and his nomadic, rootless lifestyle. It was Bang s homosexuality that led to his repeated expulsions
from these German cities, where he was constantly keeping a step ahead
of the police. Eventually, his travels led him to Paris (Amsinck 1972: 6).

He brought with him valuable experience of contemporary theatre, in-

cluding the ideas of the Duke of Meiningen and Professor Streben s
work with the Sulkowsky Theatre in Vienna.2 Bang havde her set, hvor
mange flere og bedre muligheder et lille teater havde for at udvikle og
fremhjælpe hver enkelt skuespillers særlige talent [ Bang had seen
here how much greater the possibilities were in a little theatre to develop
and further each individual actor s special talent ] (Amsinck 1972: 8).

This focus on working to develop each actor s range and abilities
using the play as a tool for the actor, rather than the play (and the actor)
as the vehicle for an aesthetic agenda would ultimately put him at
odds with the proponents of French symbolist theatre.
As a writer, Bang produced numerous journalistic pieces, novels
and stories that clearly signalled his interest in contemporary ideas about

art and literature, and in Paris he quickly became absorbed into literary
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circles, for example frequenting Mallarmé s Tuesday soirées.3 His con

nection with theatre companies interested in producing new Scandinavian drama came about through Ibsen, who had heard Bang lecture on

Maupassant and Hedda Gabler in 1891 in Christiania (Oslo), and was

reportedly impressed by Bang s analysis of Hedda s character.3
Through a mutual acquaintance, his French translator Count Moritz
Prozor, Ibsen asked Bang to advise Lugné-Poë on the way his plays
ought to be done (Meyer 1971, III: 232). He recommended that Bang
serve as a kind of production assistant in the Théâtre de l Œuvre s upcoming productions of Rosmersholm and The Master Builder. Ever attentive to his growing reputation abroad, Ibsen was concerned that a
Scandinavian presence should guide these productions and ensure their
authenticity, in order to achieve the breakthrough he had already en
joyed in Germany and was on the verge of gaining in England through
the ceaseless efforts of such champions as William Archer, Bernard

Shaw, and Elizabeth Robins. In fact, Bang would be the ambassador

of several Scandinavian dramatists in France (including himself), direct-

ing nine of the eleven French premières of Nordic plays produced in

Paris in 1893 94.5

André Antoine at the Théâtre Libre had set the precedent for hiring
a Scandinavian mediator to help ensure that no cultural faux pas
would be committed in his 1890 production of Ghosts, a landmark in
early modernist theatre history. Clearly Bang was likewise meant to provide the necessary Scandinavian touch for the Théâtre de I Œuvre,
making sure that costumes, mannerisms, voices, gestures, and facial expressions seemed à la manière nordique. But he did much more than
this; while fulfilling his official function, he also assumed the role of
unof cial director and dramaturge, and proved such a valuable presence
that his position was retained after his departure in 1894 and filled by
the naturalistically-inclined Bjørn Bjørnson (Amsinck 1972: 34). This

clearly demonstrates a recognition on Lugné Poë s part that the direction taken by Bang had become a vital element in the success of the productions, and was also the mode preferred by the majority of the actors.

Bang understood that Ibsen s concern was not so much about
achieving an authentic Scandinavian avour in the productions, but
having a fellow Scandinavian writer and (most important) man of the
theatre on hand who would keep these premieres from being mere fodder for the current French vogue for foreign literature, or the whim of
some fashionable but fleeting aesthetic agenda. Ibsen s instinct proved
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right; much of Bang s tenure with the Théâtre de l CEuvre throughout
1893 94 was spent in frustration over the style encouraged by LugnéPoë. While he did not mind so much the unpaid work (most of the corn-

pany wentunpaíd), Bang chafed under what he considered an extreme
symbolist interpretation of Ibsen, and struggled constantly to rein in
some of Lugné-Poë s deliberately anti-naturalistic methods: 1) hieratic,
monotone, plainchant line delivery; 2) slow, uid, dream-like move
ments and gestures; 3) abstract scenery painted by avant-garde contemporary artists like Edvard Munch, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, and the
Nabis group; and 4) the use of a thin gauze scrim placed between audience and actors (the actors acting behind it).6 He felt that while such
techniques could be appropriate for Maeterlinck s dramas which he
admired and even for a later Ibsen play like The Master Builder, they
would be ill-suited to such stoutly realistic dramas as A Doll s House
and An Enemy ofthe People.
Far from abandoning his work with Lugné Poë, however, Bang
stayed and endeavoured to subvert these methods through intensive individual and group coaching of actors, a realistic directorial style, and
constant efforts to explain Ibsen s plays in their original context, thus
managing to curb some of the extremism. Arguably, his modifications
of the radical style of the Théâtre de l CEuvre helped to save plays like
Rosmersholm from an obscure and misguided experimental staging, and
gained for them an audience they might not otherwise have attracted.
Ultimately, however, he realized this company would always privilege
aesthetic, formal considerations over text and characterization. When he

left to take up his work as a director in Copenhagen, most notably with
Folketeatret from 1897 99, he took with him the techniques he had developed and honed during his Parisian directing experience. His contribution to the concept of the modern director was thus based on a set of
cross-cultural interactions and experiments that are characteristic of literary and artistic modernism.

A brief chronology of Ibsen productions in France will help us to
contextualize Bang s contributions as a director. Surveying the many
Ibsen premieres in France, one quickly gains an impression of the diverse groups that produced his works and, more importantly, of the
wave of interest in les étrangères (primarily Scandinavian and Russian
writers) that fuelled these first productions. I will describe only the pre
mières that occurred shortly before and during Bang s own residence in

Paris, and will focus primarily on Bang s role in the productions of
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several important Paris premières: A Doll s House,'Rosmersh0lm, The

Master Builder, and An Enemy 0f the People. Of these, all but the first

were done at Lugné Poë s theatre and were therefore self-consciously
promoted as symbolist productions. The fact that he was associated with
such different theatrical styles provides us with an important means of
analysing the versatile approach Bang used in directing Ibsen in Paris,
and I hope to show how his dissatisfaction with Lugné-Poë s interpretation of Ibsen helped to affirm and underscore the style he himself espoused and which stemmed largely from his experiences as a director in
Scandinavia and Germany before coming to Paris.
As was the case in England, where Ibsen s breakthrough was occurring simultaneously, many of Ibsen s premières in France took place
in experimental, fringe theatres, often relying on subscriptions (this
was especially crucial in England where many such productions were
officially banned from West End theatres). Eleven months after the
premiere of Ghosts at Antoine s Théâtre Libre in May 1890, the next
play of Ibsen s to be performed in Paris was The Wild Duck, on 28 April
1891, again at the Théâtre Libre with Antoine playing Ekdal. These
productions were firmly rootedin Antoine s aggressively naturalistic
style. Actors used a conversational (rather than declamatory) tone of
voice, often dropping to a whisper; they Occasionally turned their backs
to the audience; the audience watched the play in darkness, and in true
naturalistic fashion the stage scenery was meant to be rather than merely
suggest the play s setting. On 17 December 1891 came the first attempt
to stage Ibsen commercially in France: a matinée of Hedda Gabler at
the Vaudeville. The production was directed by the young Albert Carré
and starred Marthe Brandes, a Langtry-esque, fashionable comedienne
who openly professed to understand neither her part nor the play itself,
and played Hedda as the stereotypical sophisticated, elegantly attired
femme fatale from the pages of Dumas or Flaubert (Marker and Marker
1989: 163). Lugné-Poë later recalled how the audience laughed at this
crushing failure which moved Francisque Sarcey to proclaim in Le
Temps: Ibsen is now dead in France (Meyer 1971, III: 197).
A private salon performance of A Doll s House in 1892 seems to
confirm that, at least in terms of mainstream theatre, this was true, and
that Ibsen s plays would be confined to elite, avant-garde circles.
Indeed, on 16 December 1892, The Lady from the Sea was humbly pre
sented at Les Escholiers (where Lugné-Poë worked before starting his
own venture, the Théâtre de I Œuvre). Proust was among the fellow stu-
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dents Lugné-Poë lectured about Ibsen. Lugné Poe' played Dr. Wangel in
what was probably a very bad production Bang at least was appalled.
Already Lugné Poë seems to have begun to implement his idiosyncratic
acting style little movement, at vocal tone later claiming to be inuenced by the Germans. But this production marked the beginning of
an important partnership. Lugné-Poë was to do more for Ibsen than any
other Frenchman, before or since; and within eighteen months at the age
of twenty-four, he was to take on the part of Solness and become the
first actor to succeed in that role (Meyer 1971, III: 219).

The year 1893 was for Ibsen in France what 1891 had been for
him in England: a pivotal moment in his introduction to a wider
European audience. In the autumn, Lugné-Poë along with the artist
Edouard Vuillard and the art critic Camille Mauclair founded the
Théâtre de l CEuvre, opening on 6 October with Rosmersholm. This pro
duction marked Herman Bang s first alliance with Lugné Poë. As
Frantisek Deak has shown, Rosmersholm firmly launched the Théâtre de
l Œuvre as the leader of the symbolist theatre movement, and more importantly made symbolist theatre an avant-garde enterprise (Deak 1984:
29 36; Deak 1993: passim). Next they put on An Enemy of the People
(10 November 1893), a hopelessly unruly premiere that instantly as
sociated the play, the Théâtre de l CEuvre, and Ibsen with anarchism. It
opened on a day of fierce anarchical demonstrations in the Paris
streets, and was enthusiastically supported by radical young artists and
thinkers who queued up in droves clamouring to be extras in the crowd
scenes; the dress rehearsal eventually turned into a riot which Bang only
succeeded in containing by assigning each extra a speci c and distinct

character (Marker and Marker 1989: 131). This was a technique borrowed from the Meininger company in the 18703, and Bang s crowd di
rection was singled out and commended by critics; but the performance
generally got tepid reviews, partly because it was preceded by an incendiary lecture about the play by the well-known anarchist Laurent
Tailhade. William Archer described this bit of propaganda as an obvious
excuse to attack all leading French politicians and writers, including the

in uential conservative theatre critic Sarcey (Meyer 1971, IH: 232-33).
The anarchist overtones persisted; in April 1894, on the night before
Solness le Constructeur premièred, the Foyot restaurant bombing took
place in which (ironically) Tailhade, who happened to be dining there,
lost an eye. It was later revealed that none other than Félix Fénéon, an
anarchist writer and critic and the midwife of symbolism, who also
greatly admired Ibsen, had perpetrated this act.7 The Théâtre de
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l CEuvre, now firmly regarded as anarchist-symbolis't in its agenda, was
typical of French artistic endeavours politics and aesthetics were never
far apart, particularly in so visible and immediate a form as theatre. This
link only alienated the apolitical Bang even further from its aims.
In France, A Doll 's House never sparked the kind of heated public
debate about marriage and women that it did on its 1889 première in
London; that uneasy mixture of admiration and hostility failed to materialize, partly because the play came after a succession of other Ibsen
plays in France which laid an entirely different groundwork for his reception, and partly because of the unusual set of circumstances sur
rounding the first French productions of the play in the early 1890s. The
first performance of A Doll s House in France had catered to the literati
of Paris at a private salon. La Maison de Poupée received its rst com
mercial production at the Vaudeville on 20 April 1894, with the popular
actress Gabrielle Réjane as Nora.8 Finally-fifteen years after the play
was written, and five years after its sensational English première A
Doll 's House was publicly performed in France. Bang was the artistic
director for the production, which was not quite as conventionally done
as one might suppose. The manager, Paul Porel, was Réjane s husband
and had been director of the Odéon until 1892; he was also the only
well-known director to fight for new tendencies (Jasper 1947: 80). As
previous French directors had done, Porel hired Bang to direct the acting
and to ensure that the production would have Scandinavian authenticity further evidence of the French eagerness during this period for
cross-cultural exchange and the successful transplantation of foreign
works. Bang leapt at the chance to work with Réjane on giving the text a
realistic interpretation, and she recalled later how meticulously and exhaustively he coached her. Her Nora was the vraie révoltée, vivacious,

erotic, immodest, yet at the same time showing a sustained sense of
fear, of great nervous energy, building to wild confusion and finally

inert numbness. 9

While the production found favour with audiences, the critical reaction was overwhelmingly negative; even the foolishness which
Archer compiled from the British press in his Mausoleum of Ibsen
(1894) pales by comparison with such Gallic hauteur. 10 Many of these
critics subscribed to an avant-garde aesthetic that favoured symbolism
and other new artistic ideas, and for whom this seemingly conventional
play had no formal novelty. Thus, compared to other Ibsen plays
(Ghosts, An Enemy of the People, The Master Builder, and Peer Gynt),
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A Doll s House hardly had a sensational effect in Paris, ultimately con-

tributing little to the avant-garde or even to the cause of women s

rights.11

Although he left Paris in June 1894, Bang s association with the
Théâtre de l Œuvre was not yet finished. When Lugné-Po'e' took
Rosmersholm and The Master Builder to Christiania, arriving on 3
October 1894 with his ten very young co-actors, Bang again played a
key role as mediator. He arranged for Ibsen to see both performances,
and then introduced the two men. Ibsen (speaking in German) told
Lugné-Poë that French actors were the best suited for his parts, because

they played with passion. Although he apparently loved the performance
of The Master Builder, and pulled the necessary strings to get LugnéPoë a King Oscar medal as a reward, he did have some reservations
about the stylized interpretations of his plays, especially Rosmersholm.
The character of Brendel, for example, was portrayed as a mysterious
symbol of l invincible attirance de l homme vers l idéal, il est

l Idéal . 12 Lugné Poë consciously aimed for this interpretation by an in

novative lighting technique which Ibsen disliked, complaining to Bang
about the way Brendel on his last entrance was brilliantly spotlighted
électriquement, and saying he did not want such mystérieuses
bêtises

in his pieces (Lugné-Poë 1936: 81). This effect was no doubt

heightened by the fact that Lugné Poë also tumed down the house lights
for this production, a gesture Antoine had made earlier but which was
sufficiently novel to draw comment in the press (Reque 1930: 91).
Bang s Parisian experience had challenged him to work within a
range of theatrical modes, from Lugné-Poë s heavy symbolism to the

more realistic acting of Réjane. Bang s success at both styles of staging
demonstrates both his versatility and the resilience of Ibsen s texts.
Bang ideally occupied a kind of middle ground in his approach to Ibsen,
between the overly realistic and conventional and the extremely experimental and obscure. That Ibsen himself preferred an approach like
Bang s is evident from his many letters to actors, directors, and other
interpreters, warning against any extreme approach, whether old-fashioned or radically new. Bang recorded a conversation between himself
and Lugné-Poë in which their fundamentally opposed ideas about stag
ing Ibsen are thrown into sharp relief. The French director idealistically
aims for the expression of the spiritual, mystical realms of the soul;
Bang eschews such abstract and hazy notions in favour of a practical,
actor-oriented directorial approach (Deak 1993: 216). Det blev Bangs
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opgave at overbevise de franske skuespillere og Lügné-Poe om, at de
nordiske dramers personer var levende mennesker, og at det symbolske
kun skulle anes bag ord og handling, mens kampen for ideerne skulle
lyse frem af skuespillemes menneskelige kampe [ It became Bang s
project to convince the French actors and Lugné Poë that the characters
of Scandinavian drama were living people, and that the symbolic should
only be felt behind words and action, while the struggle for ideas should
shine forth from the actors human struggle ] (Amsinck 1972: 15). This
was partly the basis for his dislike of attaching the labels symbolist
and anarchist to Ibsen s plays; hans store opgave var at frelse det
nordiske drama og sin personinstruktion fra tidens stærkt tendentiøse interpretationer [ his great project was to rescue the Scandinavian
drama and his own direction of acting from the period s strongly
tendentious interpretations ] (Amsinck 1972: 18).

The question was not whether theatre could be a place for experimentation and new ideas, but to what extent radical staging techniques
could be applied to Ibsen s dramas, or to contemporary Scandinavian
drama in general. As he wrote in an article on Nordic dramas in Paris
for Nyt Tidsskrift in May 1894, Bang was wary of any doctrinaire use of
theatre in the name of theatrical reform:
De Mænd, der vil reformere Teatret deler Skæbne med de andre-med Maleme,
Billedhuggeme, med Musikeme, med Digteme, hele den unge Græshoppesvænn
af Symbolister, Modemister, Nyromantikere, Impressionister og Mystikere. De
tror, mens de feberagtig søger det nye og frelsende, at finde Kunstens Fornyelse
i en Formel og i en voldsomt praktiseret Teori.

[Those men who would reform the theatre share the fate of the others painters,
sculptors, musicians, poets, the whole young grasshopper-swarm of symbolists,
modemists, nee-Romantics, impressionists, and mysticists. They believe, as they
feverishly seek the new and redeerning, that they will nd the renewal of art in a
formal and violently applied theory.] (Amsinck 1972: 14)

This statement reveals Bang s mission in Paris to be wider than
simply rescuing Nordic plays from such theoretical violence. Like
Ibsen, his main interest is in championing the essential clarity of theatre
through characterization, in preserving theatre against what they both
saw as the distorting effects of artistic vogues and tendencies.
As Hanne Amsinck has observed, Bang habitually noted down the
practical requirements (props and other staging elements) of his productions, and she regrets the apparent loss of such valuable evidence from
his work in Paris: havde vi bare haft Herman Bangs instruktionseksemplarer, havde vi været godt hjulpet [ if we only had Herman
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Bang s promptbooks we would be greatly helped ] (Amsinck 1972: 45).
However, Bang s directorial approach is clearly demonstrated by the
notes on stage directions and text in his promptbook for Rosmersholm
which is in the Royal Library, Copenhagen. This document probably
came to Bang through William Bloch, who directed the first Danish
production of the play (in 1887); it is likely that Bang sent for it in desperatíon on realizing the full extent of the symbolist interpretation of
Ibsen at the Théâtre de l CEuvre. Although this copy is not in the Fonds
Rondel with other promptbooks from the Théâtre de l CEuvre, it is possibly the Norwegian text in hand to which Frantisek Deak refers
(Deak 1993: 189). The likelihood that this was Bang s vision of how
Rosmersholm should be staged in Paris is further substantiated by the
fact that several months later, when directing the Théâtre de l Œuvre s
production of Un Ennemi du Peuple, he also used a Bloch promptbook
(from an earlier production at the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen) (Deak

1993: 200). The promptbook for Rosmersholm reveals the ideas behind
Bang s staging of Ibsen and hints at the methods he probably used in
Paris. It also points up more clearly why his approach would have
clashed with Lugné Poë s while harmonizing with the English productions; Bang followed the latter s emphasis on the female character s
predicaments and her centrality to the drama, thus engaging contemporary debate and discourse on women s rights and further promoting the
concept of the Scandinavian révoltée.
Bang s notes indicate he saw the play as Rebekka s tragedy, with
her as the central figure.14 His marginal notes in the script, as well as his
alteration of many of Ibsen s stage directions for Rebekka, show how

carefully he thought out herrole. For example, in the scene in which
Rebekka reveals that she has just been listening at the keyhole to Rosmer and Kroll, Bang notes at the bottom of the page, under Ibsen s stage
directions: Here is the great high point of the play (96). Bang concen
trates almost exclusively on the character of Rebekka, altering or deleting certain of Ibsen s stagedirections regarding her, as in the following
examples: ytter sig lidt nærmere [ moves a little closer ] is deleted
(11); afbryder ham [Krøll] alvorligt [ interrupts him with seriousness"] is deleted (13) ; Rebekka rejser sig [ Rebekka rises ] (14) and

Rebekka sætter sig i en lænestol

[ Rebekka sits down in an arm-

chair ] (17) are deleted, as is gâr hen til rektoren
Rector ] (20).

[ goes over to the
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These comments show Bang deliberately reconfiguring the blocking for Rebekka, focusing on her physicality and the use of her body in
ways that often seem to contradict Ibsen s directions. Clearly, he wants
more physicality than Ibsen has indicated. In order to show his conception of the positions of the characters on stage, Bang draws spare, simple diagrams in the margins, all variations on one basic sketch which
occurs throughout his notes. He sometimes adds to or elaborates on
Ibsen s stage directions, as when he interjects the note Rebekka slipper

stolen [ Rebekka releases the chair ] on the line, Ja glade [ Yes
happiness ] (104) and when he deletes the direction for her to show

anxiety ( gâr omkring, knuger 0g vrider hændeme [ walks about, rubs

and wrings her hands ], 142). These minor alterations cumulatively

render Rebekka more physical, as if to highlight the repressed, vulnerable, tormented side of her character, and avoid the stereotype of the
helpless, hand-wringing female. They also show Bang s instinct for dramatic effect, seeking new ways for the actor to portray strong emotion
realistically rather than melodramatically, something Ibsen would deve-

lop to a fine art in his directions for Hedda Gabler a few years later.15

Bang in fact anticipates this move away from melodramatic female gestures to distinctive and idiosyncratic mannerisms often revealing wordless protest and repressed emotion.
One of Bang s most interesting and innovative comments occurs
when he indicates that Kroll should stand med Ryg til Publikum
[ with back to audience ] on the line Vi vil dog prøve, om vi ikke kan
fâ gjort dig uskadelig [ we will nevertheless try to see if we can t
render you harmless ] (82). Antoine used this novel bit of blocking in
his productions at the Théâtre Libre, in Ghosts, for example, drawing
vehement protests from conservative critics like Sarcey. It was clearly a

favorite of Bang s. Other instances of this particular direction can be
found again on the line fra den tid, da du kom til os [ from the time
you first came to us ] Bang notes, Rosmer sidder med Ryg mod

Publikum, Rebekka staar [ Rosmer sits with back to audience, Rebekka stands ] (lOl) -and on Rosmer s line, Kom ikke ind på dette

her! Ikke nærmere, Rebekka!

closer, Rebekka! ]; Bang notes,

[ Don't get into this any further! No
Med Ryg til Publikum

(194). The use

of this deliberately fourth wall -oriented movement indicates the refreshing unconventionality in Bang s directorial approach, re ecting as
well the in uence of German and French naturalism on Scandinavian
theatre.
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Bang also pays particular attention to tempo and dynamics. It
should be noted that in the texts Ibsen only'rarely designates tempo in
structions like slow or fast. Bang writes

hast

or

hastigt

[ in a

hurry ] in at least nine places in the text, often beside chunks of dialogue rather than individual lines, and at emotional high-points in the
play. For example, in the first lengthy conversation between Rosmer and
Kroll (50 51), hast appears twice in the margins first beside Rosmer s great revelation about his break with Kroll s party, then next to
Rosmer s line Det har du selv tvunget mig til, Kroll [ you yourself

have forced me to it, Kroll ].16 The instruction peppers the margins of

the final pages of text, in the climactic scene between Rebekka and
Rosmer culminating in their suicide. Bang also indicates sagte or
langsomt [ softly, slowly ] next to certain lines, and pointedly
notes pludseligt [ suddenly ] on Rebekka s line Hvorledes vil du da
kunne leve livet? [ H0w will you be able to live life? ] (184). In addi-

tion to such tonal or rhythmic indications, Bang occasionally shows
where he thinks a pause should occur, and what the dynamics of certain
key lines should be. For example, he writes at the bottom of a key page
of dialogue in which Rosmer and Rebekka discuss their relationship
(107): De taler halvhøjt i den stærkeste intim [?] Spænding [ they
speak semi-audiny in the most intimate intensity ]. Later in the final
scene between Rosmer and Rebekka, Bang makes another revealing
note about dynamics Rosmer næsten skriger [ almost screams ] his
line Har du mod og vilje-til dette, Rebekka? [ Do you have the
courage and will for this, Rebekka? ]. Bang pictures the final exit dramatically but simply, with Rosmer and Rebekka walking out dead centre (upstage so again with backs to the audience, absorbed in each
other), followed by the door closing a subtle yet powerful intertextual
nod to the ending of A Doll s House.
In terms of extensive cuts, revisions, or alterations that affect the

original meaning, Bang rarely tampers with the actual text.17 However,

there are occasional deletions in the longer passages of any one character, as in most of Rosmer s speech about the spiritual marriage he and
Rebekka have formed (129). It is interesting and revealing that Bang
deemed this passage either irrelevant, troublesome, or for some other
reason in need of excision; the idea of the spiritual marriage became
one of the most famous and lasting of the Ibsenist concepts and figured
in debates about the New Woman in Europe, as the writings of such

women as Lou Andreas-Salome attest. Most likely his motive was to
keep the audience s attention on Rebekka and her complex psychologi-
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cal impulses, as he had throughout the play, rather than diverting it to
abstract ideas.

In this and other ways, Bang s approach to Ibsen resembles that of
his contemporaries in England, a connection which has not been previously made. William Archer, Elizabeth Robins, Janet Achurch and
Charles Charrington, the Independent Theatre (and Herbert Beerbohm
Tree, one of the few mainstream directors who would undertake to produce Ibsen in the West End) all staged Ibsen s plays in realistic fashion,
either because overt experimentation would risk critical and audience
favour or because of the trickle-down effect of censorship on British
theatre, censorship having effectively encouraged and enforced a rigid
set of standards for production that were hard to sway. Prevailing conditions had also persuaded audiences that plays of the realistic mode
(including drawing-room, society comedies and cup-and-saucer melo
dramas) were the natural idiom of the modern theatre. The distinction
here is that in England, Ibsen was played deliberately for his iconoclastic potential to disrupt and overthrow contemporary British drama using
West End conventions, relying on content rather than form for radicalism since there was little receptivity to the kind of formal theatrical experimentation Lugné-Po e employed. But it is just as powerfully Bang s
ideas about foregrounding the female characters physicality and emotional tension that link him with the rst English productions of Ibsen in
a profoundly important way. These productions conformed on the surface to realistic, acceptable theatrical conventions, yet shared a deeply
radical basis in their emphasis on dilemmas of the female characters.
Bang s work with various French theatre groups sharpened his instincts as a director, and deepened his conviction of the responsibility to

work closely with the actors, from stars like Réjane to the crowds who

served as extras in Un Ennemi du Peuple. It also perhaps contributed to
his belief in the director s total involvement and immersion in the theatre. His mission was clear: the modern director must not merely arrange the staging, he must learn the whole range of his craft in order to
become det centrale led i skabelsen af en forestilling [ the central link
in the creation of a production ] (Amsinck 1972: 45). In his writings

Bang emphasizes above all his passion for the theatre, for den Kunst
som vi nu ogda behager os i at paastaa er i Dekadence, men som dog af
alle har bevaret den største Magt over vore Sind [ that art which we
sometimes like to declare is decaying, but which of all arts has main-

tained the greatest power over our souls ] (Bang 1892: dedication).
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Although he is no theoretician or dramaturgical philOsopher, Bang says,
he hopes that the reader of his book will feel et Pust af den Kærlighed
til Scenens Kunst, som har fulgt mig hele mit Liv [ a whiff of that love
for the art of the theatre which has followed me all my life ] (Bang
1892: dedication). It is ironic that Bang s international reputation as a
director will probably rest primarily on his brief and not entirely happy
liaison with the French avant-garde theatre. His concern for the preservation of theatre may have provided the strongest basis of all for his approach to directing the Scandinavian plays that were, however eetingly, so popular in France.

NOTES
1. As early

as 1889 Prozor, Ibsen s authorized French translator, mentions

_ Hermann [sic] Bang

tin jeune romancier danois de plus grand talent

in the

preface to his first published volume of Ibsen translations (Prozor 1889: 14-15). For
accounts

oflbsen s breakthrough in France, see Amsinck (1972), Lugné-Poë (1931,

1936), Nyholm (1959: 7-78), and Reque (1930). Some of Bang s own recollections of
his Parisian stint are in Bang (1910); he also recorded his impressions as correspondent

to Dagbladet and other Scandinavian newspapers. On related aspects of Bang s career
see Greene-Gantzberg (1992, 1986). Bigeon (1984: 207-51) included a chapter on
Bang, along with chapters on Brandes, Ibsen, and Strindberg.
2. Bang (1892) devotes a chapter to each of these in his book Teatret.
3. For a contemporary French account of Bang in Parisian literary circles, see le
Rouge (1993). Indeed, Mallarmé s praise of Ibsen in the Danish newspaper Politiken
in 1898 may owe something to his connection with Bang.
4. Bang s description of Ibsen s reaction is recounted in Lugné-Poë (1936: 92ff).
5. A synopsis of these productions is given in Amsinck (1972: 32). As his work
with the Théâtre de l Œuvre was unpaid, the 37-year-old Dane supported himself as a
journalist, serving as Paris correspondent for various Danish and Norwegian newspapers; he would sometimes write four or ve articles a day (42).
6. For fuller descriptions of these techniques see Deak (1993) and Jasper (1947).

7. See Halperin (1988: 57). Le Rouge (1993: 225-31) gives a contemporary
account of the Foyot restaurant bombing. Fénéon was interested in Ibsen in terms of
both anarchism and symbolism, and had volunteered as an extra for the turbulent pre-

mière of Un Ennemi du Peuple.
8. This performance was only for subscribers of the Vaudeville, according to the
program for the performance. See Maison de Poupée (1894), Fonds Rondel Re.19.211,
Bibliothèque de 1 Arsenal, Paris.
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9. Marker and Marker (1989: 60 61). With her hand wringing, wild-eyed hysteria,

this Nora sounds much like the melodramatic and overwrought Nora/Flora of Breaking
a Butter y, the English travesty of A Doll 's House for which Henry Arthur Jones and
Henry Herman were responsible a decade earlier.

10. Marker and Marker (1989: 62). Reactions to the French performance can be
found in Noël and Stoullig (1894).
ll. An anecdote printed in Le Figaro points up the cultural gulf between the play
and its French audience. In the foyer after the performance, the public s reaction was
captured par une bonne dame qui mettait son manteau en disant à son mari: Vois-tu,
chez nous on se serait engueulé d abord, et on se serait réconcilié après " (Reque 1930:

45).

12. Alfred Vallette, review of Rosmersholm, unspeci ed paper (November 1893),
Fonds Rondel. Vallette was founder (in January 1890) of the Mercure de France, the
main journal of the symbolist movement, and was a champion of Maeterlinck (Jasper

1947: 37). He exhorted his countrymen: we need a theatre ; Paul Fort took this up
and started the symbolist theatre with his Théâtre d'An, focusing on Maeterlinck

(Nyholm 1959: 32 33).
13. Herman Bang 's instruktøreksemplar af Rosmersholm (København, 1886), med
indstregninger og regiebemærkninger [Herman Bang 's director s copy of Rosmersholm

with underlinings and notes on the mise en scène]. Cited by page numbers in

parentheses throughout text. The marginal comments are in two strikingly different
hands: the majority (indicating stage directions, tempo and dynamics of speech, and
other comments) in a tiny, close, neatly-lettered black-ink hand; some in a larger, more
sprawling, pencilled hand, used mostly for textual underlining. These underlinings
were perhaps made by Bloch, or by an actor; they could mean either that the given line

corresponds to a given movement/stage direction, or that the line is important and
should be emphasised accordingly by the actor. Checked against samples of Bang's
handwriting, it is clearly the ne, black ink hand that is his.
14. As Deak also points out (1993: 189).
15. Note for example the stage direction Ibsen gives Hedda when she is rst left
alone on stage in Act I: Hedda [går] om på gulvet, hæver armene, knytter hænderne
som i raseri. Slår så forhængene fra glasdøren, blir stående der og ser ud

[ Hedda

paces the floor, raises her arms, clenches her sts as in rage. Thrusts the curtains aside
from the glass door, remains standing looking out ] (Ibsen 1922: 315).
16. Hastigt occurs on the following pages of the Rosmersholm promptbook:
On Rebekka s lines Nej, aldrig. Og ikke doktor West heller. Aldrig med et ord
[ No, never. And not Dr. West either. Never with one word ] and Deter umuligt. Det
er bare noget, De vil bilde mig ind. Aldrig i verden er det sandt [ lt is impossible. It s
just something you want me to believe. Never in the world is it true ] (142).
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Next to Rosmer s line Hvorledes forklarer du, hvad der er' sked med dig? [ How
do you explain what has happened with you? ] and Rebekka's reply: Det er rosmerslægtens livssyn [ It is the Rosmerian outlook on life"] (179).
From Rosmer s line Er det ikke underligt...? [ Isn t it strange? ] to Rebekka s
Har det? Og endda sâ ? Alligevel?

(181).

[ Has it? And even 50 ? Anyway?

]

Hastigt muligt" [ As fast as possible ] next to the exchange between Rosmer and
Rebekka: Ja, det er jo det, som vilde være det store... . Å Rebekka-hvor kan jeg tro
fuldt ud på dig? [ Yes, of course that would be the great... . Oh Rebekka-how can I
believe fully in you? ] (183).
On Rosmer s Ja, du, det er dette spørsmål, som jeg aldrig... [ Yes that s a
question that I never... ] (196).
Next to the exchange from

Men jeg vil ikke se dit nederlag, Rebekka!" [ But I

don t want to see your destruction, Rebekka! ] to Aldrig har du sind til at gâ Beates
vej" [ You ll never have the mind to go Beata s way ] (198).
Hastigt, Haand i Haand" [ Quickly, hand in hand ] next to the exchange from
Mand og hustru bør følges ad... to For nu tør jeg det [ Husband and wife ought to
go togethef ... For now I dare to do it ] (201).
17. Some of the pencilled corrections have to do with the language, speci cally
fordanskning

(literally,

making Danish ) of common Norwegian idioms. Thus

sidder igen (3) becomes bliver tilbage [ remains behind ], liker bedst (5) becomes holder mest af" [ likes the best"], and nok så (9) becomes ganske
[ rather, or pretty much"]. Such minor changes were fairly standard in stagings of
Ibsen in Denmark, and the

fordanskning of the Norwegian is an idiomatic, not a

semantic change.
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New Historicism and the Prose of Joy
Kogawa s Obasan and Leena Lander s
Cast a Long Shadow
Seija Paddon

University ofH elsinki

RÉSUMÉ: Selon l expression de Stephen Greenblatt, il y a engénéral très peu
de véritables inventions dans la culture; dans la pratique, l écriture se sert de
matériel transmis, hérité, modi é, transformé et reproduit sous une forme ou
une autre. Obasan, de Joy Kogawa et Cast a Long Shadow [Jette une grande
ombre], de Leena Landerpeuvent être considérés comme des ouvrages prétendant revenir en arrière dans le temps. Plus spécifiquement, dans ces romans le
matériel he rite et reproduit, ce que nous pouvons appeler les inter textes des
romans, représente une gamme qui va d emprunts épistolaires jusqu à des
rapports gouvernementaux et une quantité surprenante de textes théologiques
des XVe XVIe et XVIIe siècles. Par conséquent, nous voyons la dissolution de
mythes auparavant totalisants, et nous entrons dans un domaine romanesque
de discours en con it. En outre, la renarration ctionnalisée que font Kogawa
et Lander de segments particuliers de l histoire rapportée peut être vue en
termes reconstructionnistes comme exprimant une narration jusqu ici étouffée;
il s'agit donc de retourner les histoires au domaine des con its sociaux dont
ils sont le produit.
ABSTRACT: Stephen Greenblatt has arrived at the dictum that as a rule, there
is very little pure invention in culture; in practice writing employs material
that is transmitted, inherited, modi ed, altered, and reproduced in oneform or
another. Joy Kogawa s Obasan and Leena Lander s Cast a Long Shadow can
be viewed as works that claim to return to history. In these novels, speci cally,
the inherited and reproduced material, what we can term the novels intertexts,
run the gamutfrom epistolary borrowings to governmental memoranda and an
astonishing number of fteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century theological
texts. As a result, we see the dissolution of once totalizing myths and enter a
novelistic terrain of con icting discourses. Moreover, both Kogawa s and
Lander s ctionalized retelling of particular segments of recorded history can
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be seen in reconstructionist terms to give voice to hitherto silenced narration,

hence returning the histories to the eld of the social con icts that originally
produced them.

Moral: there exist obsessive ideas, they are never personal;
books talk among themselves, and any true detection should
prove that we are the guilty party.
(Umberto Eco. Re ections on The Name of The Rose)

I have chosen New Historicism as a mode of analytic approach for
my reading of Joy Kogawa s Obasan and Leena Lander s Cast a Long
Shadow because the con icting debates over the de nitions and textual
politics of New Historicism offer an interesting context within which to
consider contemporary literary writing. More specifically, I should say,
it is a context that not only allows us to see contemporary literature s relation to history, but also the ways in which such literature manipulates
historical texts. Brook Thomas in his book appropriately titled New
Historicism tells us that at its most general, the term historicism can
refer to any sort of historical method (4),1 or it can refer to historiogra-

phy, especially the German historiography of the 19th century, which
carried the name Historismus. Within contemporary use, and while New
Historicism has general and specific meanings, it refers to our relationship to the past and the way it is possible for us to understand it

(Thomas 4). It means, among other things, the establishment of new

connections between literature, literary writing and history. Importantly,
we are compelled to think about history as intertextuality that is inevitably interventionist since it assists us in remaking the past, or our
perception of the past. The contention is, of course, that history is not
some reified phenomenon, but rather it is always mediated by human
kind through discursive activity.
Since the impreciseness of New Historicism means that it doesn t have a representative approach to literature, I have appropriated one
of Thomas s critical approaches in my study of Kogawa s and Lander s
novels as works that claim to return to history, rather than being ex
plicitly concerned with the rewriting of it. The novels fictionalized
retelling of particular segments of recorded historical facts can be
seen in reconstructionist terms to give voice to hitherto silenced narration, hence they return to the field of social con ict which originally
produced them. While arguments in this paper derive their support from
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varied theoretical sources, I would like to mention Foucault s 1963 text,

Madness & Civilization

as the
backbone of my study.

While both novels present a new mode of analysis of relatively
familiar historical events, or chains of events, they represent disparate
historical periods. Kogawa s novel, first published in 1981, deals with
the Canadian Govemment s policy and practice of internment and dispersal of Japanese Canadians during the Second World War, hence the
novel deals with a relatively recent history. However, in her writing,
Kogawa defamiliarizes the notion of language as mimetic or re ective
of reality, thus making the reader reassess what passes for historical
truth.

For Joy Kogawa, a poet and a third generation Japanese-Canadian,
whose novel Obasan won both the First Novel Award and the Canadian
Authors Association Book of the Year Award, the experience of writ
ing this partly autobiographical, partly fictional novel, was an act of regenerative exorcism. Through the eyes of the child/narrator, Naomi, the
novel tells the story of Naomi s and her family s lives of hardship,
tragedy, and pain during the turbulent years of the Second World War.
On the surface level, the novel narrates the fragmentation and destruction of one J apanese-Canadian family among uncountable others.
Before its dispersal and enforced relocation from Vancouver, the family
consists of Naomi, her brother, Stephen, her parents, aunts and uncles,
and two sets of grandparents. On a deeper level, the novel tells of
Naorni s silent search for her mother from whom she is separated at the
age of five, her unspoken feelings of guilt and the blame she assumes

for the loss. It is only at the novel s close that she is told the truth; her
mother, who had travelled to Japan before Pearl Harbour for what was
to be a visit with her sick grandmother, was in Nagasaki the fateful day
the atom bomb was dropped on the city. For Stephen, whose musical
talent is discovered early and encouraged, first by his mother and father
and subsequently by caring teachers during his otherwise difficult
school years, music becomes a way out from the indignity of being seen
as an enemy alien. As his talents are recognized and awarded, he distances himself from his family background and Japanese roots; he becomes an internationally known artist who no longer has anything in
common with the members of his family who are still alive.
Leena Lander s Finnish language novel Lankeaa pitkä varjo, or
Cast a Long Shadow in English translation, in turn, is based on the more
distant history of the 17th century witch trials in Aland. In the novel,
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fictive realities are constructed in layers. Nils Pilsander, the Circuit

Court Judge of Âland appears to the author/narrator as a man obsessed by a need to unburden his conscience, to retell the chain of events
that led to seven women being condemned to die as witches. Hence, he
becomes the novel s shadow narrator. While the reader learns about the
lives of these women, multiple historical realities meet and challenge
each other. The original and actual court records Lander researched tell
of the judge s passionate pursuit to eradicate evil and of the many judicial errors he made in the process. The reader meets the women in their
everyday circumstances as Lander embellishes details and narrates the
terror which the sudden disruptions and imprisonments cause in their
lives. The court records tell of tortured women, deceitful or despairing
husbands, and forcibly abandoned babies. In Lander s telling, the nar-

rated histories also become a study of the workings of the judge s
mind and of the prevailing beliefs and thoughts of the times. The judge
has offered to be the subject of the novel, and he dominates the narration, but he also becomes the author s nightmare. The author, in seeking
answers from Jung s theories, is compelled to ask whether her opponent
is the judge of the distant, disturbing past, or her own shadow self. Thus
the novel evokes what is sometimes termed metaphysical shudder in
its pursuit of an answer to philosophical as well as Jungian questions of

guilt.2

Lander, the several times award winning author of eight novels,
plays for theatre and radio, essays, and criticism, succeeds in her narration of 17th century life in its inexplicability, fragmentation, and subtextual richness. In her prose, the readers find themselves in a world and
time in which they would not choose to live, and yet, they are powerless
to adopt an attitude of detached contemplation, hence they are chal
lenged by the problem: whose authority are they to accept, the narrator s
or their own based on the officially sanctioned authority of traditional
accounts of history. In both Kogawa s and Lander s novels, then, the
actual, officia truth of the times is both questioned and challenged by
the voice of humanity to which only contemporary history will give
credibility.
The specifically inherited, referred to, and reproduced materials in
these novels run the gamut from epistolary borrowings to governmental
memoranda, to an astonishing number of fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century theological texts, as well as official court records. This
reproduced and/or referred-to textual material functions as evidence
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of narrative authenticity in the fictive retelling of the stories. The idea of
evidence, or the textual traces left by the past, constitute the actual,
rather than virtual reality (Wilkinson 80) in Kogawa s and Lander s

novels. But the traces also become part of a paradox. If we keep in mind
that the main thrust of New Historicism is its distrust of received knowledge, or distrust of grand narrative systems that once made sensewhether political or religious both novels, nevertheless, incorporate
and use the traces as authentic support for the worlds they create.
When we read Naomi s, the protagonist s, diary account in Obasan:
The Commission put outa notice everyone has to be ready for 24hour notice. No more extensions... We re trying to get into a farm, or a
house around Salmon Arm or Chase, or some other decent town in the
Interior (103), and so on, the reader knows that Kogawa refers to an
actual notice, the record of which can be verified.
This deliberate strategy of factual embedding in contemporary
use, however, has taken on an ironic twist. Naomi finds among old

newspaper clippings and her aunt Emily s diary entries the journalistic
excerpt dated June 21, 1944: It seems highly disturbing that without
debate, and with agreement by all parties, the House of Commons
adopted a clause in the new bill dealing with elections which will disen
franchise men and women of Canadian birth. This is bill 135
No
other democratic country has such legislation (41). Aside from the
contrast democratic legalities offer to the chaos of World War II, when
seen retrospectively, today s reader knows all too well that the question
about the democratic rights of the Japanese-Canadians veils the actual
and uglier truth, racism, the truth that is silenced. Yet, racism in Obasan

functions not unlike madness in Shakespeare and Cervantes, it is beyond
appeal. In Foucault s terms, nothing ever restores it either to truth or to
reason

(31). As Naomi s aunt Emily finds out, it is useless to reason

that German-Canadians are not subject to the same indignities and economic losses Japanese-Canadians are. The Germans are not visible
enough objects of common prejudice. A telegram sent to Mackenzie
King by concerned missionaries reads in part: Repatriation and disper
sal policies [are] the cruellest cut of all. Expensive, inhuman, and absolutely unnecessary. Not even a semblance of democracy or common
sense in this latest racial persecution (184).

The clash between the veiled, actual reasons not articulated by the
official rhetoric, and the toneless governmental discourse of form letters
sent to Japanese Canadians euphemistically asking them to hand over
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the titles to their properties (36) before the people are moved inland
from British Columbia, create endemic tensions in the novel. In
Kogawa s narration the gaps and inconsistencies in the logic of what is
happening to Naomi and her extended family and their friends result in
severe undermining, if not near destruction of the individuals sense of
identity. Kogawa writes in parenthesis an unarticulated admonishment
that rings in Naomi s memory: Keep your eyes down. When you are in
the city, do not look into anyone s face. That way they may not see you.

That way you offend less (183). Abjection, then, the inevitable conse-

quence of happenings that are not only beyond appeal, but outside logically constructed arguments, takes on unusual modes of expression.
Robin Potter in studying abjection as a phenomenon in the novel, and
what it results from, writes about the characters consistent and continuous preoccupation with cleanliness and hygiene, excrement, death and
decay as being re ective of a cultural group having a sense of itself as
the source of corruptive and corruptible behaviour (Potter 118).
The Government of Canada, and its various judicial arms, function
much the same way the Hôpital Général functions in Foucault s text,
not as a medical establishment, but rather a semijudicial structure, an
administrative entity, which along with the already constituted powers,
and outside of the courts, decides, judges, and executes
It is quasiabsolute sovereignty, jurisdiction without appeal, a writ of execution
against which nothing can prevail (Foucault 40). Jurisdiction without
appeal has, of course, nothing to do with any legal concept, but it works
as an order of repression. Aunt Emily despairs: They took away the
land, the stores, the businesses, the boats, the houses everything.
Broke up our families, told us who we could see, where we could live,
what we could do, censored our letters, exiled us for no crime (Kogawa
36).
The anxiety the repression causes is further emphasized by the
facelessness of its source. The written documents, the governmental
reports, recommendations, policy documents, and so on, which Naomi
in her sense of hopelessness refers to as crimes of history (41), are virtually authorless texts. They have been composed, edited, revised, and
translated by uncountable numbers of people. Hence there is no author
whom an individual could question, no one to whom one could address
an appeal. Not surprisingly, then, Naomi concludes: But you can t fight
the whole country (42). Only Stephen, who has a book of riddles and
who, unlike Naomi, understands what they mean, finds a way out of an
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incomprehensible situation. How often had he come home from school,
his glasses broken, tear stains on his face, taunted by other boys: All
the Jap kids are going to be sent away; they re bad and you re a Jap.
Yet his father told him he is not a J ap, he is a Canadian. It is a riddle,

Stephen tells Naomi. We are both the enemy and not the enemy (70).
The confinement of, and/or the driving away of segments of population who are without resources, or without what is seen as proper social moorings, has, of course, a long history and can be traced at least as
far back as mid-sixteenth century Europe (Foucault 47). Whether the
purpose was, as in England and France, for societies to rid themselves of
the unemployed, the poor scholars and beggars, together with the mad
(in fact, at times they were seen as one homogeneous lot of undesirables), or in Canada during the unfolding of war hysteria to rid the
country s coastal area seen as vulnerable to enemy attack of a visible
racial minority and disperse the people inland where they could be used
as cheap labour in the production of food, in any of these cases morality
and justice permitted themselves to be the administrative expression of
arbitrary power. In Foucault s terms, the phenomenon becomes part of
the history of unreason (Foucault 64).
The practice of instilling fear by references to loss of life or vari
ous forms of personally degrading punishments such as incarceration
and public disgrace, with the accompanying losses of status, home, and
family, has its place in the world of religion as well as politics, although
within religion the fear often works on a metaphoric level. Frequently,
the threats have to do with the spiritual world and life after death, rather
than the observable and mundane. Nevertheless, religion is an important
site of ideological power and not unlike other modes of power, it has an
unceasing need to re-establish its authority. The widespread violence
against women carried out under the guise of eliminating evil and
Satanic and demonic practices, violence that swept through Europe be
tween the 15605 and 17603, had its counterpart in Southern Finland in
the seventeenth century witch trials conducted in Âland, the subject

matter of Leena Lander s novel. Whether or not we see a correlation between the European witch craze and the traumatic social changes of the
17th century Europe, that is: wars, overpopulation, impoverishment, and
famine (Nenonen 33), and argue that the intensive and large scale out-

breaks of the persecution of women as witches happened in times of
disasters, according to Foucault s reasoning, we are witnessing the anxiety of those in power and their need to legitimize their authority by
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casting out specific others. We can see, then, that by using dichotomies already in place, dichotomies that establish the deviance of
certain groups, in times of crisis those in authority are able to use these
groups to bolster their own positions. The difference between Catholic
beliefs and those of the Protestant Reformation aside, those in authority
within the patriarchal church structures were impotent to alleviate people s suffering.3 Thus the women who were imagined to possess demonic powers were seen as the causes for the world s suffering and disasters, and therefore they could not be allowed to live. Or to quote the
judge in Cast a Long Shadow and his historical musings in the interest
of justifying local persecutions in Àland: Jews everywhere soon gave
the Inquisition enough to do, and the number of witches continued to increase. That is how, at the onset of our century, learned men could state

that the situation had gotten out ofcontrol; clearly it was still the Jews
who had brought about the Black Death, but the religious wars could a1ready be seen as disasters conjured up by witches (37). Significantly,
the reader is made aware how Lander s novel becomes an exploration of
the power of legal and religious discourses as they work to sustain social

order in Àland.

The discoursal slippage, that is, the gap in logic between the provable and the unprovable, occurs when we are asked to make the giant
leap of faith from the victimization of women, specifically, as witches,
to their demonization, and the demonization of women s sexual prac
tice, whether actual or the fabrication of the minds of European monks,
among others. When Kjellinus, a man of the cloth in Lander s novel
explains: There wasn t an essential difference between whether the
witch s agreement with the Devil was imagined, or real. Even in the
former case a witch had to be in agreement with the Devil, because she
believed her imaginings to be real. Satan gives birth to imaginings
(59), the slippage or gap in logic finds its explanation in the realm of the
hallucinatory and the unprovable. Foucault explains: Madness is the
purest, most total form of qui pro quo; it takes the false for the true (the
imagined for the real)
[b]ut it is also the most rigorously necessary
form of qui pro quo in the dramatic economy, for it needs no external
element to reach a true resolution. It has merely to carry its illusion to
the point of truth (Foucault 33 34).

What counter-Reformation had already uncovered in Europe, that
is, the widely practiced combination of Christian and pagan beliefs,

which had gone on for more than a thousand years, especially among
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the uneducated populace, finds its equivalence in Lander s novel. The
deep roots of peasant life are in a culture that rejects the enforced religious conformity of the educated, and offers, instead, inventive and id
iosyncratic interpretations of Christian doctrine (Wilkinson 85). Lander s novel carries examples of popular misinterpretations of church
dogma, as well as beliefs stemming from oral culture that the official
lack of religious tolerance summarily labels as instances of demonic
practice. Even harmless, superstitious practices among farrners wives
by whichthey hoped to produce more butter or cure their children s
fevers, are considered intimate acts of fratemization with the devil.
It is noteworthy that Kastelholm castle as the place where the accused women are confined conjures up dominant images of sadism. The
cells are cramped, dirty, pitch-dark with an earth oor. The walls have
cracks in them that let the bitterly cold winter winds further chill the un
heated cells. The women rarely have an opportunity to wash themselves
and then only in ice-cold water. In the darkness of their cells, they are
interrogated and threatened with physical punishments unless they con
fess to having a personal (and often sexual) relationship with the devil.
Foucault points out how Marquis de Sade s entire oeuvre carries images
of the fortress, the cell, the cellar, the stronghold of confinement, as the

natural habitat of sadistic behaviour (Foucault 210). In keeping with the
dominance of the sadistic, the courtroom practice of using thumbscrews
becomes the means by which confessions are extracted from the accused
women. Maria N., one of the accused, withstands the pain for a long
time. In the end, with her fingers crushed, she admits having healed a
sick boy with sorcery. In the narrator s words: She told of having
dropped silver in water and having read spells afterwards (29).
Maria N. s confession is an example of how the popular pagan beliefs are confronted by the elite and Christian ones. In her narration
about the women who were beheadedand burnt at the stake as witches,

Lander constructs a fictional world of sadism and dark fear to mirror the
historical one. Significantly, the norms of both are fantastic. As a stroke
of pure authorial genius, Lander gives her novel a narrative frame that
embodies the rules of the fantastic world where reality and illusion
merge, a world where the border between life and death is transgressed
as a matter of course. As the novel is the fictive reconstruction of events
leading to seven women being condemned to die, the shadow-narrator,
Judge Nils Pilsander from the centuries

dim past, functions in what

Brian McHale terms a historical dark area (89). The judge tells his
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story, or history, to the novel s actual, but expressly self-re exive narrator. Or to quote Foucault, we are at the narrative stage where the
Judge s error begins to unravel the web. Accusing himself, he speaks
the truth in spite of himself (Foucault 33). Thus Lander camouflages
the seam between historical reality and fiction. As an example of what
McHale terms as postmodernist interventionist historical fiction, history and fiction exchange places, history becomes fictional and fiction
true history, the real world having lost its place somewhere along the
way, or rather, the reader is left with the question: real in comparison
with What (McHale 96)?

While Kogawa demystifies and unravels the orthodox version of
the past, she has to adhere to the limits set by historical distancing, or
rather its lack. Not enough time has passed since the actual events,
therefore authorial freedom and reader acceptability dictate that the
events and characters in her novel adhere to a narrative logic that does
not contradict the official historical record of those events. Lander s
writing, on the other hand, has the freedom to integrate apocryphal history in the form of quotations from numerous Latin texts on the deviance of witches and their demonic practices; creative anachronism not
only in shaping the lives of her characters and the relationships between
them (one might wonder, for instance, whether the relationship between
the Judge and his field-hand could, in reality, have been as egalitarian as
the novel portrays it), but in giving the Judge a life and a role within the
framework of contemporary history; historical fantasy, again in the form
of the Judge as a shadow narrator who appears to the author in person,
thus forcing her also to examine the very idea of authorship, as well as
recorded facts. Stylistically her writing feasts on such diverse elements as Voltairean chapter headings, and the nineteenth century use of

initials as substitutes for proper surnames, a device used in an effort to
enhance the illusion of reality. It is as if the author felt it necessary to
delete the names for reasons of tact or legal responsibility.

While both novels are terrains of conflicting discourses that deal
with the problems of power and its attendant techniques of discrimination and exclusion, in reading Obasan and Cast a Long Shadow through
the Foucaultian grid, one becomes aware of a coextensive and optimistic
counter-discourse, something we might call an alternative consciousness. An argument emerges, pointing out to us that since all relations are
contingent, each is also therefore vulnerable. While in Foucault s terms,
the thought that power could be transcended is truly a Utopian thought,
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at the same time the victory of the forces of containment cannot ever be
seen as lasting ones. Or in Foucault s own words, power does not con
stitute a fatality at the heart of societies, such that it cannot be undermined (Leinwand 478). In the end, the reader of Obasan witnesses the
closing of the discursive circle. The fictitious treatment of a very
grievous and unjust past has become the catalyst for the factual, albeit
belated government acknowledgment of past wrongs. Thus the
misappropriated, or unjustly exercised power is clearly undermined
by the impact Kogawa s novel had and continues to have on Canadian
political consciousness.
In Lander s writing, the last court proceedings see life emerge as
the winner as Margaret M., the last of the accused, after a couple of uncertain and hesitating steps walks to the courtroom door and into what
constitutes the ambiguous freedom still prevalent today, freedom that
doesn t often acknowledge past wrongs, but merely finds contextual explanations and justifications for them. While against all odds life has triumphed, and the fatality at the heart of society has been undermined,
Lander also lets the reader understand that guilt for past wrongs is not
yet wiped away, but a day will come when it has shrunk and is as small
and light as a feather, something to be blown into the wind so that it
will be no more (269). Hence, in the subject matter of Lander s novel,

there is no closing of the discursive circle, but rather, it is time that
ultimately blots out thepast injustices, time in its progression into silence (Foucault 281).

My Ansatzpunkt, or point of departure, in this paper has been an
attempt to cross cultural boundaries in the world of literary writing and
its unmasking of the inadequacies of historically constructed truths. The
logic of unmasking, in turn, inevitably reveals the truths that are, and
have beenobscured. But the crossing of cultural boundaries also contributes to a realignment of one s thinking and perspective on history. In
the end, however diverse the historical situations that form the subject
matter of the literary retellings, and the myriad of pluralism s competing
voices aside, critical interests will uncover in the literature what we
might in the simplest terms recognize as a vision of a shared humanity.
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NOTES
1. In addition to scholars and works mentioned in the text, the following is a list

of a few works among many too numerous to be included here-dealing with New

Historicism: Fischer, David Hackett. Historians Fallacies (New York: Harper &
Row, 1970); Jamieson, Fredric. Postmodernism or, The Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991); LaCapra, Dominick. History &

Criticism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985); Tompkins, Jane. Sensational
Designs: The Cultural Work ofAmerican Fiction (New York: Oxford University Press,
1985); Veeser, Aram H. Ed. The New Historicism (New York: Routledge, 1989);
White, Hayden. Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century
Europe (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973).
2. For Lander s references in the novel to Jung s study of the personal unconscious and the shadow, see, for example, Aion: Phenomenology of the Self in The
Portable Jung. Edited by Joseph Campbell (New York: Penguin Books, 1984), pages

139 162.
3. In Lander s novel, Parson Kjellinus often consults St. Augustine s De
Civitate Dei, Heinrich Kramer' and J acobus Sprenger s Malleus Male carum and
other expressly Catholic theological texts in support of his ruthless drive to eliminate
witches from Åland in the hope of avoiding famine and pestilence.
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Sigbjørn Hølmebakk. The Carriage Stone. Translated by Frances Var
damis. Chester Springs, Pennsylvania: Dufour Editions, Inc., 1996. 192
pages.
Reviewed by CHRISTOPHER HALE
University ofAlberta
Sígbjøm Hølmebakk (1922 81), born in Flekkefjord in southern Norway,
was the son of a minister. As well as being a novelist, he was very interested in film, and he was active in leftist politics. His novel The Carriage
Stone was originally published in 1975 under the Norwegian title
Karjolsteinen. It received the Norwegian Literary Critic s prize theyear
after it appeared, was later made into a film, and was a popular choice in
the Norwegian Book Club.
The novel deals with the way in which the two major characters
face fundamental questions of life. One of the most important of these
questions is: if death is the end of everything, what is then the use of attempting to achieve anything, what is the meaning of life? The first per
son to whom the reader is introduced is a writer and a Communist political activist, Olav Klungland, who is in the process of writing a new novel
which he is having difficulty in finishing because he doubts his abilities.

On a visit to a dying party comrade in a cancer hospital, he meets a retired pastor, Eilif Grøtteland. Grøtteland,who is visiting his sick wife in
the same hospital, asks Klungland for a copy of one of his books. Later
the two meet in Grotteland s hotel room, and the pastor tells Klungland
his life story, about his relationship to his brother and to his wife and his

losing his faith. All this has such an effect on Klungland that he begins to
doubt even more his own worth and goals in life.
While we are led to believe in the beginning of the book that Klungland is the principal character, almost two thirds of the narrative is
Grotteland s relation of his story, and Klungland s life is relegated to the
background. Only in the final chapters does Klungland reappear and take
on the leading role. Although the two men are from opposite poles of so
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ciety, they both are concemed with the same problem, and both come to
similar conclusions as to how to deal with them.
The novel is well-written, absorbing, and it deals with fundamental
human concerns. It will no doubt appeal to a broad reading public. It introduces to the English-speaking world an important author who is as yet
little known outside of Scandinavia. Because of this a more extensive
overview should have been included of Sigurd Hølmebakk and his works
than the short biographical note at the beginning of the book.
All in all, Frances Vardamis s translation reads smoothly and well.
Rather than translating the text literally, she has frequently rewritten passages or paraphrased them. Usually this has created a better flow in
English than a closer rendition might have done. For example, on page 76
the translation reads:
After the church service, Didrik went down and spoke with the minister. The
mayor and Jens Christian were there as well. The teacher, too, insisted on joining
the conversation, and the others had to silence him; he responded sharply but then
he left them and began to fuss with the hymnals over by the cupboard. It reminded
me of how he behaved at his desk in the classroom when he was angry.

A literal version of the original might, however, sound as follows:
After the service, Didrik went down to speak with the minister. The mayor and
Jens Christian were also there. The teacher joined in the conversation, and his
shrill voice cut through so the others had to quiet him down; whenever he had said
something, he left them and began to fuss with the hymnals over in the cupboard;
it was like seeing him at his desk in school when he was angry.

In Vardamis s translation, the essential meaning has been preserved. Also, to improve the ow, an occasional sentence is either added
or deleted without any damaging effect.
Vardamis takes other types of liberties with the text, thus making a
more readable English version. In the original, Hølmebakk's dialogues,
especially those between Grøtteland and Klungland, are often lengthy,
and the reader can at times be somewhat bewildered as to who is speaking at a particular moment. To prevent such confusion Vardamis fre
quently substitutes the speaker s name for the pronoun he in these conversations. Another example is the division into paragraphs. Vardamis
frequently breaks up some of Hølmebakk's longer paragraphs, especially
those in which there are lines spoken by more than one person. Occasionally as well, the position of two sentences is reversed.

It does happen now and then that the translation of passages is not
entirely successful. Once in a while, individual words may be rendered
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with poor English equivalents, as when on page 61, the Norwegian smørbrød ( open-faced sandwich ) becomes butter-bread, or completely
mistranslated, such as when on page 28, She was at her job from eightthirty to four-thirty becomes eight-thirty to three-thirty. Phrases, and
sentences too, may not be entirely correctly translated. For example, on
page 32, Vardamis interprets the original, He looked directly at him, as
The man stared into space. These and other examples of mistransla
tions which could be mentioned, do not seriously affect the meaning of
the text.
There are, however, some rather serious mistranslations. Sometimes
a word is misunderstood totally. For instance, on page 68 the Norwegian

word sømmen ( the sewing ) is given as summer (Norw. sommeren),
and on page 146 matrester ( leftovers ) is translated as mattresses

(Norw. madrasser). In other places, the English word does not express
the correct nuance the author is trying to convey when he chooses the
Norwegian word. This can be seen, for example, on page 166 in the sen
tence, Klungland, not trusting himself to discuss the matter, answered
quickly, where the original says, couldn t
bring
himself to discuss
(Norw. orke).

I do not feel, though, that these criticisms are important enough not
to recommend this edition to most readers. However, if a literary scholar
is planning to write a critical paper on the novel, I would suggest that one
at least have the Norwegian original close by to be able to compare it
with this translation.
Kirsten A. Seaver. The Frozen Echo. Greenland and the Exploration of
North America ca A. D. 1000-1500. Stanford, California: Stanford
University Press, 1996. xvi + 407 pages.
Reviewed by WOLFGANG P. AHRENS
York University, Toronto

This is a marvellous overview of Norse Greenland with a re-examination
of older literature and a presentation of works on the topic which have
appeared in recent years in both English and Scandinavian languages.
The study looks at historical records, church records and descriptions of
archeological finds. Thus we find particular attention paid to genealogical
family relationships between Greenlandic and Icelandic families in the
14th and 15th centuries, as well as the activities of bishops appointed to
Gardar in Greenland bishops who were both resident and more often
than not non-resident in the later years of the colony. We learn of prized
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Greenland items for trade: falcons, stock fish, train oil, walrus ivory and
narwhal horns, as well as about the activities in the North Atlantic of
English merchants in the 15th century, particularly those of Bristol, and
the trade entertained by the Portuguese from the Azores. This is a well researched book to which the excellent and exhaustive bibliography of over
250 items attests.
The chapter headings give a good indication of the detailed contents
of the book: 1) Greenland and Vinland: 1) North Atlantic Exploration
Five Hundred Years Before the Cabot Voyages; 2) Social and Economic
Conditions in Norse Greenland Before 1350; 3) Church and Trade in
Norse Greenland Before 1350; 4) Ivar Bardarson s Greenland; 5) The

Western Settlement Comes to an End; 6) Rumors of Trouble in the
Eastern Settlement; 7) England and the Norwegian Colonies, 1400 1450;
8) Sailing out of the Middle Ages, 1450 1500; 9) Greenland, 1450-1500;

10) The Age of Discovery.

The central intriguing question about Norse Greenland is, of course,
why this colony, which at its height in the 13th century had some 4,000
6,000 inhabitants, came to an end in the late 15th or early 16th century.
Several theories exist and Seaver examines each of these.

A major theory is that the Black Death decimated the population.
This plague struck Norway in 1349, but Iceland not until 1402-4. It is
unlikely that it ever reached Greenland, for the bubonic, rather than the
pneumonic, form of the Plague to take of hold of Greenland, a ship would
have had to bring both infective rats and sailors still well enough to manage the ship, and the rats would have needed a favorable climate for the
survival and reproduction of the flea vectors, which require heat and
humidity to breed and ourish. The rat species in question at that time
would have been the black rat (Rattus rattus), also known as the ship rat,
for the brown rat (Rattus norvegicus) did not invade Europe from Asia
until some three centuries later. The brown rat is adept at exploiting natural habitats away from human dwellings, but the black (or ship) rat is not.
The cold and rather arid Greenland climate did not encourage cozy eaand rat colonies outside, and no rat bones have been found inside the
Norse houses there so far (only the bones of house mice) (88-89). Other

diseases, however, were present and could have had an influence in reducing the population. There were small pox epidemics in Iceland in

1380 81 (316) and 1431 32 (185) which could have spread to
Greenland, and it can be assumed that the population also suffered from

such parasitic and epidemic diseases as trichinosis (58), pneumonia, in-
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fluenza and typhus (59). However, what the archeologists have not
found is evidence that a devastating epidemic put anend to either colony
[the Norse Eastern and Western Greenland settlements] (59).

Other theories trace the extinction of the Norse population to the
hardship resulting from the worsening of climate in the fifteenth century,
or to a possible con ict with the Thule people who were expanding
southward in Greenland. But, there is no evidence-archeological or
other-that the Norse starved to death because of the changing climate,
nor do they seem to have died en masse from other causes, such as
pestilence or Eskimo aggression (138).
Seaver postulates that the Norse lasted much longer in Greenland
than is generally assumed. She goes to great length to explain the political situation in the North Atlantic in the 15th century. At that time, con-

flicts between English traders and the Danish-Norwegian crown led to a
prohibition of trade with Atlantic Norwegian colonies, and there is evidence that only rarely did trading licences get issued. However, there is
circumstantial evidence that trade continued without formal customs declarations and that traders, especially the British, had journeyed to
Greenland (251). Also, archeological evidence of garments from the

graves in the Herjolfsnes grave yard in the Eastern settlement shows that
European traders visited there in the later half of the 15th century. There
is a man s overgown (Figure 29, page 231) and a so called Burgundian
cap (Figure 28, page 230), in fashion around 1480 90.When the new
wave of voyages of discoveries to North America started in the early 16th
century, contact had ceased between Iceland and Greenland, although apparently Greenland England contact still existed. Yet, Greenland lay far
out of the way of the normal, more southerly, routes that ships now took
to North America.
So, what happened to the Greenland Norse? By the end of the fifteenth century, after ten or twenty years with no English ships calling,

and with direct contact with Iceland an even more distant memory, many
of the colonists may have felt deprived and isolated enough to welcome
the chance of another change, brought by post-Columbian explorers and
adventurers. Drawn by reports of new lands and opportunities far west in
the ocean, these new travelers had much in common with Erik the Red
and his little band of colonists. It is perfectly possible that even after five
centuries, the Greenland Norse were as capable of adventure, and as
thirsty for a fresh start, as their ancestors had been when they set sail for
the great unknown (253). Seaver notes that the Bristolman Richard
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Warde and the Azorean explorer J oäo Femandes (both of whom had been
involved in enterprises of North American exploration) disappeared from
Bristol records around 1500. Bristol merchants were familiar with Norse
Greenland; in addition, it was difficult in the early 16th century to recruit
any sailors for voyages to North America (often convicts were assigned
as sailors in those days), let alone find settlers for unknown areas.
Further, Seaver notes the eerie Greenland scene of careful burials and
deserted tidy homesteads, so eloquently described by Joel Berglund
[ The Decline of the Norse Settlements in Greenland.

Arctic

Anthropology 23 (1986): 109 135] strongly suggests voluntary desertion
of the Eastern Settlement

(311). So, Seaver concludes that the

Greenlanders who had so clearly taken active part in the North Atlantic
economic community throughout the fteenth century, had remained opportunists to the end and joined the early-sixteenth-century European
surge toward North America (311). Whether this was part of a lost expedition of Warde and Femandes can never be ascertained. The conjectured emigrants to the mainland of North America were presumably lost
on their voyage, or else succumbed shortly thereafter when they encountered hardships in their settlement and did not receive support from the
European mainland. One need only remember that early 16th century
settlements much further south, and presumably with more favourable
climatic conditions also failed (e.g., the Roanoke Island colony in present
North Carolina between 1584 and 1589). People leaving for a venture of
new colonization are normally the young and healthy. This probably also
occurred with the Greenland Norse. Those left behind were then the old
and infirm; with the vigorous group of the settlers lost , undoubtedly
those left behind would soon have perished, with the colony ceasing to
exist. This is a neat and plausible theory and perhaps one day, some
archeological evidence may surface that would support it and convince
remaining doubters.
Reading this fascinating study, one gets a clear picture of the age

and one feels that little else can be said about Norse Greenland. It is a
must read for all those interested in medieval Scandinavia, and in

Iceland and Greenland in particular.
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Åke Daun. Swedish Mentality. Translated by Jan Teeland. University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996. 236 pages.
Reviewed by J. DONALD WILSON
University ofBritish Columbia
Studies of national character are out of fashion these days. Their zenith
was reached in the 19505 and 1960s. Typical of this genre were studies
done by Seymour Martin Lipset such as The First New Nation (New
York, 1963) in which he compared the national character of the United
States and Canada. Mildred A. Schwartz produced similar research on
Canada itself in a book entitled Public Opinion and Canadian Identity
(Berkeley, 1967). But in the seventies scholars became skeptical of the

entire exercise of demonstrating national character. It seemed presumptuous to imagine one could identify and distinguish the national charac
teristics of Canadians and Americans, as opposed to those of other industrialized nations. Many of these characteristics, it was argued, distin- _
guished not Canada, the United States, or Sweden for that matter but all
industrialized countries: rationality, efficiency, competitiveness, punctuality. Anyway, the phrase itself, national character, seemed by the sixties
to contain racist overtones. Moreover, it was dif cult to speak of national
characteristics when, in reality, Canadians all have multiple social identities: national, regional, community, and many private identities based on
ethnicity, class, and gender. But such concerns have not stopped Swedish
ethnologist Åke Daun from writing a book called Svensk Mentalitet in
1989, available now in English as Swedish Mentality.
I have enjoyed visiting Sweden many times over the years since
1958, and have made a number of friends there. It has only been during

the last couple of times that I have come to realize another reason why I
like Sweden so much; namely, it is like going back in time to the way we
used to be in Canada in the 19503: mostly white faces in the street, extreme politeness and civility, and an aversion to loud and aggressive behaviour. A comfort zone of nostalgia envelopes me, and I feel at ease (jag
trivs i Sverige). In reading this book, I came to realize once again why I
like Sweden and Swedes (also Finland and Finns for that matter). Their

national stereotypes humility, tolerance, justice, and conformity represent the way I remember Canada and Canadians to be as I grew up in
Southern Ontario in the forties and fifties before the extensive American
social and cultural in uences took hold in the 19605 featuring pride, conceít, boasting, and garrulousness and before large scale immigration from
Asia, Africa, and South America.
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Daun s study reiterates a good many of the national characteristics I

have noted regarding Sweden. In fact, perhaps this type of national character study is more valid for Sweden because of its population s relative
(until recently) ethnic homogeneity. One wonders, though, whether it can
be considered valid for much longer. Most of Daun s data is based on innumerable polls and interviews, many of which, significantly, were done
in the 1970s and 19805 when Sweden was less diverse than it is today.
Using the methods of psychology, social psychology, and cultural
anthropology, and in particular the findings of survey research, Daun is
able to tell us alot about Swedish society. The high divorce rate is attri-

buted to the need to be able to be one s own person (69) and as a consequence of conflict avoidance. The latter is said to be extremely important for Swedes both at work and in social life. Stress on sameness and
conformity is highly prized in Sweden. In all the Scandinavian countries
the ideas of equality de ned as sameness and of individualism defined
as independence seem to be reinforced (105). Foreigners, even well edu-

cated ones, just don t fit into the sameness and are often critical of it. This
sort of critique sometimes results in Swedes being accused of lack of
imagination and dullness (träkighet).

Swedes (and Finns) place a great deal of emphasis on the spoken
word; thus they have little patience with small talk (kallprata) and find
it difficult to engage in it. Many, for example, find the ubiquitous North
American greeting How are you today? off-putting because of its
meaninglessness. People who are garrulous and constantly chattering are
found particularly offensive. It follows that noisy, loud, and unruly peo
ple are not appreciated. Swedes, accordingly, apply negative stereotypes
to Americans, Germans, and Southern Europeans. Swedish children are
taught early on to restrain their emotions, especially in public. In turn,

foreigners commonly accuse Swedes of lack of feelings and inordinate
shyness.

Daun devotes an entire chapter to rationality because Sweden is a
nation whose culture is permeated by rationalism (137). Rationality is
said to be at the root of the origins and the operation of the Swedish
model of the welfare state. The heavy reliance on family planning, for
which Swedes are famous, is another example of an underlying rationalist
streak. Swedish parents, for instance, do not have children, they get
or acquire them (skaffa barn), indicating a particular way of thinking
about children. Then the child s self development is prized, rather than
the child being expected to fit into the family structure, as among Jews
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and South Asians. In a related way, Swedes applaud public policies favouring the enlightenment of the people: sex education, consumer education, and adult education which is conducted through a vast array of institutions scattered throughout the country.
For Swedes, Trudeau s famous dictum reason over passion is a
watchword of life. Even pleasure is a very serious matter in Sweden, to
quote a Danish journalist (141). Strict liquor laws, a legacy of the country s puritan Lutheran background, reinforces this point. In any case,
having fun is a serious matter that is often subject to planning and
preparation and rarely spontaneous. (The same is true of Finland.)
Moreover, it is best to enjoy things in moderation; nothing in excess. A
corollary, Daun concludes, is being happy does not primarily mean to be
gay or joyful (169), a statement incomprehensible to the average North
American bombarded daily by TV ads suggesting exactly the opposite.
As Daun goes on to note, Swedish seriousness leads to belittling
southerners

(Southern Europeans and Middle Easterners)

which in

turn provides grounds for discriminating against immigrants (151). The
other side of the rationalist coin is the proud attachment to modernity,
as exemplified by statements like the following: we no longer believe in
superstitions; we don t go to church; we re not ruled by irrational ideas
(154).
Despite my disclaimers at the outset about studies of this sort, I
must admit that this is an impressive book, wide ranging and solid in its
social science research base. As Sweden becomes more multiethnic and
multicultural, surely Daun s findings will be in need of revision. The au-

thor admits as much by stating:

Currently (1989) we see a greater frag-

mentation, with rather competitive ideologies and lifestyles (212). But in
my opinion he provides a very sound picture of the national characteristics of traditional Sweden which I suspect is fast disappearing, just as
Canada is changing before our very eyes.
Olavi Koivukangas. From the Midnight Sun to the Long White Cloud:
Finns in New Zealand. Turku: Institute of Migration. Migration Studies
Cl 1, 1996. 397 pages.
Reviewed by MIKA ROINILA
University ofSaskatchewan

After years of exhaustive research involving interviews and examining
official statistics, Koivukangas has produced a very detailed account of
the Finns in New Zealand. This book follows an earlier work by the same
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author on Finnish immigration: Sea, Gold and Sugarcane: the Finns in

Australia, 1851-1947 (1986). The present book, which is ricth illus-

trated with photographs and drawings, examines Finnish immigration and

settlement in New Zealand from the earliest times to the present, and

evaluates the Finnish contribution to the development of this country.

The book consists of sixteen chapters. Chapter 1, entitled
Introduction, deals with the physical geography of New Zealand, and
the scope of the study. Chapter 2 traces the arrival of the Finns in New
Zealand as far back as 1769, when Captain James Cook landed in New
Zealand on board of the Endeavour, accompanied by the Finn Herman
Sporing. Spöring was given much credit for collecting plant samples and
for making illustrations and taking notes on wildlife encountered in the
Pacific. He impressed Cook to such an extent that Cook named an island
off the New Zealand coast after him. Sporing [sic] Island, now Pourewa
Island, is located on the eastern coast of the North Island, near Tolaga
Bay. Koivukangas mentions (28) that he visited the island in 1988 and

that some of the old time residents in the area still did know the island by
the old name. The next two chapters continue the early history by discussing Finnish sailors, whalers and gold diggers, as well as the small
scale farmers that settled in small colonies in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Chapters 5 9 deal with family histories of residents on both the North
and the South Islands, as well as on two smaller islands nearby Stewart
and Chatham Islands. The total number of Finnish immigrants to New
Zealand was not large a mere 1,500 2,000. Koivukangas has seemingly
attempted to deal with almost all of these, and he examines a large number of families in detail. Many interesting life stories emerge from these
family histories which indeed make good reading. For example, the
author devotes an entire chapter (Chapter 9, 156 169) to the story of the
Finnish sailing ship Pamir that was seized during the Second World War
and held by the New Zealand government from 1941-1949. Many of this
ship s crew remained in New Zealand and the lives of these sailors are
well documented. Chapters 10 to 14 outline Finnish involvement in the
development of the New Zealand forestry industry; as well, these chap
ters delineate Finnish cultural and religious af liations, and the retention
both of Finnish cultural values and of the Finnish language, and finally,
there is a discussion of the trends of assimilation. The role of women in
more recent immigration is dealt with in a separate chapter (Chapter 14,
231-244). From these discussions, it is made clear that the Finnish set
tlers can be divided into three general groups: 1) the earliest settlers

sailors, Whalers, etc., who assimilated completely to New Zealand soci-
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ety; 2) first generation immigrants who arrived in the 19505 and 60s,
founded clubs and organized activities that kept many Old World traditions alive and provided support for Finnish speakers; many of these 0rganizations and their activities have faded away and the descendants of
these immigrants for the most part no longer maintain neither the Finnish
language nor their Finnish heritage; 3) Finnish immigrants since the
1970s; these are better educated, more established in the New Zealand

economy; as there are fewer and fewer immigrants arriving each year, the
need for social support and cultural activities is less than in the past, a
further reason for Finnish clubs to cease, e.g., the Tokoroa Finnish club in
1977, and the Kawerau Finnish club in 1984.
A general overview chapter (245-261) and a conclusion (262-265)
are followed by two large appendices, listing Finnish New Zealand immigrants from before and after 1949. The many immigrant records
needed for these appendices were retrieved from New Zealand
Naturalization Records, the Register of Aliens (1917), and Death
Records. Koivukangas gathered information on over 1,000 Finnish families. To a researcher and immigrant historian, these appendices constitute
the most important feature of this work, and this material will be invaluable for further research on family histories, both in Finland and New
Zealand. Over twenty-five years of meticulous and painstaking data collecting has paid off, as we now have the most comprehensive account
possible of Finnish New Zealand immigrants and their descendants.
Some aws in the book include inconsistent cartography and errors
in the details in the theoretical overview on the patterns of migration at
the end of the book. Koivukangas (262) does not include restricted mi

gration among the typologies formulated by W. Petersen. Rather,
forced and impelled migrations are listed separately, even though
they imply the same typology according to Petersen (1958). Although
properly cited in the bibliography as Everett S. Lee, A Theory of Migratian (1969), in the text this author is referred to as Robert E. Lee (262).
(Had the author been reading about the American Civil War?) Other less

serious problems are a small number of spelling errors (e.g., 27-28;

32)and mistakes in the footnotes in Chapter 10 (Footnote 19 is given

twice, p. 177 and p. 178, and the numbering sequence is incorrect from
this point forward to the end of the chapter. . Also, the title of the book
with its reference to the long white cloud, seems enigmatic to a non-New
Zealander and the author might have been wise to note the meaning of
this expression in the book s introduction. (The Maori name for New
Zealand is Aotearoa, land of the long white cloud )
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Apart from these criticisms, the work deserves praise for its pioneering contribution to Finnish immigration research. In part also, the
book caters to the interests of the New Zealand Finns who are interested
in family history and genealogy, and are eager to find their roots in
Finland. In sum, the book is highly recommended to individuals interested in demography, settlement and family history, ethnic minorities,
overseas migrations, and the Finnish in uence in the South Pacific.
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